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ABSTRÀCT

This study is directed towards reconciling the general
principles of agency law with the concept of "transferred
agency", as developed in insurance law. The insured, ín many
of the cases of a transfer of the incidence of agency, is
Iosing the indemnity sought in the insurance coverage on
unjustifiable grounds. AIso, there is no consistency in
applying the concept to strip insureds of indemnity. This
denands a consistent protective devise for insureds, produced
in this study. The study is based on a literature review of
the concept of transferred agency. The review is done
extensively on the transfer nhere an agent. co¡npletes
application forms for applicants. The comparative aspect of
the study is on the growing tendency of other Corunon Lav,
jurisdictions to emulate the transfer.

The study relates the literature review with the
realities of the insurance industry. There is advocated a line
of thought that gives protection to the average policyholder
and this is found in the "reasonable expectation" of the
insured. In nol-ding the reasonable expectation to suit the
context of transferred agency and examining the events fLow
thereafter, a conclusion is reached. The conclusion sun¡narizes
the study as having produced a fraßework for the protect.ion
of an average policy-hol-der dea]ing with an insurer's agent
in contracting for insurance coverage.
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I

INTRODI]CTION AND STATEIIÍENT OF PROBLEI¡I

The Agency Relationship

Agency is defined as a fiduciary relationship which

exists between two persons, one of

rehom

expressly or impliedly

consents that the other should act on his behalf, and the

other of

whoro

sinilarly

consents so to act or so acts.l

Fridman sees agency as

"a relationship which exists between two persons when
one, called the agent, is considered in 1aw to represent
the other, cã11ed the principal, in such a way as to be
able to affect the principal's lega1 position in respect
of strangers to the relationship by the mahing of
contracts or the disposition of property. "z
Fridmanrs definition did not attempt to show agency

relationship as a consensual relationship. This, however, is
the presentation of Seavey who defines agency as a consensuaÌ
relationship in which the agent holds in trust for and subject
to the control of another, the principal, a power to affect
certain legal relations of that other.3 This blend of

words

_l ReynoLds F.M.B. and Davenport 8.J., Bowstead on Agency,
(London:
Sweet and l,laxwell, 1985) page L.

2
Fridrun c.E.L., The Law of Àgency (London:
Butternorths, I983) page 9.
3 S".rr"y Í1.4., r,The Rationale of Agency" (1920), 29 yale
L.J. 859 at 868.

to

the importance of control- and consent vJas also
made in the American jurisdictions where agency is seen as a
fiduciary relation r¡hich results from the manifestation of
emphasise

to another that the other shal-f act on
his behalf and subject to his control , and consent by the
other so to act..4
The association of the agency relationship with consenr
has been made in Garnac Grain Co Inc. v. E.l¿t.F. Faure and
consent by one person

Fairclough Ltd.5 where Lord Pearson said that the relationship

of principal and agent can only be established by the consent
of the principal and the agent. This same view, Selt adopts
r.¡ith the vie\d that the agency relationship can arise only

when

there is mutual consent betereen the tvro parties that it should
arise.6

of consent as a sole determinant of agency has
been criticized by Fridman that though consent nray be a
relevant factor in identifying agency relationship, it is not
conpletely satisfactory to base agency upon consent.T Frid¡nan
The use

4 Section I, American Lav¡ Institute ResEatement of t.he
Lavr of Agency, Second, (2d) Vo1une t, lttinneGõta: anerican r,aw
Institute Publishers, 1958 ) .
s lrsoz¡ 2 Arr E.R. 353 at 358 (8.L.).
6 S"11 W.E.,
"Àgency,' (New york: The Foundation press.
fnc., 1975) page 8.
7 r'ridr.n c.E.L., op. cit., page 12 - 13.

i.l

,,
t:

3

is of the viev¡ that agency should not be of mechanical.
determination but, rather, the law should be made to determine
what is agency on Èhe basis of the factual arrangements
between the parties. The criticism was buttressed with the
existence of situations ehere the agency relationship is
created though the parties have not truly consented to it.8
Fridman thus received consent as an important feature of
agency but with a caution not to overemphasise it in the
ar rangement .

Eaving regard to the argument that agency is as much

fiduciary relationship as a consensual one and that

a

some of

the obligations incumbent on an agent are imposed irrespective

of agreement, the astuteness of !'ridmanrs contention

cannot

be ignored. The authors, t'larkesinis and Munday, too opine that

will not provide a universal criterion for determining
whether there exists an agency relationship since, often, the
existence and the incidence of agency derive from the Ìaw.9
The use of control in this instance is an attempt ro
distinguish agency and master- servant relationship. Fridman
consent

8

R"f.."n.. was made to Boardman v p¡ipps (1967) 2 A.c.
46 (8.L. ) where it was treta tnat agencf-existea between the
parties though no consenÈ vias shown on the part of the
principal. In the case, the agents e¡ere treated as sel-fappointed agents.
9 Irlarkes ini s
Law

of

B. s. and l{unday R.J.C., An Outl- ine of the
Agency ( London: Butterworths, 1986 ) page 5.

4

asserts that agency is a relationship that has meaning and
importance in the fields of contract and property whil-e the
master-servant relationship has importance for purposes of

vicarious, tortious and criminal liabitity.Ú Reuschfein and
Gregory, whiLe hinting the possibly determining rofe of the
right to control, state that the real distinguishing
characteristic of an agent is the representation of a
principal contractually. They assert further that the
principal will not normally incur liability for torts of the
agent.I

the difference bet¡veen an agent and à
servant as one lying in the degree of control exercised over
the person rather than in the acts performed. Seavey's view,
however, accords more with a distinction of a relationship of
a servant-agent from a non servant-agent. Seavey sees a
Seavey regards

servant as an agent under more controL than is a non-servanL.

In stating the difference on the degree of control , Seavey
sees the servant selling prirnarily his services measured by
tine and the agent the ability to produce results.P
Ð Frid*.r, G.E.L., op.

I

cit., pages 26 -

31.

Reusch].ein E.G. and Gregory W.A., Eandbook on the Lav,
(l'linnesota : west-rubtistring Co.
g@"
'
1979) page 99.

¿ S".rr"y,
"The Rationale of Agency,, (supra) page

g66.

5

It suffices to say, at this juncture, that the difficulty
of sufficiently distinguishing between the relationship of
master and servant and a principal- agent retationship has
been existing since the notion of agency was introduced into

the

Law.B This apparently necessitated the enphasis
on the control exercised over the agent. Conant brought this
Co,n.on

into focus that in England and in a farge group of
AEerican states' the distinction between agent and servant is
still naintained as proof of actual control of net.hod. conant
states that the courts, in elucidating the agent,s freedom of
control, emphasise the agent's authority to choose the method
of selling and the hours of work.
For this reãson, Conant concludes that the prime
emphasis

behavioral characteristic of a servant is a legal presumption

that the servant has no discretion in choosing the physical
method of perforning the entrusted services. Agents, on the
other hand, are delegated discretion to devise the best method
of effecting contracts for their principals within the scope

of the deJ.egated authority.U
13 Fridman asserts that the notion
of agency was
introduced into the Conmon la¡c in Boson v Sandford
(t6-90)
Salk 400 $here Eolt C.J. said " r¡hoeî-e r emptoys another is2
answerable for him and undertakes for ¡is carã to aLL that
roake use of him". See Fridman G.E.L., op. cit., page 6.
Conant n., Liability of principals Eor the Torts of

Ag"nt". e Co.o"r.tiv

6

Conant's view on the subject
Ànerican Restatement

rnay have been shaped

of the Law of

by the

Àgency which provides in

subsection (2):

"a servant is an agent ernployed by the master to perform
services in his affairs whose physical conduct in the
performance of the service is controlled or is subj ect
to the right of control by the master.rl

In sub-section (3) it is provided :
"an independent contractor is a person grho contracts with
another to do something for hinr but nho is not controLled
by the other nor subject to the other's right of control
with respect to his physical conduct in the perform_4nce
of the undertaking. Ee may or may not be an agent".Þ
These arrangements represent the set of conditions needed to
view the agency relationship at Corutron Law and proûide
guidance in identifying a relationship as an agency
relationship.b

fn the Civil Law province of Canada, agency is given
expression in the identical concept of nandate. Article 1701of the CiviL Code of Quebec,U provides that :
E American Law fnstitute

Agency, (supra) page 12.

Restatement of the Law of

6 t'lanitoba, like the other Corunon Lae, provinces in
Canada, has its principtes of Agency 1aw shaped after the
EngLish Conmon Law. The same could be said of countries Like
Australia, Nen zeal-and and Nigeria vrhere Agency Law deríve
inspiration from the Corunon Law of EngLand.
U "civiL Codes of Lower Canada and Ouebec',, (Montreal-:
wilson e
to as ,reuebec
Civil Code,'

7

"nandate is a contract by which a person, cal-Ied the
mandator, conmits a lawful business to the managenent of
another, called the mandatary, who by his acceptance
obliges hi¡nself to perform it.,'

The similarities in the two concepts become increasingÌy
apparent

with the implicit need for consent in mandate.

The

agent here called the mandatary, must manifest an acceptance

of the conmittal

nade by the principal-

of a Lawful business.
The authors, Franklin and Franklin too have expressed the
sinilarities in the usage of the two concepts in stating that
mandate is the Quebec term for agency.lS This opinion is shared
by Castel too though he is of the víew that nandate is more
restrictive in coverage than agency.B
Creating the Agencv Retationship

At

Conmon

Law, the relationship of a principal and

an

in the agent to act
for the principal . The vested authority may be a prior one
which arises where the parties agree to the state of the
agency. The agreeBent on the state of agency rnay be express
or inplied fron the course of their conducts. The authority
to act, however, is granted prior to the agent,s act on behâtf
agent nay be created by vesting authority

e Franktin l,l. and Franklin D., Introduction to
pitman

Law (Toronto! Copp Clark

Ou

ebec

f,td,f 9Aa) pag€ I29.
CasteL J. G., The Civil Lary System of the province of
Quebec (Toronto: Butterworths,

I
of the principal .
The consent of the parties in this regard

becomes

it nay be expressty given or inferred from the
course of their conduct. This observation is vrhat makes the
agency a consensual rel-ationship but not necessarily å
contractual relationship. The manifestation of the intent to
act as the agent or be act.ed for as the principal is
enphasised and

imperative while the agency nay be gratuitous. Being capable

of being creâted without consideration, agency thus is not
necessarily a contractual arrangement.ã

authority in the agent may alternativefy be
given subsequent to the agent's involvement in the
The vested

is called ratification and
retrospectively creates the agency. The agent initialty acts
on behalf of another without the other's authority but the
latter subsequently adopts the act, thus, making it binding.
Ratification has the effect of a previous command and
appJ.ies with equal force to a situation where the agent has
exceeded the vested authority. The excesses of the agent nay
arrangement. This feature of agency

Civil Law, agency is always a contract though
gratuitous. Article I7O2 of. the Ouebec Civil Coãe
makes the contract a gratuitous one unless there is an
agreenent or an established usage to the contrary.
it

In

raay be

Ouebec

9

be adopted by the principal .2 The ratification may be express

or inplied such as where the principal by conduct shows an
adoption of the agent's actívity. It is necessary, hereunder,
for the principal to be in existence at the time the agent
conmits the unaut,horized act and the agent must have
contracted for the principaì. subsequentl-y ratifying the act.
In creaeing agency, however, attention rnust be paid to
the one area where the proposition that agency is strictly
consensuaL

relationship is belied. Eereunder, the agent

purportedly acted on behalf of a person and the
person estopped fron denying the agency

l_aw

a

has

hol-ds that

retationship.

This.may

arise where the person, now the principal, has allowed a third
party to believe that a state of agency exists.
Where

the third party deals with the agent in

rel_iance

on the inpression given by the principal- of the agency, the

principal will- not be aLlowed to repudiate the re1ationship.
Fri¡ìrnan stâtes in respect of this form of creating agency that
since its design is the protection of third parties, it is
semantically and juristically correct to employ the language

of

estoppel .2

ã erti.l-" L720 of the euebec Civit Code makes a ¡nandator
bound for the ratification of the acts of the mandatary done
in excess of the lirnits of the given powers.

2 r'ridman c.E.L., op. cit., page I05.

10

the use of the phrase "agency by estoppet,' seems
appropriate in this context, it has been criticized by
Though

academic writers. Povretl regards it

as¡ being entirel-y

misleading since it does not create the rel-ation of prineipal

that it only affects the rel-ation of
a principal and a third party.Z Stoljar too adopts the
position that no such thing as agency by estoppel exists.
Stoljar appraises the phrase an unreliable guide in
identifying .g"n"y.ã
and agent. Powell opines

By whatever means an agency

relationship is created, the

of the arrangement is an induced convenience to. the
principal. At Coruron Law, the capacity to do any thing by
means of an agent is co-extensive with the capacity of the
principal to do the particular act. The agency thus relieves
the principal only of the obligation to engage in the
transaction personally. Being a mere instrument of the
principal to effect certain purposes, the agent does not bear
the risk of any inadequate representation.
The current general expectation in relation to the
purpose

agent's position has been stated as far back as the nineteenth

I powell R. The Law of Agency (London: Issac pitman
Sons Ltd., 1961) 'pages 68- 72.

s.J., The Law
! Stoljar
ÞlaxweLl,
196L) pages 30- 36.

&

of Agency (London: seeet and

l-1

century lrhen Wright J. expressed:

'rthere is no doubt whatever as to the general- rule as
regards an agen_t, that vrhere a person contracts as agent

for a principal, the contract is thg contract of the
principal and not that of the agent.,'â
$lith the principal being the only person to sue on the
contract and who may be sued, the principal must have capacity
to enter into the contract with the third party. The agent
does not have any

legal right in the contract so created. The
agent's duties and rights in the arrangement are owed to the
principal . The agent is obliged to obey the instructions of
the principal and exercise due care and skil_f in executing
such instructions.

is entitl-ed to be paid, among other things,
remuneration usualfy in the form of a conmission when engaged
in any work with a pronise of paynent. The commission is paid
by the principal and this too may be deeisive in identifying
the parties to the agency. The agency nay be created with an
The agent

understanding Èhat the agent

is to receive no remuneration.
Where the agreement of the agent and the principaf is made
without any attention to renuneration, the right to couunission
may be inferred fron the contract or from the conduct of the
parties.

-^ l,lontgomerie v U. K. litutual S. S. Assn. Ltd

1Q. a.3zoat gzr (o-

(r89r)

i:

I2
These Common lraw set-up are not an exclusive prerogative

of the

in Canada. fn the Civi1 Law
province of the country, v¡here an agent has acted with the
authority of the principal and discloses the agency, the
principal becomes bound by the act. In Chartr¿e1l Shipping Ltd
v Q. N. S. Paper Co. LtF this established principle of law
was reaffirmed that an agent is not liab1e on a discl-osed
Common

Law Provinces

agency. The case also dispels the uncertainty

that seemed to
hang on the issue of partially disclosed agency in the euebec
Civil Law by stating its appticabitity in euebec.
This concept, however, depends on the disclosure of
.Lhe
principal for whon the agent acts. lilithout a disclosure of the

principal for whom the agent acts, the agent is at a risk of
personal liability on any transactions made thereby. On a
discovery of the agency, the third party rray proceed in remedy
against either the agent. or the "discovered" principal. This
possible liability of the agent, however, is possible only
where the agent fails to disclose the agency. Articfe 1715 of
the Quebec CiviI Code provides:
rrthe nandatary acting in the nane of
the mandator and
within the bounds of the nandate is not Dersonal_fv Iiabte
to third parties with whon he contract; ... ,'Z '

Á gsat¡ ez D.L.R. (4th)
2 a.ti"l"

page 36 (S.c.c)

1716 of the Quebec Civil Code makes Lhe
mandatary 1iable to third parties with v¡hon he contracts in

r3

This approach in the Civit Code is noteworthy eith the
introduction of the phrase "within the bounds of the mandate',.
As indicated earlier, mandate is the Civit Law incl-ination
towards agency but, here, it represents the Comnon Law idea
of rrauthorityr'.
The agent is usually expected to have acted i{ith the
authority of the principal. The authority, where expressly
vested, is referred to as acÈual authority. Àt Corunon La\,r, in
general agency usage, this authority signifies the total
conmitment of the principal and usually, problems are
infrequent with the use of this forn of authority. Where'the
agent acts though divested of this actual authority, the law
has introduced a concept of apparent or ostensible authority.
This forn of authority, introduced basically in the interest
of third parties dealing with the agent, gives protection
where the agent appears clothed with

authority and acts

under

this guise.
The principal may be held bound by the agent's act done
vtith the apparent or ostensible authority. Where there is a
Liroitation on the actual authority of the agent, but such is
not conmunicated to the third partyr it creates an apparent
his own name but without prejudice to the right of the third
party against the mandator.

n
14

authority in the agent and is not binding on the third party.
This run-through of the general law of agency can hardly

clain to exhaustiveness but suffices for the purpose of
identifying the key factors in creating the agency
relationship. There nust be "consent" to create the
relationship except for the anomalous situation r¡here the law
Lay

infers

an agency from the arrangement. These, coupled

with the

concept of disclosed agency, forn the pivoting factors in

establishing the agency reLationship. The right to control- the
agentr

used

s involvement

and a payment

of renuneration nay also be

to clear any vagueness in the arrangement of parties..The

insurance agent lnay thus be seen

in this role and identified

with these pivoting factors.
The Insurance Agent

The Insurance Act of uanitobaã defines the insurance
agent as:

"a person who for compensation solicits insurance on
behalf of any insurer or transmits for a person other
than himseLf, an application for or a policy of insurance
to or from such insurer or offers or acts or assume to
act in the negotiation of such insurance or in
negotiating the contirulance or renewal of other than life
insurance contracts.'r¿

2 n.s.l,t. (1982) c. 140. Eereafter referred to as the
"fnsurance Act of l.lanitoba".
3 section 1.

,-.-
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in the other provinces in Canada afL echo
these nain properties of the l,tanitoba framework.l The focus
of the Acts, with the various regulaLory mechanism, is on the
person acting as an agent of the insurer.
The definition in its elaborate nanner, has sought to
The Insurance Acts

distinguish the agent from other insurance intermediaries such
as the adjusters, consultants and the brokers. The Àct has

for an insurer and hâs
clearly indicated that a broker is not an agent for the
purposes of the Act. In stating that there is a fundamental
difference between the agent and a broker, Lush J. vieweá it
in Nornich (Eorsharn) Fire fnsurance Society Ltd v Brennans
Property Ltd* as a difference between a person, firm or
company which carries on an independent business of placing
insurance upon the instructions of cLients and erhose basic
reLationship of agency is with the client, and the insurance
agent whose function is to procure persons to insure with the
principal, the insurer and whose basic relationship of agency
is therefore with the insurer.
categorized an agent as a person acting

.,1

The difference between an agent and

a broker is

al-so

3 S.., for example, R.S.o. 1980 c. 2l-B section 1; R.S.e.
1988 c. À-32 section 1.
a ¡rsar¡ v. L. R. 981 ar 985 (vicr. s.c.).

t--
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in the Act ehich does not require brokers to be
sponsored by insurers for purposes of registratiorr.? Th.
absence of any sponsorship by the insurer for the broker shows
the relative independent status of the broker. For an agent,
there must be a formal agency agreement with a Ìicensed
evidenced

insurer on an application for a license.3
This is seen as a more acceptable criteria of distinction
betseen the two than the mere statenent of a person in the

of the insurer or paid con¡nission as remuneration.
The broker, like the agent, is paid commission by the insurer
employment

of the premiums received. The possible
dual roles performed by the broker for the insured and the
insurer also l-end credence to a distinction based on an
absence of insurer's sponsorship.
fnsurance agents have been variously classified.
Classification of the agent nay be into the general , limited,
special, l-ocaI or soliciting agent categories. There is also
a class of insurance agents distinguished basically on the
based on a percentage

subsidiary position occupied. These are the insurance
who

sal_esmen

are in the enploynent of insurance agents. These del-egates

? Section 381, Insurance Act of
3 See infra, Chapter IIr.

l,tani toba .

-T---
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also be recognised by the fnsurance Aatr.g The various
terminologies used to denote the rel_ative degree of the

may

agentrs status in the insurer's hierarchy âre apt to confuse,
however, as the various labels used do

not indicate in each
particular circumstances r¿hat the agent is authorized to do.
It is possible for an agent to be vested by the insurer with
nore or less authority than the 1abe1 used indicates. Thus,
hereafter, the sterile label1ing of persons as special ,
Iinited, Iocal, general or exclusive agents is abandoned in
deternining responsibility for an agent's error.
There should be a reliance on the
agency

situation to determine
and for our purposes, here, the insurance agent will-

include any person, by whatever name caLled, who dea]_s with

the public on behalf of insurers. There nay be an added
statutory agency which can occurs where a statute specifically
provides that any person who transacts certain types of
insurance business are agents of the insurer.
Creating an insurer-agent refationship is not at much
variance with the creation of an agency relationship in the

Iaw of agency and it is safe to state that an agency
relationship in insurance law nay be created in any of the
reays in r{hich an agency may be created generally. fn
3 s.a, for example, Section

Ontario,

R. S.O.

1980

c.

218.

347

(I) fnsurance Act of

::,
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appointing insurance agents, insurers generally secure !.rritten
agency agreements from the agent. fgithout

this, however,

of agency nay be made with the possession by
person of all the relevant documents of the insurer.
presumption

a
a

The Insurance Setting

In stating "agency" to be the nosÈ abused word in law,
the mirror irnage of the position in Insurance Lae¡ may be
presented. Easson, in stating that the English Law of
Insurance is very oppressive to the insured, asserts that the
reasoning of transferred agency in the language of contract
makes nonsense of the law of agency.S
An agent, as shown, is a person authorized by another to
deal with a third party on behalf of the other for certain
purposes. A fair and reasonable view is that such other shoufd
be responsible for all the conducts of this agent introduced
into this state of affairs. This is the general position in
the Law of Agency. The agent acting in the name of the
principal binds the principal with any act done in the course
of the agency with an authority fron the insurer.
This position, theoretical_)_y, is the base frorn which any
5 gasson R. A., The Special Nature of Insurance

Cg,ntracts.: â
fnsu rá

ç_olnpaÉ

son

o

-
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is to be dealt with in any aspect of 1aw. rn
insurance 1aw, this position has been recognised by the courts
in viewing agency. Eowever, in certain instances, this
seeningly settled statenent of agency 1aw may be appJ.ied in
an unclear manner that nakes it necessary to review the
position and attempt to justify this variance. The variance
may arise out of a transfer of the incidence of agency between
the parties to the contract of insurance.
In the normal insurance setting, the parties are the
insurer and the insured. Any of these tvJo pârties may act
agency issue

through agents and since insurers are by and targe corporate

entities, it is not unusual for insurers to transact business
through agents. The agent of the insurer thus become involved
as the first point of contact with the insurer. The agent
would have been authorized by the insurer to act in a
particular way. Where the agent acts beyond the scope of this
delegated power and cornmits sone nistakes

that fundanentall,y

affect the contract made, which rules should govern the
transaction?

This subject of errors of insurance agents has been
deliberated upon by rnany courts in Canada. There have been
unquestionable acceptances of the doninant view on agency. The
principal is held responsible for the errors of the agent. In
appì.ying this rule, however, the agent has sornetimes been

20

treated as standing between two principals. As the authors,
Brown and I'l.enezes put it, the question now is which of the

insurer and the insured should bear the consequences of
particular errors as the principat.S The approach has shifted
from who bears the entire burden as the principaJ.. This has

in a way that may invite a concLusion of ,,bl-under,'.
There is not much concern on the iurplication of the
relationship. In all such cases there is an undenied
responsibility on the principal for the errors of the agent.
been done

to which a nisapplication of agency principles rnay
be ascribed is in identifying who the principal is for the
purpose of l iabil i ty.
The sphere

The courts have treated the agency probtems as being
resolved with a segmented method of identifying the principat.

fn the appl-ication of the nethod, however, there is no
consistency in reaching a conclusion. The salient feature in
many of the cases is that there couLd be a division in the
agent's activity and the principal for each activity
identified. This approach of seeing the agent,s involvement,
not as a continuous relationship but as a chain of disjointed

relationships is what has introduced transferred agency in
insurance law.

s

Bror¡n c. and Menezes J., Insurance Law in
(Toronto: The Carswell Co.Ltd., 19m

Canada
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in the contract of insurance may
be seen at different stages of the contract. It coul,d be at
the initial stage of contract between the insurer and the
insured. It could arise çhen the contract is being negotiated
and it may be subsequent to the conpletion of the contract.
At the initial contract stage, the agent may have some contact
with the insured and convince the insured of the need for
The agentts involvement

insurance. The agent may furnish the insured with the proposal

form, intimate the insured with the services of the insurer
and identify himself with the insurer. I,tost often, at this

stage, the distinctive presentation of the agent as a
competent representative of the insurer s¡ou1d have been made.
The next stage is the negotiation stage. When âssistance
is required, either to establish the acceptable procedure or
to identify the appropriate coverage, the prospective insured
will nost often turn to the agent. The need for specific
guidance here is necessitated by the Lack of opportunity to
shop around among insurers and eval-uate the

differences in the

available insurance contracts. This fact al-one vJiIÌ
undoubtedly pronpt the public to rely on the âgent.
The agent nay need to assess the applicant's needs so as
to advise on the coverage needed. ft is here that an agent may
create this relationship of potential liability. The agent may
undertake to procure insurance for the applicant. The offer

4-
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for insurance is usually nade by the insured through the
nediu¡n of the proposal forn. The proposal form, being the
srritten

by which insurers elicit infor¡nation from the
insured regarding the proposed risk, necessarily has to be
means

conpleted. The conmon involvement of Èhe agent may also

come

into being here. The agent nay complete the form for the
applicant or advice on what goes into the forn. Vlhen the form
is conpleted, it is transnitted to the insurer through the
agent .

Before the proposal is accepted and a policy is issued,

the agent may issue a binder sometines cal1ed "cover-note',
which is a temporary coverage offered to the appLicant. Such

a coverage is not issued in life insurance. In acting,
however, the agent nay exceed the authority given in this
respect. It is equally possible for the agent to give a
coverage to the insured though the proposal form has not been
accepted by the

insurer.

policy is transnitted back to the
insured on issue, usualLy through the agent. It is on this
footing that notices of loss or any change in the risk is
The

to the insurer through the âgent.
With the invoLvement of the agent at these different
stages, probleurs nill inevitably arise. The frequent instances
of wedlock are on errors contained in the application form.
conmunicated

EoÞtever, any

of these stages coufd

be

of potential Iitigation.

--'
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In insurance law, these problems at the different stages have
been tackled differently. Sone have been dealt with on normal
agency principles. Others have been treated as transferred
agency situations. For the purpose of Lhe agent's invotvement
with the insured, the law may regard the incidence of agency
transferred to the insured. This transfer is the concern of
this paper.
The transferred
"n"na" view, if accepted, provides
sufficient grounds for the consequential observations. The
insured is nov¡ the principal and responsible for the agent's
error. The insured has no claim against the insurer v¡here a
non-disclosure or misrepresentat ion that naterially affect the

contract is shown. Insurance contracts are contracts uberri_
nae fidei and the parties are expected to deat eith each other

in utmost good faith. À mísrepresentat ion or non-discl-osure
evidences bad faith and entitl-es the other party to repudiate
the reLationship. Given the rational-e for the good faith
requirement, one readily sees the fairness structure of the
rule in insurance law. It is contended that the fairness is

of general application in the contract. This demands a
consideration of the insured,s position in the light of the
transfer done here.
Easson echoes

the dangers of playing with abstracts
r.rithout considering the social inportance of s¡hat the
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abstracts do. Easson concludes that one must always consider

the economic sphere of particular transactions.9 Sight

must

not be lost of the whole idea of insurance which is the
protection of the insured frorn an apprehended 1oss. This is
the basic notion of insurance as a contract by which one
person, for consideration, assumes the risk of an uncertain
event.
The

protection sought by the insured is the distribution

of the risk of loss to reduce its strain. The risk
distributing notion equally provides a rationale for
exercising restraint in applying rules which may remove the
protection. Transferred agency, in application, is tantamount
to stripping the insured of the much needed coverage and
should be made only on justified grounds. In transferred
agency contexts, are there such defensible and justified
grounds for strippíng the insured of protection?
It seens the courts have overlooked the basic principles
of agency which govern the transaction in identifying the
principal of the agent. On the surface look, it seems that the
courts have not subjected the concept of transferred agency,
as developed, to the basic tests of ,,control" and "consenL',

:'

i',

3ì Easson
racts: À

R.

r
Insurance,, ( supiÐ at page 514.

of fnsurance
Iish Law of
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in determining agency. This is an issue this paper

addresses.

Sf¡ecific Objectives of Study
The main goal of the study will be evaluating the
contexts of transferred agency. In the evaLuation, the study

will identify the possible instances of transferred agency and
how the specific instances affect other cases of transferred
agency. The design of the paper vrill be observing how each
instance of transferred agency has been handled by the courts
and the appropriateness of these various treatments of
transferred agency.
The study

will attempt

improvenents are possibLe and

reco¡nmendations

on areas

find a way by which the

where

average

policyholder can be adequately protected in any insurance
transaction involving agents. To achieve this end, the study
¡¡ill seek to find a regulatory nethod which involves the
parties to the insurance contract and as a compLement to the
existing

mechanisms

of control in Hanitoba.

ÀssunÞtion t nderl-ing The Studv

The structure of the paper and the attendant
reconmendations in it are based on the follor¡ing assumptions:
I. That an average policyholder is the reeaker of the parties

Þ

ç
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to the contract of insurance, which fact necessitates an
increasing protection offered to guard the interest of such
persons. In the present day insurance transaction, the insurer

is usually a corporate body whose financial position

can

hardly be assailed by an average policyhol-der. On the other

in consuler insurance, the insured is an individual with
littIe hope of security unless the Lae intervenes to offer the

hand,

protect ion .

2. That on the occurrence of the risk assumed by the
insurer, the financial loss to the insured nay be nonumentaÌ
and a failure of coverage may have dire consequences.
3. That insurance agents are professional agents with
coBpetence and expertise in the business of marketing
insurance and that, usually, contracts of insurance are
effected through the agents.

4.

That the classification of insurance agents into
categories is necessary for the purposes of identification
only and does not determine the extent of the authority vested
in an agent in acting for an insurer.
5. That insurers have agency agreements vrith their agents
ancl have uncurtailed discretion on the choice of individuafs
to sponsor for licensing as insurance agent.s.
6. That the ability to control another in any expressed
arrangement is an aspect of "human resources,, which rnay

'.'::
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advantageously be enployed by

a party to the contract of

insurance.

7. That the nutuaL exchanges of ideas between jurisdictions
in the forrn of rrlegal transplant', is needed and necessary to
conserve resources. This wilL reduce the cost of tegislation
by dispensing with the duplication of efforts on basic
researches.

Expected Outcone Of The Study

Insurance is basically a risk distributing devise and

finding an approach that fairly, smoothly and justifiabty
distributes the risk of losses wiLl be the maín object of the
study. In this regard, the soLution offered will be purposive.
I{ith the current position reflecting a need and desire to
protect the interest of policyholders, the solution will have
a significant consequence in unarnbiguously stating the end as
a reasonabl-e expectation of the insured.
The historical trend of placing reliance on the knowledge
of the agent will be involved to put in place a secured
protection for the insured. This wiII be the basis for the
continuing vitality of the solution offered which v¡ill
advocate prevention of any inverse retationship in the
arrangement of parties.
fn terns of the outcome, an adequate protection for the
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will be found in a moul-d of the reasonable expectation
of the insured with the already existing protection found in
the fnsurance Act of Hanitoba. The addition of the knowledge
insured

acquired by the agent as another arm of this protection is
expected to produce a comprehensive model to protect the

interest of the insured.

of the Study
The study is based prinarily on literature review and
unstructured interviews with some insurance agents. It
examines the basic principles of agency, deterrnines how far
these have been applied in the contexts of transferred agency
and identifies the problens sol-ved with the concept of
I'fethodology

transferred agency. The respective positions of the insured
and the insurer are assessed in apportioning responsibility.

It is also noted that the personal liability of the agent is
increasingly beconing an aspect of the theories of liability
in insurance law.
It is undeniable that an agent may be properly held
responsible for the errors on his part. There is, however, a
difficulty of finding a coinciding point beteeen the denial
of Liability by the insurer and affixing such with the agent.
In as much as this possibility is sufficient to preclude
the end for which the agent,s personal liability

is designed,

aæ--
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it suffices to state the need for another way by r+hich the
risks of losses through an agent night be reduced. This, the
paper eiI1 attenpt to do. The paper will attempt to evaluate
the background factors invol-ved in this aspect of insurance
lae, reduce it from a heap of conflicting views to a
structured blend of workable rules to solve the conftict of
interests.
The paper r¡i11 encourage

the two alternative ways through

which dependence on the insurance agent coul-d be tackl-ed. The

first is in finding content for the traditional transferred
agency context and assessing its effectiveness as a risk
distributing devise. The second is in anchoring a protection
for the insured, by challenging the functional utility of the
traditionaL approach, on a nore effective flowing analysis.
Though the focus of this paper is prinarily Canadian, the
perspective is not. This arises from the connotation of

unifornity of the problens in the jurisdictions to
references rsi II be nade.
Linitations of the

which

Studv

in this paper will be a product of
an attempt to provide a conprehensive nodeL suitable for use
in any Conmon taw jurisdiction. This attenpt to nake the
suggestions appticable ¡.¡ithin and outside the particular
The suggestions ¡nade

l-
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societies nentioned is the first hinderance to the effective
use of this study. lt nay be found too general in

specific areas.
The attempted

some

iveness has equally been
atteßpted without any quantitative analysis in support. This
makes its application vreak until tested out and found
effective in the nentioned jurisdictions. Though a
comprehens

quantitative analysis is

1ittle bearing on its
conprehens iveness, its application in the particular societies
can not be guaranteed without a retrospective case study
seen as having

analysis.

of the facilities, the resources and the time
to carry out any enpirical study on the subject may be stated
as the major cause of the untested propositions in the paper.
Vlith a nore fully equipped Eanpower and adequate resources,
testing of the suggestions in the province of ttanitoba is
encouraged. The same is advised of any jurisdiction seeking
its applicat ion.
In addition, the research effort in this paper has been
Iinited to the available resources as instruments of
protection. This is because of the difficulty
of
conceptuaLizing any alternative arrangement without a case
The absence

study analysis.
The

inportant role of the Superintendent of Insurance in

3I

regulating the insurance industry is appreciated but less
enphasis has been placed on this role. This deliberate
underscoring has been done because of an equalLy effective

regulation of insurance agents through insurers. The
separateness of the office of the Superintendent makes it an
onerous burden t.o be nade the sole regulator of aII aspects
of the insurance industry.
OrganizaÈion

of the

Thesis

is divided into five chapters
arranged in the following order:
The thesis

and the chapters are

I:
This is the introductory part of the
thesis. It identifies the agency reLationship generally and
reviews the specific methocl of creating agency. This part is
followed by an identification of the insurance agent. The
chapter ends with the format of the thesis.
Chapter If:
This chapter introduces the reader into the
context of transferred agency by placing enphasis on the most
Chapter

problenatic aspect of the concept. It reviews the form of
transferred agency where an agent conpletes proposal- form for

the applicant, historically, and attempts to reconcife the
various neans by nhich transferred agency through f itJ-ing
proposaL forms have been done

in

Canada. References are made
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to the position in other jurisdictions to show the likeness
of problens on the transfer of agency and the legislative
activities in these jurisdictions.
This chapter focuses on the other aspects of
Chapter III:
transferred agency and identifies the treatments given to
these separate aspects of transferred agency. The chapter
identifies the four areas v¡here transfer of agency can be
operationalized and reviews these areas of potential
Iítigation. The chapter makes an effort to deduce the key
factors involved in these possible instances of transferred
agency and relates these factors to the problem of agents
conpleting proposal forn.

IV3 With little problems emerging in the areas
identified in Chapter three, this chapter emphasis the co¡nmon
instance of transferred agency. This is done by reviewing
again the context of agents filling proposal forms. ft seeks
to find expressions for the two alternative ways the agency
issue has been dealt with in this instance. fn this, an
observation is rnade on how effective the two are as risk
distributing devises. The chapter also proposes an approach
for the courts in. dealing with transferred agency and examines
Chapter

the appropriateness of the suggested approach.
Chapter v:
The chapter comprises the reconmendation

and

the concLusion. Reconmendations are made along the line of the

ë
*ti

:l
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reasonable expectation of the insured. Because of the
developments on the issue in the Australian jurisdiction, the

section advocates a 1ega1 transplant to Hanitoba with an
adaptation to embrace the eristing protection in the Insurance
Act of l¡tanitoba. The recoEmended comprehensive protection

Iu1ls the conclusion which suns up the paper as having
achieved the goal of finding an adequate protection for the
average policyholder.
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II

FILLING

PROPOSÀL FORI'IS

-

fntroduction

relationship' with the focus on its
character, is the reLationship which exists between

The agency
consensual

the insurer and the agent. The relationship nay be created in
any form but, most often, it will be a product of fornralcontractual assents of the insurer and the agent in the form
of an agency agreement. The explicit creation of agency
relatj.onship between the insurer and the agent becomes
difficult to reconcile ¡vith the puEe lega1 concept of agency
transfer in instances of agents conpteting proposal forms.
This ne¡+ creation seeks to redefine the position of the
contractual and consensual relationship by replacing the
insurer with the insured in the agency agreenent.
The concept, a lega1 fiction made deterninative of
factual- issues, invoLve the initial creation of the agency
relationship between the insurer and the agent. Eowever,
during the continuance of the agency, for the purposes of
conpleting the application form, the agency is transferred as

the insurer and the agent, to the interaction of the
agent with a third party. This position in insurance contexts
is occupied by the insured erho rnay be oblivious of the
between

34
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possible creâtion of any agency between hin and the agent.

This transfer of the incidence of agency has
traditionally been a judicial privilege made use of in certain
cases to dispense a seemingly just solution to the probJ-ems
arising in the course of the agent's execution of his duties.
It has however, been taken advantage of. by insurers
arnbitiously seeking an escape from any liability arising
through the faults and errors of the insurer's appointees.
Thus, now, transferred agency nay arise by the agreement of
the insurer and the insured on a change of the status quo or
by virtue of a judicial pronounceBent on their position,
The Problen

:

to be dealt with, where the agent
completes the application forn for the applicant, is whether
the applicant should be held to have adopted the answers
inserted in the application forn by the insurer's agent. A
frequent occurrence is that the insurer's agent completes the
application form for the applicant but instead of inserting
in the forn the answers given by the insured, the agent night
insert sone other answers, which false anst ers give rise to
the insurer's right of rescission.
ConfLicts thus arise. The insured has signed the
application for¡n as the truth and the basis of the contract
with the insurer. On the other hand, the ansv¡ers which are
alleged to be faLse are those inserted by the agent and rnight
The problem sought

-
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not be the answers given by the insured. There is then a
problem of who is to be regarded as having the agency
relationship with the agent and thus take the faul-t for this
error of the agent. The state¡lent of the problem in this
respect has been put as folLows:

"it is guite natural that when an applicant for insurance
is informed that it is necessary- tnat an application
shall be filfed out in accordance with the ru]és of the
insurer, he shouLd perrnit the representative of the
conpany v¡ith whom he is negotiating insurance to prepare
the application for his signature. The questións are
numerous, and the answers to be
v¡ritten, from
considerations of space alone, must necessarily be
generaL; and it is not unreasonable for the insuied to
look to the agent, supposed to be skilled in such
matters, to fill out the blanks in such a manner as willbe satisfactory to the conpany, fro¡n the infornation that
is given him by the insuied. It sometimes happenwhether through inadvertence, mistaken judgenenC,= or
fraud- that the agent, aJ.though receiving correct
infornation fron the insured, writes incorrect Ãtatements
in the application. This gives rise to a dispute as Èo
wlether the agent, in filJ-ing out the application to be
signed by the.' insured, is acting for the-insured or for
the insurer . "'
Sonetines, the agent's act of compl,eting the proposal form is
done r¡ith the express authorization of the insurer.

there are material n¡isstatements in the proposal
form fitled by the agent, the nisstatements may give rise to
the right of the insurer to repudiate the contract.2 Eowever,
Where

I Van." W.R.,

,,Eandbook

(lfinnesota3 West fub

on the Law of Insurancerl

The contract of insurance, being a contract uberri mae
fidei, reguires the parties to márã
ã fuir disclosure to each
other of all material circumstances
the proposed
risk- At corunon Law, any faifure bt theaffecting
i;"u.ed
to
make a fult
orsclosure entitles the insurer tó avoid the policy.

:a:,:'-a==-a=.=-.
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here, the misstatement arose out of the error of the agent.
The agent is an agent of the insurer. ShouId the insurer have
a right to avoid the contract for mistakes which properly may
be attributed to the insurer?
I

Transferred Agency - A Judicial Creation

A. Agent for

whom: The Earl-y Conmon Lare Stand

position on this issue has not been
fixed and the decisions hereof made irreconcilable by the
different considerations by the court. The earl_y view at.
The CoEmon Law

the agent as acting for the insurer
throughout the transaction and some cases were decided on this
basis. A case on this point is Brewster v National- Life
a
Insurance Society.' The action in the case had not been to
enforce the policy but was for a return of the preniums paid
under the policy. Eowever, the decision is indicative of how
the English courts approached the issue in the early days.
fn the case, the policy was effected through an
agent who ¡uade a nistake in filling up the proposal form. The
true facts were reveal-ed to the agent by the insured. Bowen
L.J said:
Corunon Law regarded

"... the policy

was not

void; for the agent filled up the

3 (regz) 8 T.L.R. 648 (Eng. c.A.)

d-
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proposals, and it lrould be most unjust to allov, the
conpaly to take adva¿rtage of any Eistake of his to get
rid of the policy. "
earliest case where, despite the misstatement, enforcernent
of the policy was sought is Bar,¡den v London, Edinburgh and
Assurance Co.' There, the assured, a one-eved
G1
illiterate, effected an insurance with the defendant company
The

of the defendant against death or accidentaf
injury. In a statement contained in the proposal form, the
assured stated that he had no physical infirnity although he
had lost the sight of an eye. The fact that the insured had
lost one eye was known to the agent but this was not
through an agent

to the defendant conpany. The agent conpÌeted the
proposal for the insured. The ansv¡ers to the questions in the
proposal were dictated by the insured and they were written
down by the agent. The insured signed the proposal.
During the term of the policy, the insured l-ost the
communicated

of the other eye and claimed against the defendant company
for the totaL loss of vision. ft was hel_d that the facts known
to the agent of the defendant company could be imputed to the
compãny and thus the conpany could not repudiate liabiLity on
the ground of misrepresentat ion of facts. Lord Esher, Þt.R.,
use

said:
ItThe fi.rst question v¡as
what was the authority of such
an agent as this. The authority must be gathered- fron his
4

5

ibid. at page 649.
(I892) I r.L.R. s66 (Eng. c.A.)
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enplolment. [The agent] was an agent of the company. HÈ
was not like a stranger who went to the company with a
proposal for insurance and asked for a cornmission for
obtaining it. Ee was an agent of the conpany before the
proposal was nade, an agent to negotiãte and settle the
terms of the proposal . .. it vJas a proposal made by a one
eyed man. The proposal, must be construed in the light of
those facts, and in this sense the þowledge of the agent
was the knowledge of the company.""

With the knowledge of the agent irnputed to the company, the
proposal is taken to have been completed with a one- eyed man.
Eaving accepted the preniurn fron the insured, through

t.he

agent, with knowledge of the defecÈ in the transaction, the
insurer becornes estopped fron denying the contract on grounds

of such defects.
The decision in

v London, Edinburgh and
G1
Assurance Co.7 displays the overlap between the acl
of the insurer's agent in filling the proposal form for Lhe
insured and the knowledge acquired by the agent in the course
of his acting for the insurer. Lindley L.J. approached cne
Bawden

problen thus:

"... and it was admitted that he was their agent for the
purpose of obtaining proposal . What does that mean? IL
implies that he sees the person ç¡ho makes the proposal
... Ee obtains a proposal from a nan who is obviously
bl-ind in one eye and Ouin sees this. This man cannot reaã
or write except that he can sign his name and euin knows
this. Are we t.o be tol-d that euin's knov¿l_edge is not the
knowledge of thq conpany? Are they to be al-l-owed to
throw over euin?o
6

ibid. at page 566.

7

(supra), footnote 5, Chapter 2.

I ibid. at page 540.
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that it seems fairly clear the Court of Appea]assuned that it was dealing with a case in which the agent's
actual authority incLuded obtaining all relevant information
on behalf of the insurer. ì.terkin further subrnits that the
decision is one decided on estoppel since there v¡as no reai
evidence of the extent of the agent's authority to act for Ehe
insurer before the court and that the court was prepared to
assume that actual authority existed for the policy reason of
preventing the insurer from transferring the burden of its
agent' s breach of duty on the insured.9
This overlap in the two considerations, filling the
proposal forms and knowledge of the agent, worked
.out
admirabÌy in favour of the insured and the insurer Has not
allowed to deny the agency of the agent vrho fil-I proposalforns for the insured. The decisions thus, ensured the
proponent of the support of the taw in deaLing with the
incidence of the agency retationship between the parties.l0
The estoppel raised against the insurer effectively took care
of the problerns that nay arise from the errors of the agent
in filting proposal forms.
The pri.nciple of estoppel as etucidated here was
Merkín states

9 I'terkin R.tit.,

#åËeå;:"
10

(1e84) Ansr.o-

nsferred

the Law of

r¡i=

approach was followed in the cases of Eoldsworth
enqhire e Yorkshirq rnsurance Co. (1907) 23 T. L.

,.,
,.,

.l:.:

r,. n. lT3ì---

Co. ( 1913

) 30 T.

4I

used by the Eigh Court of Australia in i{estern Australia
Insurance co. v Davton.11 There, the agent hurried the insured
into signing a blank proposal forn pronising to fill up the

blanks Iater. The insurer sought to avoid the policy on the
ground of some true facts not conmunicated to the insurer or

the agent. The court rejected the contention and in
considering the inplications of the relationship between the
insurer and the agent concluded that an agent sent out to
procure insurance proposal must have, in the absence of
express or necessarily implied restriction, all the implied
powers necessary to accomplish that purpose. Issacs J. said:
the agent had induced the insured into believing that
it was useless and unnecessary to read the proposai
for*
and hurried him to sign a blank form, -nof for the
insu¡edts purpose or as his agent, but for the purposes
of the company in so far as the securing of busi-nesË was
concerned. The insurer knew that it was its agent's
handwriting that was on the form and after recðiving
several ., premiums was estopped fron avoiding thé
po1icy. ""
Eis Lordship explained the application of the principte of
estoppel:
I'EstoppeI

by representation is neither rnysterious nor
arbitrary nor technical. rt is nothing eIsá
justice
of the Conmon Law intervening to prèvenÈ athan
las¡fut and
-bt
righteous clairn or defenie Ëeing defe;tet
mi srepresentation r and it has the effecú n"t"iitr" ia"ai ni
the eLaborate and artificial b4qriers construed for thé
purpose of excluding inquiry.',rr
Eere' the knowledge that the agent and not the insured filted
a,.,ì

.::

Z

1l
-'
11924, 3s c. L. R. 353 (Ausr. E.c.).
'J.2 .. . rprd. at page 37 2.

1t
*"
ibid. at page 372.
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the proposal form could be imputed to the insurer and the
implication of such will be significant in deciding if the
insured concealed sone information or nade a material
misstatenent. Such knowledge coupled vrith the acceptance of
prenirrrn fron the insured raises the defence of estoppel
against any right of avoidance sought by the insurer. The
authority of the agent was considered in the cases. The
conclusion drawn by the courts is that of an implied authority
in the agent to do all that is necessary to accomplish the
purpose of obtaining conpleted application forms.
It should be noted here that the estoppet identified here
is not to create the agency but rather, it is to identify. who
should bear the risk of l-oss. This accords with the
contentions of PowelL and Stoljar that no such thing as agency
by estoppel exists and estoppel affects only the reLations of
the principal v¡ith third parties.

B.

Subsequent Conmon Lare Development

The cases decided af t.er

attention to the overlap

this apparentty paid littl-e

between the tvro considerations which

shaped the decisions

in the earlier mentioned cases. The trace
of dissent first reared its head in Levy v Scottish Þnployers
Insurance co14. Th..a, the insurer's agent obtained fron the
plaintiff an appLication for insurance against accident. The
incorrect figures in Lhe application erere inserted by the
14 ¡rsor¡ r7 T.L.R.
22s.

æ,-1,
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agent who apÞroached the plaintiff

to

make

the contract.

The

proposal form contained a "basis of the contractrr cfausel5 and

another stipulation that "no verbal statements made to Lhe
agent ... shaLl be binding on the company. " The agent assured
the pLaintiff that if nothing is heard from the insurer niLhin

fourteen days, the insureds should treat the insurance as
being in force.
The proposal was rejected by the insurer on receipt
but this was not conmunicated to the plaintiff until after the
occurrence of the accident which was the subject of the clainr.
The court distinguished the case of Bawden v London, Edinburgh
and Glasgow Insu. CoI6
o.r" turning on the speciaL terms of
""
the contract and decided, inter al-ia, that the agent had n¡
authority to nake a verbaL contract r¡hich was in differeDt
terms from those of the written documents forming the basis
of the negotiation. It was hel-d that the nisstatement in the
application avoided any liability. The knoerledge of the aqenr
on the truth eras not viewed as ¡naterial in view of the cÌause
in the proposal..
Biggar v Rock Life Assu. Co.17
to be decided after
""..
this. In this case, the proposal form was completed by an
insurance agent and many of the answers inserted by the agent
15 s- ee rntra, page 121, on the basis of
the contract

clause

.

16 ¡supra¡, footnote 5, chapter 2.
17 ¡rsoz¡ r K.B. sr6 (K.8.).
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were false in naterial respects. The applicant had no
knowledge of the insertion of false anserers in the form and
did not authorize then. The applicant signed the proposal form
without reading it. Wright J. held that the insured was bound
by the false answers incorporated into the proposal by the
insurance agent on the twin grounds that the insured accepted
all the statenents contained in the proposal form by signing
it and that the agent having no authority to complete the
proposal forro could onJ.y have done so as the agent of the
insured.

Wright J. said further:

"it is plain that the policy is prina facie avoided, for
of the particuLars and stateraents in the answérs,
the correctness of which was a conditiq¡r precedent to the
validity of the policy, were false.',ro
This approach by the court rests so1e1y on the contract of
insurance as made in the policy and its incorporated proposal
forn. In this case, there was an express limitation on the
authority of the agent to receive any information not reduced
into writing in the proposal. This clause r.ras not referred to
by the court in coming to its concfusion but instead the court
placed reliance on the decision of the United States Suprene
Court in New York L,ife Insurance Co. v Fletcher.19
Ìterkin states that the fundamentaL defect in the
reasoning adopted in Biggar v Rock Life Assurance Co is its
some

18
19

ibid. at page 524.
(1885) 117 Il.S. 519 (U.S. Circuit Crt, trtissouri).
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concentration on authority to conplete the proposal form
rather than authority to receive infornation. The estoppel,

earlier, relates to the authority of the agent to
receive information for the insurer and this is the footing
of the decisions that the insurer can not deny knowledge of
the facts known to the agent. Merkin states further that the
insurer is to be taken as indicating to the insured thát the
agent may advise on what goes into the application by the
agent having possession of and giving blank fornrs to the
díscussed

insured.

2o

¡{erkin's barrage of criticisn of the decision in
Biggar v Rock Life Assurance Co. did not end there. lterkin
concedes that wright J. was perfectly correct to l-ook at the
actual authority of the agent to compLete the proposal- as a
prelininary roatter since finding such authority will- strongly
inply the authority of the agent to receive information.
uerkin then says that Wright J,s error 'rwas stopping at that
point and not considering the further question of authority
to receive infornation arising out of estoppe1,,.2f As stated
earlier, the clause limiting the agent's authority was not
considered since it r+as rendered insignificant by the line of
reasoning adopted by Wright

J. The cl-ause night have been
significant had the kind of argument ¡,terkin raised been
addressed but the lack of such a review nakes it inpossible
2o l.terkin
21 l,lerkin

loc. eit.
op. cit. , page 38.
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to knos what concfusion wright J. night have come to if the
clause had been considered. Thus began a restructuring of the
Iaw in a deep sea of uncertainty.
With the decision in giggar v Rock Life Asqur
Co.,
the concept of transferred agency became introduced into the
1aw where an

agent completes proposal form. The court did not

mince words

in stating this as an energing point of lay¡. It

was said:

trit seems to ne, if the Iagent] is atlowed by the
proposer to invent the answers and to send them in ãs the
ans$rers of the proposer, that the agent is the ageFt, not
of the insurance company, but of the proposer.fzz
The notion became accepted that it is possibLe for agents of
insurers to act for and be treated as agents of insureds in
filling out applications for insurance. The impl-ication of the
rule thus su¡¡marizes as foll-ows:
rrit is irrelevant to inquire how the inaccuracy arose;
or eThether the agent acted honestly or disnoneËtty; oi
nhether the agent had forgotten olr misunderstooá the
correct information he had given; or whether the answers
were a mere invention on the part of the agent, if the
result is that an inaccurate infornation is given
material natters, or that a contractual stiputátion on
to -accurâcy or adequacy of any infornatioìr ^*iven as
is
broken, it is the prõposer who hãs to suffer".ZJ
The use of the concept of transferred agency was made in
Newsholne Brothers v Road Transport and General Insurance Co.

Ltd24 where the English Court

of Appeal not onLy blessed the

22

iuia. at page 524.
Lai{ of England, 3rd Edition,
_-_
page ::.EaLsbury's
204.
24 qtszs¡ 2 K.B.
356 (8n9. c.A. ).

VoLume

22 at
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reasoning in Biggar v Rock Life Assurance Co. but al_so
espoused other grounds for denying the insured any defence
in
a problen of this nature. There, the applicant firm
made a

proposal for insurance and the proposal form was signed
by a
partner in the f irn. The anseers to questions in the proposal
were written down by the insurer,s agent rrho was given
the

true answers by the partner eho signed the proposal. The
reason why the agent failed to put down the true
answers given
by the partner i{as not indicated but, clearly, the error
was
that of the agent in writing down in the proposal form wrong
answers to the questions asked.
The arbitrator to whom the matter was referred
awarded
that, notwithstanding the nisstatement, the insurer acquired,
through the knowledge

of the agent, full

knowLedge

of the true

facts and having accepted preniums from the insured
with such
knoi{l-edge, was 1iable under the policy.
The arbitrator found
in the award that the insurer did not authorize
the agent to

fill

proposal forms and couLd not find that
the insurer

was

of such act by the agent. The arbitrator then decided
the issue on the knowledge of the agent
acquired when tol-d of
the true facts. This approach adopted
by the arbitrator is
a!¡are

language

the

of estoppel, the type advocated in the earLier
cases,
and wouLd been a sound threshold
upon which a decision could
be reached. The court of Appeal
decided, however, to channel
another course therein and
develop a new approach to the

deternination of this legal problem.
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court held that the knowledge of the agent cannot
be irûputed to the insurer and that the insurer couLd avoid
liability. One of the basis of the decision of the court is
the apparent notion of transferred agency. Scrutton L.J. said:
,'whichever alternative is the truth,
agent ] was
writing the answers as the amanuensis oiIthe
írËrl.äl,
ttn.
whose answers they were to be; and after [the ;q;;ii
had written the a¡si{ers, Ithe insured] ìiqn.ã'--thu
proposal-, and must be taken to have pronised
t.ufÀ
gI *l.q he si.gned. I do not understan-d how in tie
receivinô
the informarion as to the answers and in
answers Ithe agentJ can be taken to ue "iiti.õ-li,ã"å
than the agent of the person whose answers
"nyei,i,ig-Ëiãã
they á.e to
be, and he must be tãfeç to have written
tiem anã
The

promised they were true.,'zJ

Scrutton L.J. stated further that the agent of an insurance
company cannot be treated as their agent to invent the anseers
to the questions in the proposal form. this denied any defence
to the insured for any detiberate error of the agent even
where the insurer authorized the agent to compfete the
application form. Newsholme thus became authority for the view

that any error or onission of the agent nade in the course of
conpleting application forns for the appricant for insurance
is the responsibility of the insured whether such act was
authorized by the insurer or not and regardless of any
fraudulent intent on the agent's part. This decision
in
Newsholme has far reaching effects in as
much as it excludes
any consideration of the authority of the agent to
act as
done. As r'terkin points out, Lhis is an area shere
the decision
25 .. . rprd.

at page 372.
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differs from the reasoning of Wright J. in
Biggar. The decision in Biggar could have been authority for
the view that where there is an express authority for the
agent to fill the proposal form on behaLf of the insured, the
insured could contend that any fault is that of the insurer's
agent. This possibility was explicitly denied by Scrutton L.
J. in Nei'sholne by stating that even if such authority exisrs,
the agent cannot be treated as the agent. of the insurer to
invent answers to the questions.
in

Newsholme

This rule elucidated from the Newsholme decision has noÈ
been spared by Merkin in an evaluation of the decision.
Merkin points out that such a rule is 'trepugnant to conmon
sense" and 'ttegaLly unsupportabfe. "26 The conclusion reached
by Herkin appears justified. It is inconceivabte that the

of the Newsholme rule could be made a determinant
of a 1egal issue. It wilt be opening the door for possibÌe
fraud in the 1aw to regard the agency as that of the insured
lthere the agent errs detiberatel-y in the execution of rhe
duties authorized by the insurer. ft will al-so tend t-o
undernine the trust and confidence the insuring pubJ.ic have
in insurers and their agents. The proposition fails Eo <jraw
a distinction betr¡een cases where the insured participated in
the fraud of the agen|2T and cases where the fauLt is soÌely
second arm

26 l,terkin
R. t{.

, op. cit. , page 40.
27 An instance
of this is Dunn v Ocean Acci.dent
Guarantee Corp. Ltd. (1e33)
s0 r. l-. R. 32-Tñs c.A. )
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that of the agent in inserting untrue
"rr""".".28
points
As !¡lerkin
out, both Wright J. and Scrutton L.-i.
relied heavily upon the decision of the United States Supretìe
Court in the case of New York Life Insurance Co v. Fl-etcher29
in reaching their conclusions because the case concerned the
effect of a clause denying the agent's authority to receive
information for the insurer. In Fletcher's case, it was stated
that the Law inposed a duty on the insured not only to ansner
all questions correctl-y but afso to see that the questions
erere correctly written. The court saw that a fraud could not
be perpetrated by the agent alonei the aid of the proposer
either as an instrument or as an accomplice is said to be
essential . The court concluded that the insured has the power
to prevent such falsehood whiLe the insurer has not. It is
because of this that a duty to prevent such falsehood was
inposed by the court on Èhe insured and inplied was a right
of the insurer to presune that the insured has performed the
duty. The court then laid down the principle applicabte in
the event of a fraud by an agent on the principal- on the
ground that :
"to hold the principal responsible for [the agent,sj
acts, and assist in the coniummation of fraud
wóuLd bè
JU
monstrous
injusÈice.

The case

"

is considered as dealing

28 sn"h exampLes

more

with the fraud of

of which are found in
and General Insurance Co

29

3o

(

supra ) ,

footnote

ibid. .t page 533.
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agent and in Newsholme, there is no suggestion of fraud
against the agent or the applicants. It is not within the
power of the applicants to prevent any fraud here since no
fraud has been conceived. Even, if the only basic point of
interest is the denial of the agent's authority to receive
infornation the lack of bearing between it and the justice of
Newsholme is obvious. In Newsholme, the only cl_ause signed by
the insured is that of the application form forming the basis
of the contract. There eras no denial of the authority of the
agent to receive infornation. The ,'basis of the contract
clause" eas used in the case to delinit the authority of the
agent to receive infornation for the insurer.
rn Biggar,3l wrigt t J. too placed reliance on Fletcher
and while recognising that there could be an imptied authorit\/
in the agent to conpLete the proposal form, made further div-rsions in cases where there is such implied authority. Wright
J. said:
"the. agent may have been an agent ... to put the answers
in the forrn; but I can not imãgine that the agent of the
insurance company can be trãated as theií agent tã
invent?+he ansners to the questions in the pioposaltt"o

form.

With this, a division is nade betseen cases where the agenE
invents ansr{ers to the questions and cases erhere the agent
does not invent ansrrers to the questions. fn the former, the
agency is to be transferred to the insured by reason of the
invention of the agent. The dictum by wright J. may be Eaken
31

¡supra¡, footnote

32

ibid. at

page 524.

L7, chapt e r 2.
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as suggesting that in the latter, the agency remains with the
insurer.

Biggar's case nay be read in several ways. It may be
taken as suggesting liability on the insurer where there is
an express authority in the agent to complete proposal forms.
It could also be taken as following the reasoning in Bawden
that there could be an inplied authority in the agent to
complete the proposal forn. The only gualification of the
previous

position

is that where the
agent invents some ansners to the questions in the proposal_
form, the insured is to bear the brunt of such inventions. The
basis of that conclusion seems to be that the proposer . has
allowed the agent to invent such anseers and send them in as
those of the proposer. This too night be taken as indicating
that there will be no transfer of agency $¡here the proposer
can be shown to be in no position to prevent the falsehood.
In such cases, the proposer can not be said to have allowed
what could not be prevented. AIl these postulates are denied
in Newshol¡ue .
The other obvious flaw in the "Newsholme proposition,'
is the failure to recognise that the agent can not be the
agent to two principals with conflicting interests for the
same purpose and at the same tine. Iyhir,e the scope of the
agent's authority covers fiì.Iing the proposal, the agency with
the insurer is retained and ít night be preposterous to
ascribe any agency to the rerationship with the insured in
this respect.
Conmon Law

made

by Bigqar

t¿
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not to be taken as standing for
the proposition that even where actual 0r apparent authority
to act for the insured by filling application forms exists,
the agent. is to be treated as an agent of the insured and not
an agent of the insurer. Such a proposition cannot be
Thus Newsholme should

logical form of reasoning and is undoubtedry
giving an undue advantage to insurers. The second arn of Èhe
proposition, where there is no actual or apparent authority
in the agent to conplete the proposal form for the insured,
is in line e¡ith the reasoning adopted by Vlright J. in Biggar
v Rock Life Assu. Co.33 and this has been adopted by sonre
courts in reconciling the conflict of the insured,s and the
insurer's interest in this respect.
It should be noted here that other grounds, apart from
"authority", exist for the decision in Newshol_me Brothers v
.tn one of these is
put by Scrutton L.J. as folfor+s:
"I have great difficulty in undersÈanding how a man who
-'üã
was signed, without reãching
it,
a
docúment
wÀiìtr
knows to be a proposal for ins.r.ance, and $rhích
con_
tains state¡nenfs_in eact uniiuã,p."",irä
.
tñät
they are true, and ttre basis ãi-ftá "nd
can
escape
fron the consequences of.his nejiig"n..
"ont.rct,
by saying that
the person he ãsked to fiff-ii-üooe t-nã-pãi"ãi to *r,o,¡ rhe proposãrt:'. :äär'"."r:::.1g.".
This statenent obviously wiLl be of use where
there is a
"basis of the contract clause,, in the proposal form signed by
supported by any

33
34
35

(supra), footnote 17, chapter
(supra), footnote 24, chapter

ibid. at page 376.
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the insured. Insurance contracts are noted for this and
proposals for insurance usuaLly contain this clause in the
forn of a declaration which the insured is required to nake.36
The basis for denying the insured relief under these
circumstances is the supposed negligence in signing a docunent
containing erroneous infornation without reading it.
This
"inexcusable negligence was also identified in Ftetcher,s
case as signing the appl-ication without reading it. This shows
that it rnay be inapplicable erhere the insured is induced to
sign a blank proposal form which the agent subsequently fill-s
up with erroneous facts, or where after the insured has f i1l-ed
the form, the agent inserted other facts. It indicates
further that a duty is being inposed on the insured to read
what is signed or to put it sinply, for the insured to check
on the agent to see to the correct execution of what the agent
undertook to do.
The court in Fletcher's case saw it as a duty within the
power of the applicant by reasonabJ.e diligence to defeat any
fraudulent intent of the agent. This might be taken as
inposing a duty on the applicant to guard against a fraudul-ent

intent on the part of the agent in al1 cases and to
effectively against this fraud.
Any proposition based upon an

check

allegation of negligence

was such
_36 Th".aÀcrcrr¡rn¡^
and. Glâs.t.rr.r
t

v Nâtronal Life

ffi

ng

a clause in Basrden v London, Edinburqh
r ^..--- \ ^-:=---ì¡ï-:
:-i--r-----'---ailf
tFe põIïõt-fi-BrewstË;
^^ supra)
=( Soçiety__ ( supra
rance
) too was nã<ie upon
proposa_l in Biggar v
ã

":å; :¿. n:. "i*;L"S..1.î".."T,
proposal should forn the basis
of the policy.
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on the part of the applicant is arguably unrealistic. It as_
sumes that the insured has requested the agent to conplete the
proposal on his beharf' 'rvhich is nornalry the reverse of the
truth. " t¡terkin indicates that the insured may not be given

a real chance to read the proposal after filling it if rnerely
told by the agent ',to sign on the dotted 1ine."37 titerkin says
that even if the proposal is read, errors may be missed3g or
regarded as trivial or ¡vithin the agent,s discretion.3g
The unfair operation of this "neg1igence,, approach
in
cases of ilLiterate applicants and insurance arranged
over the
telephone are also to be noted since Lhere is no indication
ín Ner4rsholme that the rules differ in those two circumstances.

In such cases, as llerkin states, negligence cannot be a fac_
tor.40 Eeighington too states that by reason of the assured
in Bawden being an illiterate, the principfe enunciated
in
Ne$,shorne is inapplicable to the facts
of Bawden4r. The
decision reached in Newsholne and the basis for
such decision
do not show that any distinction should be
nade in cases of
illiteracy; and in so far as the rute fails to recognize
any
of such disparity, it fell short of adequatefy providing
37_

rhi" is exactLy rvhat happened in Stone v Reliance
l¡lutual rnsurance Àss. -l:.'g72,)
I Lloyds nepZEs. 1nn!. ?.ÃJ
e= in snith v coopera ve Fi re
lty co l]-9l7)
I ty. -38
w. R. 639-:-TÃ-1ra.
D. c.
?o
-Herkin R.trt., op. cit.r page 38.
40 üerkin
R. t¡!., Loc. cit.
tled"

(

tion of

s6

justice in general terms.
other shortcoming with the "negligence approach,' is
the wide latitude it gives to insurers to take advantage of
their agent's errors and onissions. The agent has made a
mistake in the execution of his duties and such errors shoutd
The

not be shifted over as the responsibility of the insured
merely by reason of this alleged negligence in not reading rhe
document before appending a mark to it. A better approach ro
the issue is that stated by Lord Ealsbury L.C. in BloomenËhaÌ
v. Ford42 that:
I'I! is hopeless to contend that after a representation
made
made by
by the .company for the purpose of inducing
inãucing a man
uqgn
it.by.parting
wi_th
nis
money,
is óompei_
!9-"*for them to turn around and say ,'¡youit shoul-d
ent
Ìrave
inquired. I' you should have observèd certain circunl
stances. . .

The insured deats

with the agent in the belief, as the agents
are presented, that the agent is a representative of the
insurers conpetent in the affairs and matters of the insurer.
There is a lack of comprehensiveness in the presentation of
the agent as a professionar. representative of the insurer and

this obnoxious duty of checking on the agent as fashioned
in Newsholme.

out

A consideration

of this presentation of the agent as a
professional wi]l nake it possible to refute a deniaÌ
by
insurers of liability for the agent,s error. This is especiâ_
lly so in the light of the observation made by Scrutton L.J.
that:

n?. (r89z)
A.c. f56 at L6L (8.L.); cired
-Aust. raL ian
in hresrern
-r"ãi"ffit
rnsïrance co. Lrå. ; -pe[é' i'"rpi.
i

in such a course of business that the
"It is inevitable
get proposals will sometimes fill in
to
agent employed
filling
in the answers on the form . , . .,'
or assist in
participation of the agent in contract rnaking is inevitab1y forced on the insured and this approach seeks further to
nake the insured responsible for any errors and omissions
arising from the "helping hand" imposed on the insured. ¡{erkin
argues that any signature of the ínsured is overridden by an
inplíed undertaking of the agent,s competence given by the
The

ins,rrer.43 Eow far this had been adopted remains yet to be
seen but the strict application of the "negligence proposition" continued in the subsequent years.

for the decision in Nenshol-ne is reveaLed
in the judgenent of Greer Ir.J., namely, the insurance contract
with the proposal incorporated into it cannot have any of its
written terms varied by an oral agreenent or communications
to the agent by the insured. creer L.J. stated that:
"it does not seem to matter whether the verbal- stâtenents which are relied upon are nade to a person in the
position of lthe agent], or are nade to th-e director of
the company. In either case they could not affect the
contract which is wholIy contained in the polipy of
insurance with its incorþorated proposal forn."44'
This approach is an evidentiary one shich sirnply disregards
the incidence of the agency between the insured, the insurers
and the agent. It does not have any bearing on the authority
of the agent either to fill the proposal forn or to receive
infornation on behalf of the insurer. enything not incorporAnother ground

43
44

I{erkin R. M.,
ibid. at page
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ated in the proposal form is not nomentous.
This woufd have sounded a quintessence of a sofution to
the conflicting interests sought to be protected. Eor'ever,
the defect of the reasoning grew out of an attempt to justify

the decision in Basden under the rule as an exception to it.
Greer
=
:.:1

L.J. stated ¡
r,the court is entitled to take into account the surrounding circumstances, and the surrounding circumstances nay be such as to enable the court to put _a
special meaning on the ç¡ords used in the contraci.',45

l¡lerkin says the argument amounts to an assertion that the
policy is to be the entire contract when the court thinks fit,

effectively
:,..::

:,=

:4'
.vt

an absolute

discretion clothed in lega1 principle

and concludes that it is clearly a nonsense to decide any
issue in this way.46 This sounds a potent argument against a

qualification of the ru1e. Eowever, an unqualified statement
of this evidentiary rule renders inconprehens ible the decisions in some earlier cases where disclosure to agents were
held to be disclosure to the companies though the anse¡ers in
the proposal forms were incorrectly stated.47
Unlike Biggar, the issue of the knowledge of the agent
acquired while filling the proposal form for the insured was
considered in Newsholme case. The judgrûent of Scrutton L.J.
45

ibid. at page 381.
l.lerkin R.l.l., ,,Transferred Agencv in the Law of
Insurance' (supra) .ú p.
47 Such were
the decisions in Golding v Royal London
.-
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is also instructive on this. Eis Lordship said:
"in my view, the irûportant question for the decision in
this case is whether the knowledge of the agent,
acquired in filling up the proposal for the asqUred, is
to be taken as the knowledge of the company;""o
but the approach to the issue is renarkably different from the
line of reasoning in Bawden. Scrutton L.J. said further :
"If the person having authority to bind the company by
naking a contract in fact knows of the untruth of the
statements and yet takes the premium, the question nay
be different. Even then I see great difficulty in
avoiding the effect of the writing signed by the
proposers that the truth of the statement is the basis
of the contract. But where the person contracting for
the conpany has no actual knowledge, but only constructive notice, the difficulties of the proposer are
greater. In co¡¡mercial matters, the doctrine of
constructive notice is not favoured ... where knowledge
is to be imputed to an artificial person, in the first
pJ-ace it must be the knowLedge of the directors who
deal with the company's rights, and in the second place,
the knowledge of a person who acquires it in a breach
of duty, and is guitty of a breach of duty in respect
to it, is not to be inputed by a company tó whom, irom
he would be unlikely to disclose ir in
!!;anllgan.sis,
It ¡ras further stated that:
I'the decision in Bawdenrs case is not applicable to a
case where the agent hinself, at the request of the
proposer, fi1ls up the answers in purported conforrnity
vtrtr¡ information
with
information- supplied
su
by the proposer. If. the
anshrers are untrue and he knows it, he is committing a
fraud which
wh-ich presents his knowledge being the knowl
knowleãge
of the insurance company. If
ff the answers âre
are un
unt rue
and he does not know it, I do not understand hov, he has

any knoerledge which can be inputed to the insurance
rl
company .

this as a basis, the court thus disregarded the contention of irnputation of the agent's knowledge to the insurer.
The presented confl-ict of interests continued with an

Using

48

ibid.
ibid.

pa9e 373.
37
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il,t

increasing reliance on the reasoning in Newsholme.50 ln
reviewing Newsholme, Eeighington says that it disposes ',of a
clifficulty which has been standing in the way of insurance

of the decision in the Bawden case and the
r{ldeepread inctinatlon of the äò,i"tg rúo Êgree vrith the
contention that the knoerledge of the agent is the knowledge
of the company. " Eeighington regards it as ,'clearIy defining
the principles applicable to a question which has caused a
greaÈ deal of difficutty. "51 This shows an acceptance of the
principles in NewshoLne but how clearly the principles are
defined stil1 renains to be seen, especially in the light of
conpanies by reason

the decisions which followed the reasoning.
50 In Durrn v. Ocean Àccident e Gu4 ¡ên!_ge_!9_!pn_:__Ed.
(1933) s0 T.l,.R-. 32
facts are not discLosed in a proposat for insurance, the
knowledge of those facts by the insurance company's agent
does not render the company tiable on the policy. T-here,-the
insured had been secretty ¡narried to thã insiurer's agent
though the fact of this was not disclosed in the proposaJ- and
there v¡ere some other naterial nisstatenentË ãnd ¡nisrepresentations. The court relied on Newsholme and then
stated that the agent, acting in defiañõe--õjF-ãuty to the
rnsurer cannot authorize the insured to forgo her
of
disclosure. The court t+as prepared to make Étris a duty
genêral
statenent and this nray easily bé discerned from the stãtement
that:
"it is not a question of insurance lar¡ alone, but of
the lavr in every case where the agent acted not
not in accordance with his duty to his principal , only
but
in defiance of it"
The question of what nould have been the position if the
agent was actually authorized to so act as he did vras left
unconsrcfered. The decision reached could have been justified
ol.ground of a collusion bets¡een the insured and tÉe agent,
ehich fact r¿as obvious. The court
not consider this
collusion- in the particular case anddid
heLd on ttra auttroiity
:f;.\HH# that the asent is ro be considered rhe asent oÊ

tion of

6I

.,¡.

fn O'Connor v B.D.B. Kirby e Co.52, th" same Engfish
Court of Appeal restated the duty on the proposer for insurance to ensure that the infornation given in the proposaf form
is correct. Eowever, Ðavies J., in accepting the principle
forn Neresholne stated that :
"it would be different if the assured_¡sas unable to
read or was in some degree illiterate.,')J
This is outside the scope of the rule propounded in Newshol-me.
By adopting the reasoning in Newsholme subject to such
qualifícation, the court has indicated that Newshol_me has not
laid do¡rn a definite applicable rule in aLL proposal form
cases.

v. Reliance l¡lutual Ins. Ass.54, another Engiish
case which went before the English Court of Appeal in 1972,
shows that the principles entrenched in the EngLish 1aw by
Ne¡ssholme has done little in esÈablishing definite applicable
rules to resolve the conflict of interests between insureds
and insurers. There, the insured's wife received an unsol,icited visit fron an inspector, enployed by the insurer, whose
function nas to achieve reinstatenent of lapsed insurance
policies. The proposal here was completed by the inspector
Yrithout asking the wife any questions. The inspector then
asked the wife to sign ehich was done after being shown where
to sign. The insured's wife did not read them and the wife
Stone

r:l

.:;

52
53
54

(l-97I) 2 w.L.R. 1233 (Eng. c.A.

ibid. at page 1239.
11972) I Lloyds Rep. 469.

)
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not v¡arned of any duty to disclose. The inspector here
gave evidence that it is the insurer's policy that the
questions be put to applicants and the answers written dov¡n
eras

by the agent. There nere some non-disclosure and the insurer
sought to avoid the policy on this ground but the Court of
Appeãl unanimously rejected the pLea.

its own special
facts since the inspector, unlike the agent in Newshotme, had
actual authority to complete the proposal . In treating the
case as being excepted fron the established principles in
Newsholme, the court regarded neither party guilty of any
fraud and noted the mistaken insertion of wrong answers in the
proposal. Lord Denning said further:
The case was treated as one turning on

"vJhose mistake? Clearly l¡tr. O'Shea,s mistakei because
he did not ask Ithe insured] the questions, and he
inserted the answers out of his ówn head without
checking up fron her ... vrhether they were true or not.
No doubt it was [the insured] mistale too. She ought
to have read through the questions and answers befõre
she signed the form; but shè did not do so. Eer mistake
vras, however, excusable, because she was of l-ittIe
education, and assumed that the agent would know all
about the previous policigp and that there had been

claims nade under them...,,rr
Obviously, Lord Denning inpJ,ies here that there is a duty on
the insured to read the proposal before signing it and also
that, depending on the circumstances, this duty might be
ercused. The reasoning is quite in tine with the decision in

that the rule in Newsholme will not appty where the
insured is of little education. Lord Denning gave further
another reason for excusing the non-performance of this duty:
OrConnor

ct
-'
ibid. at page 474.
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"the agent by his conduct inpliedly represented that he
had filled in the form correctly and that he needed no
further information from her. Rerying on this inplied
representation, she signed the form which he put before
her. t,
The decision seems

to lend credence to the earlier quoted conclusion of t¡terkin that any signature of the insured is
overridden by an inpried undertaking of the agent's competence
given by the insurer. Lord Denning said:
"the society seek to repudiate tiability by reason of
the untruth of two answers in the proposal form. They
seek to fasten these untruths onto the insured. rney
do so by virtue of a printed clause in the proposal
form. They make out that it was the insured whó misled
them whereas the boot is on the other leg. The untrue
answers vTere written down by their own agent. rt was
their own agent who made the mistake. ft was he who
ought to have known better. rt was he arso who put the
printed form before the wife for signature. rt was he
who thereby represented to her that the form $¡as
correctly fitled in and that she cggl-d safely sign it.
She signed it trusting to him . . .,'
Lord Denning then went on to say that the misrepresentation
here is an innocent misrepresentation of the insurer which in
the case disentitled the insurance company from rerying on the
printed crause in the proposar to excrude their riability.
Lord Denning viewed the misrepresentation of the insured,
which arises by signing the form containing false information,
overridden by a misrepresentation of the insurer,s agent that
the form had been correctly filled. Ee said:
"Their agent represented that he had filred in the form
correctly: and having done so, they cannot rery on the
printed clause to say that it was ñot correctly firled
in. "
Despite the decision in the case, that the insurer is l-iab]e
ibid. at page 475.
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policy, the basis of the decision may be seen as still
along the same line as Biggar and Newsholme which clearly is
on the

that of a transferred agency. By regarding the false information in the form as misrepresentat ions of the insured, the
incidence of the agency has been transferred at that point to
the refationship between the insured and the agent. Though
a well articulated route was found to prevent the insurer from
escaping liability on the policy, the mi s repr esentat ion of the
agent that the form is correctLy fi1led, the transferred
agency reasoning cannot be denied in the dictum of Lord
Denning.

Apart from tacitly recognising transferred agency in.the
agentrs act of conpl-eting proposal forms, the case also serves

to illustrate the conflict in Conmon Law in dealing with the
issue. In Newshol"me the view was expressed that even nhere
there is actual authority on the part of the agent to complete
the proposal form, it would not affect the defence of the
insurers. The defence of the insurer was made an absolute one.
Eowever, the judgnents of Hegaw L.J. and Stamp L.J. in the
Stone case tend to give a contrary view.57 By treâting the
Stone case on its own special facts in that the inspector had
actual authority to complete the proposal, they erere indicating a different concLusion where the agent has an actual
authority fron the insurers to conplete the proposal- form for
the insured. The judgnent of Denning L.J. too v¡as based on
57

i¡ia., pages

a75

to

477 .
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the actual. authority of the agent.58 These represent a contradiction to the view in Nee¡sholne that the actuaL authority
of the agent can not affect the defence of the insurer.
¡terkin has indicated the in-road made by the decision
in Stone to the reasoning in Newsholne. It lras opined:
"Scrutton L.J.rs wide formulation of transferred agency
ru1e, resulting in its application even where the agent
has express authority tto complete the proposal, can not
stand with Lord Denni4S's
Dennino-'s approval
aooroval of Bawden as turning
tr¡rnino
on actual author i ty.
WhiLe it cannot be said that nany agents would have this kind
of actual authority, where such exist, a clear case of a
muddle-up in the English cases on the position is presented.
The agency has been transferred to the insured but that is
ehere the unifornity in the reasoning of the courts ends.
Thereafter, it is a serious distortion of the principles in
order to acconmodate a particular conclusion. The lack of an
enconpassing guide to approaching this issue makes it open to
serious doubts whether the concept of transferred agency is

or designed to serve a social- need.
The narrowness of focus in considering the monumentalweight of the burden placed on the innocent applicant dealing with the agent also conpounds the doubts. The narroerness
of consideration here is evidenced by a total disregard of how
the insured is to determine the extent of the express authority of the agent. Eow is the insured expected to know whether
indeed sound, necessary

.. . - page
58
- rÞIct.,
474.
EO
"- l.ferkin R. À., ,'Trqgsferred Àgency in the Law of Insurance. ( suÞra ) at page-Z tI-
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the agent has actual authority to complete the proposal form?
Y{hereas, where the actual authority does exist, what social
need would the transferred agency serve in the context?
In trying to formulate a rul-e from Newsholme, not much
is left when it is viewed along with other cases. Biggar and
Stone have indicated that the decision may turn in favour of
the insured on the actual authority held by the agent.
O'Connor has indicated a different

rule applies where the
insured can not read or is in some degree not literate. The
rule thus left is that where the agent has no express authority to fill the proposal, and the insured is l-iterate, there
is to be a transfer of agency. It may be assumed that this is
what to balance against Bawden and Brewster in determining
which approach the court should adopt in such cases.
However, a consideration of the rule left in Newsholme
after Stone raises further doubts. The basis of holding the
insured responsible is the clause that is signed to the effect
that the proposal is correct and is to be the basis of the
contract. It is in respect of this rule that Stone has introduced an rrinnocent misrepresentation" qualification. There is
no limitation on the use of this innocent rnisrepresentation
rule to cases of illiteracy. The insured need not be an
illiterate to be availed protection with Stone. The rule in
Stone might be taken to mean that where the atleged misrepresentation made by any applicant in signing the basis of
the contract clause is an innocent one, such as where the
applicant does not give the wrong information or the agent has
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represented that the form was properly compl-eted,
Newsholme e¡i11 not
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i- The Canadian Position
This tenptation of reasoning introduced into the conlnon
Law principles of England engulfed the Canadian courts right
fron the early years. The courts started placing ernphasis on
the actual authority of the agent and not on the knowledge of
the agent. In Bastedo v British Enpire Insu Co.60 , tle agent
fíI1ed the proposal form for the insured and the insured
signed the forn. The insurer denied liabiJ.ity because there
r¡as a false infornration in the form concerning the value of
the insured horse. The insured had tol_d the agent how much
was paid for the horse but the agent decided to put "got in
trade". The insured knew that the agent had not inserted the
actual amount but did not insist that the agent fill the form

in any particular way. The trial judge found as a fact that
there was no inportant fact withhetd by the insured. The
insuredts only fault was in not insisting thât the agent be
more accurate in filling the proposal form.
The Court of Appea1 treated the answer "got in trade"
as that of the insured by reason of an inplied consent and
held that the insured could not recover. Irving J.A. said:
rrThe answers
are the answers of the applicant and ï do
60

(1913) 4 w. w. R. 905 (Alra c.À.).
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not think the conpany is to be held to have a knowledge
of the truth vrhen the applicant and the 1ocal ageñt
arrange together that the truth shall be suopressed in
order that the insurance may be effected."b-r
¡{artin J.A. too stated that:
I'the statement ... is untrue and was concocted by the
conpany's agent to the knowledge of the plaintiffl who
thereby became a party to the deception, the resul-t of
which would be to stifl,e inquiry on a r¡aterial point."bz

of Biggar v Rock Life Àssurance Co.63
"r" applied to
conclude that, in such cases, the insurer is not responsible
for the inventions of its agent. It is difficul-t to agree lrith
the appellate court on the collusive intent of the insured in
view of the finding of the trial judge. The stand adopted by
the trial judge, on the knowledge acquired by the agent, sêems
more defensible having regard to the possible exercise of
discretion by the agent in fi].ling the proposal form and the
lack of control over the agent on what goes into the form.
The knowledge that the agent acquired, that of the
actuaL value of the horse, should have been held to be notice
The case

to the insurer.64 Furthermore, the discretion exercised by the
agent in rephrasíng the answer of the insured and not cor¡r_
61

iuia. at page 906 62 ibid. at page
907.

907.

63 ¡supra¡, footnote 12,
chapter 2.
UlA relevant case was lting Earvey (1854)
v
5 De c.M.
- 265¡ 43 E.R. 872. rn rhe-ìãËe,
eG
polt"i
.3kins ir void rhe
"
*.,ir """'"ùujã.i-få
beyond óe.tai.,
î.i?i$!_l:l
r-rmlts l9i.thout Ii.cence._Anifassignee
"ás"räã
poliðy
of
the
on paying
to the _agent infor*"a -i¡ä ãé.r,t lr,"t tr," assured
was
!::ii"r.
¡.esr'qent þevond the orescribed limits. With that knowledge,
the agent rèceived trie prenium. rt was hetd that the insurer
was precluded on insisding on the foifeiture.
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nunicating the knowledge acquired to the insurer ought nor be
attributed to the insured. The agent was an agent of the
insurer in receiving information about the value of the horse.

of the appellate court, treating the answers as
those of the insured, indicated a transfer of the agency
relationship fron that with the insurer to the insured. By
treating the agent's inventions as those of the insured and
holding that the insurer is not responsible for such, the
court denied the incidence of the agency relationship as one
with the insurer.
The stand

Newsholme cane to be decided after

principles in

Bastedo.

The

with approval in Rocco v.
Northwestern National Insurance Co.65 fn reaching a decision
in the case, the Ontario Court of Appeal stated that:
"notice to or knor¡ledge of an agent is not notice to or
knowledge by the conpany unl-ess that circumstances are
gygh_as. to justify the opinion that the agent would be
likely to cor¡municate the information to thãse in charge
of the affairs of the conpany."
This widens the scope of the principle in Newsholme and makes
it a general rule that the knowledge of an agent acquired
while conpleting the application form is not to be imputed to
his principaL and the conpany nay escape J.iability thereunder.
This nay even be used to attenpt explaining the decision in
Nensholme were quoted

that the insured kne¡s the information will- not be
conmunicated to the insurer.
The decision in Rocco is one turning on the particular
facts of the case. The agent and the applicant both knew t.hat
Bastedo

65 (rszs) 64 o.
L. R. ss9 (ont c.

g
i.

i
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the subnitted application contained wrong anserers and this
nakes it different fron Bastedo. The case could have been
disposed of on the sole ground of fraud of the agent and the
applicant. This courtr ho$¡ever, dealt eith it on grounds of
the authority of the agent and the court held that knowledge
of the agent of the falsity of an answer in the application
cannot be inputed to the insurer. The insurer vras hel-d
entitled to treat the contract void for misrepresentat ion.
The trend in the decisions in consistentl-y following the
rules in Newsholme and aggravating thaÈ pathetic status
continued in Canada. In Steigh v. stevenson66, the agent
completed the proposal which the insured signed erithout
reading. There sere some nis representations in the form and
the insurer sought to avoid liability. The trial judge found
as a fact that the statements were untrue and to the knowledge of the insured at the tine of the application. Though the
correct infornation was given to the agent, they were never
disclosed to the insurer. The trial judge held the insurer
entitled to rely on the application in the form in which it
reached the insurer and on the statements therein. Though
there vras a basis of the contract clause in the case, the
court did not rely on it in coning to a conclusion. The court
pLaced reliance instead on coner v BusseII6T where it v¡as

i:l

t:

observed that:
"even

66

if insurer's agent were apprised of the real facts

lrsar¡ 4 D. L. R. 433 (ont. c.

67 (rgao)

I D.L.R. 92 (ont. c.À.).

A)

i:
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it would not be
inforned. "

assumed

that the insurer was so

in disnissing the appeat and
holding the insurer entitled to avoid liability, KeIlock J.A.
The case went on appeal and
,à

e..
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said:
"the question therefore would appear to be v¡hether these
srepresentations in the application were made
knowingly by the appellant. If Ithe agent] was the agent
of the applicant in filling the apptication, as I tñink
she knew' as she
åå,i?'": 'å?.'".i.iiå:: H[ "":?i:'"?.1't+
ni

to have authenticated the statenents
in the form. In assessing this case, certain difficulties are
presented. The first is the lack of evidence on the extent of
the agent's authority. Furthermore, the court eras concerned
with the interpretation of a statute.69 It i" in the context
of the interpretation that the applicant was heLd responsibJ.e
for the errors of the agent. The court adopted the language
of creer L.J. in Newsholme but did not make reference Lo it
in reasoning its points. Eoerever, following Rocco, the
adnitted knowledge of the applicant of the untruth in the
appl-ication form may justify the decision.
The nissing evidence on the authority of the agent in
Sleigh v Stevenson was provided in Salata v ContinentaL
Insurance Co.70 where the same court cane to the same conclusion. The application forn was fill,ed in by the agent and
The applicant was held

68
69

ibid. at page 441-.
section 19L, Insurance Act R. S. O. ],g37 c. 256.

7o ¡rsae¡ 2 D.L.R.
663, (ont c.À)
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signed by the applicant. There was no evidence before the
court on shether the applicant read the forn. The appel-l-ant

gave uncontradicted evidence that at the time when the
application was procured, there r¡as a ful1 disclosure of
reLevant facts to the agent. The court observed that the agent
had no authority to nake a contract of insurance but had the
authority to solicit insurance. The court then referred to

to follow it in holding that knowledge
cannot be iraputed to the insurer of the falsity of the
representation in the application.
The case is difficult to justify because the evidence
Newshofme and

did not

decided

shon any

collusion

the agent and the insured.
There was no evidence that the insured knew that the correct
information given to the agent would not be conmunicated to
the insurer. The case displays the total- acceptance of
betreeen

to the detrinent of the particular facts of the
case. The exhibition of the ]ack of a detailed understanding
of the cases by some Canadian courts in their determination
to follon NewshoLme was again made in Bonneville v. progresNewsholme

sive Ins. Co. of canada.7l
There, the insured had effected insurance through a
vendor and the vendor completed the apptication form for
insurance. The insured signed without reading the content of
the forn. Though there t¡as a full disclosure of relevant fact

to the vendor, the vendor inserted some false staEements
giving rise to the right of the insurer to avoid the poJ.icy,
71 (rgss) 2 D.r.R.
729 (ont.

c.

A)
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The court showed an approval of Biggar and Bavrden in
judgenent and held the agent as an agent of the insured.

The

resort to

use

Nei{sholme was nothing more than an

adulterated

its

of principle in the case. The case could have been disposed
of on the sole ground of the vendor not being an agent of the
insurer. Incidentally, this r¡as considered by the court.
Laidlaw J.A. said:
I'it is plain to ne that lthe agent] was not an insurance agent and he did not at any time profess to act in
that capacity in his dealings with the respondent. Ee
had no insurance licence as required by law; he did not
engage in the practice of selling insurancei he had no
arrangement with the insurer to act for it; he had no
dealings with or instructions or authority from the
appellant; and he did not receive any gqppensation
arising out of the business of insurance.,,t"
Eaving nade this observation, the court then eent on to
consider the unrel-ated case of Newsholme. The court reached
the right conclusion but with a vrrong consideratio.r.T3 A
circumstance quite similar to Bonneville sTas in Reid v.
Traders Gen. rns. co.74 and the sane conclusion of absence of
an agency with the insurer was reached. The reasoning of the
court in this case seems nore logical since it rras dealt erith
on the basis that the insured knev¡ that the person conpleting
the form was nerely a salesman for a vendor and not the
insurer,s agent.
72 i¡ia. at page 781.
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principle enunciated by the court ís sound when
applied to cases of this gender but ceases to be of general
use in the context of Newsholne. The forms in the cases were
conpr-eted by persons who were not agents of the insurers and
who r,rere known by the insureds not to be. To rnake the prin_
ciple a general statement applicable in a1I cases where the
proposal form is filled by an agent for the applicant r,ritI
nake it grossl.y inadequate as a sound principfe of larr. The
The

agency relationship between the insurer and the agent must be

taken into account
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in so far as the authority of the agent to
act for the insurer in the particular transaction is needed
to make a finding of liability against the insurer
The adoption of the Newsholme principle in cases
invorving insurer's agents continued stirl in canada as
evidenced by Le Blanc v. co-operative Fire and casualtv co.75
There, the agent of the insurer conpJ.eted the proposal.form
which insured signed. The agent untruthfully inserted a
wrong
ansner without bringing the iten to the attention of
the
insured and without conmunicating this to the insurer.
The
agent acted frauduLentl-y but the insured did not participate
in the fraud. Bissett J. quoted from ceneraL Accident As_
surance co. v ButtonT6 to the effect that:
t'a person making proposal
a
for insurance can not avoid
the effect of the Sectio" ,h;;
proposal- is untrue
by saying that while tà siönãä l;;
if'n.
*." not a¡vare of
the contents of the appficãiiã.ii
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court said that by signing the forn, the insured authenticate the statements contained therein even if the insured had
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no knoerledge of the content of the form. The case followed
Newsholne in hoJ-ding the agent a type of secretary for the
insured as the agent knew the ansrsers were untrue and "he was

connitting a fraud which prevented his knowledge being the
knov¡ledge of the insurance conpany". The court then appLied
Èhe basis of the contract clause to void the policy.
Apart from the undiscr ininating adoption of Newsholme
in this case, eith the observation that the insured díd not
participate in the fraud of the agent, it is difficult to
attribute fault to the insured. The agent is an agent of the
insurer and the question is whether there is any reasonable
basis for affixing the insured with the fault for the fraud

of the agent. The reasoning in

NewshoLoe v¡as adopted

unreasonable duty thus inposed on the insured

and the

to guard against

the fraud of the agent which is not even known to the
insured.
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Newshol-ne continued

to rear its head. This tine, in
lfanitoba. In Blair et a1 . v. Royal Exchange Assurance.,78 bhe
Queenrs Bench placed reliance on the case of Newsholme in
reaching its decision. Eunt J. said that, in completing the
77

v. J
(N.s.s.cffi'-Á;;:

t
(1967) 64 D.L.R. l2dl 442
was no quesrion or
rraud in the case as the agent only
y
failed
to rècollect
recollect a
previous_conversation in wf¡ilrr lnã-ãi""iã"ur"
isclosure
lrere
made. The
court opined that nhere the agent's áuthority is finiteA
lo
applications, the Xíowreageãi tne ãgent could not
I:"liYilS
oe rnputed to the insurer.
to

''

(1968)

r.L.R. r- r97 (üan. e.B.).
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application form, the agent was not the âgent of the insurer
but an agent of the applicant. It was then hel-d that the
insurer was not charged with the knowledge of the ruisrepresentation.

on the cases which adopted the Newsholme
reasoning in Canada, Ei11 states that they indicate the
tendency on the part of the courts in Canada to place a heavy
onus and responsibility on those who take out insurance and
who entrust insurance agents with the task of completing the
necessary documents. EiLL observes that in a great many cases,
ít is the agent who has approached these peopte about the
possibiJ.ity or doing business y¡ith the insurer through the
agent. EilI then concludes that a maxim such as ,'he who signs
must pay the price" is characteristic of the way the Canadian
Iegal system has treated this area of insurance lar".79
Commenting

In Boutilier et a1. v. Trqders GeneraL lnsurance Co., 80
the applicant signed the proposaL form in blank after giving
the true answers to a car dealer. The form was completed later
by an ernployee in the dealer's office. Some facts rrere not
discLosed

in the forn.

The deafer gave evidence

that he vras

not an insurance agent, not certified to sel1 insurance or
licensed to do so and has no authority from the insurer to
79

at

aitr o.,

Insurance

Í

nstitute

4) at page 6.
80 (rsos)

o

Omissions and l.f isreprecat r on
versity of Manitoba,

I D.L.R. (3d) 379 (N.s.s.c.).
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sell insurance. The court dealt r¡ith the case on the authority
of the agent to sell insurance for the insurer. The court
observed that the form was supplied to the car dealer only as
a convenience to the public and the evidence clearly showed
that the dealer vras not acting as an agent of the insurer.
Although this case does not 1ie in the province of transferred
agency, it denonstrates how far the courts will go in ensuring
conpliance with the unrelated NewshoLme principle. The court
said:
rrthe

principle has been welr established that a Derson
who conpletes on behalf of the appLicant ror in"uïãnããl
an applicarion

of the kind in quèition i" tt is ãã"ãl-iå

::t:;3,t":"?'.iå'.å3iT:.t"?:'tþi

i nsu

rance companv'

bu

a

t

A hypocritical circumvention

of the inplication of the rures
established by the cases in canadian Lae was made in Branchette v. C.I.S Insurance Ltd.82 rh"r. the applicant signed the
form for one type of insurance. The applicant then requested
the agent to apply for another type of coverage by conpleting
a blank section in the form already signed. The agent, in
doing so, made some material misrepresentat ion. The majority
held that the insured was not bound by the mis representat ion
since the agent was acting as the agent of the insurer in
conpleting the blank sections.

Ritchie J., dissenting, said that the reasoning of
transferred agency against the insured as laid down in
81

ibid. at page 386.

82 ltglz,t 36 D.L.R. (3d) s6r. (s.c.c.
).

,:
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Newsholme applies

someone

to fill

with equal force to an applicant eho gets
in the form after he has signed it. Eis

Lordship said:
"rn.rûy-opinion an appr.icant for
who decr.ares
that the statements nade in hisinsurance
application aiã-true
and correct and that the contract iito be ¡r""llt"iåo"
and who later seeks additional insurance and authorizÁs
the-.agent by _tetephone to fill in . p;;t-;ï-;;.
application which
had been left in Uraìrt ovãi ;ï=
signature is in the sane_ position in Iãw .;';;
plicant who ha-s signed a fo-rn without t."ing ."ãå ;;_
tñ.
have previouslv been enterea úpon-¡v-ãn
glich
åå:i[:f
Ritchie J. then said the Common Iaw provinces in Canada have
their Lans developed in confornity with the reasoning of Lord
Justice Scrutton in NewshoLme. pigeon J., speaking for the
najority, stated:
'rwhen the insured signs after the ansr¡ers have been
entered by the agent, he has the opportunity of
reading
them. on the . assumprion that hã- is undà'r ; ã;ü--rå
verify before signing that the agent tras properfy iiíf.à
in the form. r can undersrand hówrle
negligent if he does not do so."t ãñ-uãï"í¿-;;-;;
This dict rrn obviously shows a favouring of the negligence
approach in Newsholne where the applicant signs the form after

the agent had inserted the anssers. Where the insured signs
after the forn is completed, there could be negligence in not
ensuring the accuracy of the answers. This has nade the
answers that of the insured and a recognition of transferred
where the signature is subsequent to the conpletion of the
proposal forn.
In respect of issues arising where the form is conpleted
83

iuia. at page 569.
8¿t
' ibid. at page 5ZZ.
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before the insured signs, the court did nothing to resolve the
existing confrict in the raw. The court sought to distinguish
the facts before it fron the general position established in

the cases because the invorved applicant "had no means of
verifying the correctness of the forn as comp1eted,,. pigeon
J. distinguished cases of applicants signing aJ.ready filled
proposal forms and cases in vrhich the agent inserted the
incorrect answers after the applicant's signature.
The other factor which helped the court in reaching a
conclusion is the authority of the agent. The court found an
apparent authority in the agent to make cornmitments for the
insurer and cor0plete proposal forms. This was used by.the
court to find against the insurer. The court had the
opportunity to nake a pronouncement on the applicabLe rules
and correct any

entirery
:;

:.!

+

fault in the Newsholme reasoning but the court

the issue. For cases where the insured signs
the forn before it is fil.led, a protection is offered. But for
begged

other cases where the completion of the proposal precedes the
signature, the dispute is left as it was before the case.
Suffice it to say that the togic behind the rnajority
decision is sound, the gain in the decision is patently
il_
J.usory. The basic problen in the 1aw is in
the knowledge of
the agent acquired in the process as against the
applicant,s
supposed negligence

in not checking the

of the agent.
The issue of blank proposal forms signed
is an anxiltiary
question in the Law. As uerkin notes
on a sinilar form of
reasoning, it Leaves a significa¡! ¡rrrnhg¡
of cases outside
excesses

ti:
..:.
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legal protection.S5 In as

as the court avoided this
issue, the decision has added 1ittle in resolving this state
of conflict between "knowJ-e{ge" and "authority".
The old strict attitude to the subject as demonstrated
by the earlier decisions continued. The court in Edwards v
Kent General Insurance CorporationS6 h"td that the insured in
the case should have known that the agent was not writing down
anseers the insured gave and held that the insured should have
taken the trouble to read the answers. There, the agent filled
out the form and the insured subsequently signed the forn.
There were some ni srepresentat ion in the insured's driving
record and the insurer denied liability. The court held that
much

{,..
aa

the insured adopted the answers by signing the application and
had knowingly misrepresented because of the knowledge of the
fact different from those in the appLication.
Eighlights of the advantages of this bias in favour of

the insurer in Canadian 1aw did not end there. In Van Schitt
v Gore Hutual Insurance Conpany,ST th" insured took out an
insurance policy with the insurer through the insurance agency

filled by the agent. There v¡as a misrepresen_
tation in the policy to the effect that the insured has made
no previous clain upon any insurer. The insured signed the
and the form was

forn with the statenent that there has been no previous claim.
The form contained a basis of the contract cLause which makes
85
86
87

Ilerkin

r oÞ. cit. t paee 42.
c.c.L.r. 317 (N.B.O.B. ).
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the contract nith the insurer based on the truth of the
statements in the application. The trial judge found that the
insured had no mischievous intent towards the insurer and may
have "obliquely inforned" the agent of the previous claim
against another insurer. The judge then hel-d the insured bound
by the nisrepresentation. Drake Co. Ct. J., said:
"he says that [the agent] filled in the blanks in the
forn: {the eggltl agrees that she did
so. ue says nã
did not read it in àny detaiL: and I acceÞt
^tfraÉ. rn
f il_lino uo the blanks, she acted as__þ!_g__Age!!; EE
anA tre

"ppii"ä:
The insured appealed. The appellate court did recognise the
issue as who is to bear the consequences of the incorrect
anseers respecting the previous

clain. Carrothers J.A. sáid:
'rI have not resolved in ny mind how the respondent,
notwithstanding that the respondent was the aithor oi
the_bLank app1ication, can be held vicariously respon_
sible for any such warranty Ithat the
applicãtio;^;;s
correctly completedl by the agency. Eov¡eier, f do not
need to decide this as f a.n of the opinion that the
trial judge_ was correct in finding ttñe agentl to bã
the agent of the appellant in physióalty conþteting the
application fqr¿n in accordance with ihe åppe11ãnt,s
instructions.
"

The appeal was dismissed as the court found

that in filling
up the application, the agent acted as an agent of the
insured. Respectfully, it is subnitted that this decision
introduces a confusing line on the renainder of transferred
agency in the 1aw of insurance.
88 enphasis added.
89 v"n Schilt v Gore
À{utuat r
c.c. L. r.- ZdT-ãl-Zi3 (BÌtTõ;-TE;t;
90 Van Schilt v core

r87.

(r986)

üutual insurance Co. (f9gB) at

25

page
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in the case. It suggested, hoe¡ever, that the court followed the reasoning in
Newsholme. Though the .court referred to Biggar the court did
not apply its principles. Biggar has been referred to as
laying down that rvhere the agent has authority form the
insurer to conplete application form for insurance, there witt
be liability on the insurer. The formulation in Biggar is
applicable where the agent lacks any authority f roro the
insurer to complete proposal forms. fn the Van Schilt case,
there was only one roisrepresentat ion. This mi srepresentat ion
is found in a separate area of the proposal headed "BROThere was no reference to Newshofne

KER/AGENCY REPORT'I .

Addressing the facts

z
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:3

I
3
:,
¿
:.4
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of the case, it is the submission
here that the title of the area where the error is Êound
suggests that the insurer vested authority in the agent to
fill the proposal forn, or at least that portion of the form.
The insured s¡iI1 not be expected to conplete the area of the
form clearly indicated as the agent's report on the application. Furthermore, the insured can reasonably be expected not
to concern hinself with the content of the area since it
dem¡nds nothing on the part of the insured. As the evidence
in the case revealed, the insured in the case saw the heading
of the section but did not concern hinself with the contents
thereof.

With this, authority in the agent for filling the
proposal form could have been found by the court and the
reference to Biggar can only lead to a conclusion of liability

83

against the insurer. Eorrever, this the court failed to do. The
court found support for its conclusion in the fact that the
insured signed the application with a basis of the contract
clause and put on the insured an onus of proof. Carrothers

J.A. said:
"the onus is on hin to establish that, despite the
actual wording of the application form, he did not, in
fact, give the answers written donn and attri_buted to
hin. The appellant has not established this."vr
Where the l-aw is that a person who signs a basis of the
contract clause is bound by the content of the document, a
proposition which the Court of Appeal obviously subscribed to,
ehat use would the onus on the insured serve here? Siroply

put, if the insured discharges the onus inposed by showing
that he did not give the ansners attributed to him, does this
afford hirn a defence in view of the basis of the contract
proposition.
Further difficulties are presented on the neaning of the
inscriptions in the proposal forn. The insured warranted the

,t
::i

.;

a
:,1,

:}

truth of the statenents in the proposal and that the contract
is to be based on the truth of the statements. fs this to be
interpreted as meaning that the insured warrants the truth of
the report presented by the agent to the insurer? The insured
can only be taken here to have warranted the truth of the
statements that is nade by the insured. In respect of other
statenents in the application which are not made by the
insured, the warranty can not arguabty be relied on by the
o1
,* van Schilt v core t¡tutual insurance Co. (l9BB) page
at

84
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ínsurer. This is the warranty, hovlever, that the court
apparently relied on in coming to its decision in the case.
Irlhichever way the judgenent is viewed, the court was deternined to adopt the Newsholme reasoning though this is not
stated in the judgenent. The traditional view based on the
strict interpretation of the contract as made, which the court
follor¿ed in the case, may be balanced against the more liberalapproach of the knowledge that the agent acquired in compl-eting the proposal forn. The agent had been given the correct
infor¡nation on the question of a previous claim against
another insurer. the general position of the Lal, is that the
knowledge of the agent acquired in the course of duty may be
inputed to the principal . Eowever, here, the insured is
regarded as the principal and any argument on the Line of
"knowledge" is thus made ineffective against the insurer.
Eowever, this appears to be the state of the la$r. It is
in the light of its recency that an understanding of transferred agency in the Canadian Insurance 1aw has to be con_
sidered. Where the insured signs an appJ.ication form before
it is conpleted, Blanchette has indicated the rul-es ap_
p1icable. In Van Schilt and Edwards, an approach of transferred agency has been shonn where the insured signs the form

after it was conpleted by the agent.
These cases have paid
Iittle attention to the apparent authority of an agent.
Blanchette has however adopted the reasoning in
Stone to the
effect that h'here the agent has authority to act as done, the
insurer Eay stilI be tiable. This authority position
van

,l:.::
::
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Schilt has rendered insignificant. fn the case, authority
could have been found in the agent to senFLete the section
tiLted nAgency Report'r. Any other observation on this is
repugnant to good construction. With this observation, if
made, Blanchette coul,d have provided support for a conclusion
against the insurer. This rdas not made in Van Schilt and there
is doubt on rvhere the Canadian insurance law stands on the
authority of the agent. With the courts overlooking the
trinnocent mis representat ion " espoused by the court in Stone,
one rury be tenpted to concLude further that this rule in Stone
does not forn part of the Canadian Insurance Laer. Like the
position in English Law, there has not been any expressed
content for transferred agency in an all embracing fashion.
l¡Iany of the ruLes have been treated differentì.y by the court
in Van Schitt and Bl-anchette has found it more convenient to
avoid the controversy.
Eaving attenpted an examination

of a Canadian position
in order to provide the necessary background, it becomes
relevant to consider how this English Law developurent shaped
the attitude of the courts in some other jurisdictions. This
is especially so in the 1i9ht of the differences in the
background of the jurisdictions and the inapplicability of the
Ner.¡sholme stereotyped reasoning in certain cases.
ii.

of the Nigeria position
The case that first raised the issue in this juris_

Conparison
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diction is Northern Àssurance Co. Ltd. v. fdugboeg2. Th..",
the insurer had a connission agent who was to canvass for
applications. The insured allegedly dictated to the agent
answers to questions in the proposal form and informed the
agent that there was a previous third party policy on the car.
The agent said that it rras not rîaterial. The insured
al-so
inforned the agent that there were policies on other vehicl-es
with the same insurer and sone other insurers. The insurer
denied liability on the ground that the insured faired to
disclose a previous dectine to give a comprehensive cover. The
trial judge found that the plaintiff was an illiterate and did
disclose these facts to the agent. ft was held that.the
agentrs knowredge vras that

to

of the insurer

and

that the fairure

conmunicate these couLd not absolve the insurer.
On appeal, the Suprene Court of Nigeria held

that in

filling proposal forms and inserting incorrect answers, the
agent was the agent of the insured and it was therefore
wrong
to inpute the agent's knowledge to the insurer. on the
guestion of the insured's illiteracy, the Suprene
Court said:
"the plaintiff is an illiterate
some
the exDres_
-;; of
-;.;;;";:Ë=;;
sions. used by scrutton L.J. and
;;;h
allowing the agent to invent thã-answers,
and signing
-are
¿ fl6srrrns¡! wi.thou.t reading
it,
not
applicable
.
r¿ithout quali f ication r: ses-ry i fii terate p.";ãã;;;-;;;
there is no suggestion
tÉat the ansr¡ers given were
not in accordànce eithhere
the pfainlitt,, wi"nL"';;ä-;;
need not consider. a hypothêticai case.
In this in_
-s'ã;
cv
i
s ìo
tË' ät
Ëåî iSii'i'i.i"îillf i"""i.l¡ lç "
"ã'
92 (tgøs) I A1r N.L.R.
8s (Nig. s.c. ).
93 iuia. at pages
93
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The decision rnay be

criticised in that the facts of the

case

are nore akin to Batrden's case and should have been followed
since the contention of the proposer was that there was a

disability, that of the illiteracy. This view is shared by
Oretuyi who says that, in as nuch as the insured could neither
read nor write, it is difficult to see how there could have
been a detection of the erong answers inserted by the agent.94
Oretuyi further states that Nigerian courts should realise
that in view of the high degree of illiteracy in the country,
insurance agents are bound to play a bigger role in the
explanation of and filling proposal forms.
The court's error was not in failing to realise the
difference in the background of the two countries. The court
obviously ãddressed its nind to the illiteracy of the insured.
The unpardonable error of the court lies in the concr-usion of
the court that the ill-iteracy is no ground for not following
the rule in Newsholrûe. It is surprising indeed that the court
failed to press this observed differences to its logical
conclusion. The decision shows the extent the court was
prepared to go in abiding with this obnoxious rule in Newsholne. Oretuyirs concludes, in respect of this blind acceptance
of the Newsholne reasoning, that, with Newsholne appearing to
be firrnly entrenched in the Nigerian judicial systen, it witt
require legislative intervention to uproot it.
The court in American International fnsurance Co. Ltd.
94 oretuyi S.4.,
Status of Insurance Àgents'r (À
paper presented at the'rLsg¿1
fe,
1987) page 18.
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v A. E. Dike95 approached the issue no differently from the
reasoning of the previous decade. Àgoro J. said:
Ithere can be no doubt that the defendant in the present
case is an illiterate ... there is no suggestion that
some of the answers recorded by Mr Okoro [the agent I in
the proposal form were not in accordance with the
infornation supplied by the defendant. It seems to me
also that the defendant was negligent in signing without
requesting l{r Okoro to read the answers to hin after
filling the form. The s¡ord "neglÍgence" in this
connection has no special technical meaning. It only
neans carelessness. In rny view, the defenda4f.'s illiteracy is no ground for granting relief ...,'vo
Despite the absence of many cases in thís area of Nigerian
Law, it seems that the lega1 st,atus of an insurance agent is
not significantly different from what operates j.n Canada. The
Newshol-me reasoning is stil-1 regarded as valid and it is stil-1
an open issue whether there l¡i1l be the legislative intervention that Oretuyi caLls for to correct the inappropr iateness
of this rule adoptetl by the courts.97
of the Australian position
This viewpoint, representing a very extreme view in
defining the relationship of the parties, was adopted by the
Àustralian Eigh Court in Junna Khan v. Bankers & Traders
Insurance co. Ltd.98 This eas a clain by an illiterate who
iii.

Comparison

95 ltglll z c.c.E.c.J. 1505 (Lagos E. c.).
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i¡i¿. at page 15l-6.
97 th" Nigerian Law Reform Con¡nission has advocated
Legislative intervention which would make the agent an agent
of the insurer unless there is clear evidence
to the óonSee the Conmoneealth Law Bulletin (Apri1 IgBZ) at page
!I1.V.
590.
98 qrszs¡

(N.S.w.

) 422 (Aust
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insured a house against fire. The insured dealt vrith the
agent of the insurer and signed a blank proposal form at the
request of the agent. The agent, without asking the insured
question, filled up the proposal form. A disclosure was not

-tt

:::
1:
:

of a material fact and the insurer sought to repudiate
The Suprene Court of Nehr South wales held the
liability.
insurer entitle¿l to repudiate liability. Street C.J. said:
"the plaintiffrs iLliteracy did not in any way rel-ieve
him fron the duty of taking every reasonable means that
he could to ascertâin what his obJ_igations were, and to
see that no untrue statements qrere put before the
conpany. It afforded no excuse for his carelessness or
indifference. IThe] proposition that e¡here an insured
company has affected a policy through an agent, who has
authority to receive a proposal , it cannot rely on
concealment or misrepresentat ion to avoid the policy,
if this is due entirely to its agent, is not borne out
by the cases and cannot be supported if it is intended
to cover the case of an applicant eho does not take the
troubLe to acquaint hinsel-f eith the co4tents of his
proposal form as filLed in by the agent.,'>v

made

This decision was upheld by the Eigh Court on the ground that:
':!!¡g agent tYas an agent to receive proposals, not
fill in,' proposals on behalf of personì desiring to
to
insure.

court treated the answers here as those of the insured and
the inplication is that the agent has been taken as acting for
the insured in conpleting the proposal forrn. The reasoning
behind transferred agency as borne out by the Engl-ish cases
on the point can thus be seen here.
rn this case, the illiteracy of the appl-icant was not
regarded as material and this is a fundamental defect in the
The

reasoning. It is subnitted that it is highty inappropriate to
99

.¡-:
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i¡ia. at page 426 -

a27.
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apply rules without regard to the circumstances surroundíng
particular cases- Furthernore, the decision obviously did not
address the earlier decision of the same court in western
Australian rns. Co. ttd. v. payton.loo

D. An Oasis of Retief : Judicial Attenpts At A Change
It has not always been a case of a passive acceptance
of the concept of transferred agency. À large body of case l-aw
has opposed the principle and context of transferred agency.

of these cases fall short of the proper approach
to the issue as they only seek to distinguish the cases form
the established principles. The concept, plagued as much as
it is wiÈh criticisms, still exists and awaits use by any
insurer willing to take advantage of it.
Eowever, nany

i.

Emerging Canadian Attitude

a convenient starting point in assessing the
judicial attenpts to avoid the concept of transferred
agency
in the Lae of insurance is Graham v. Ontario l.tutual fnsurance
Perhaps
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the insured had procured insurance through the
insurer's agent who conpLeted the application form. The
insured inforned the agent of the existence of a mortgage on
the property but the agent told the insured that it. was not
an encumbrance within the terms of the proposal . The insurer
sought to avoid the policy for non disclosure of an encumbrance. The question thus, was rehether the disclosure to the
agent of the previous mortgage was enough disclosure to the
Co.101 There,

insurer.

a

:i

i
:.t

In that case, there was a comprehensive clause denying
the agency if the agent filled any part of the proposal and
linited the authority of the agent in respect of receiying
information not stated in the proposal . The error of the agent
nas viewed as a "stupid" act and the najority found for the
insured. fn doing so, Rose J. said the insurer, through the
agent having misled the insured should not be permitted to
avoid the policy on any technical grounds. With regard to the
cLause denying agency, the court sinply held it not to be
effective. Cameron C.J., observed that the provision does not
rrmeet the case" and
said the principle of estoppel_ may be
invoked to prevent the insurer setting up a defence.
this may be taken as setting up a general ground to
defeat clauses transferring agency and 1i¡niting the authority
of the agent to receive information. gowever, the nain body
of the case law has not embraced this a general approach. The
cases have been contented

with just distinguishing the facts

rol (ragz) 14 o.R. 358
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of the cases before the court.
The court in Graham referred to Chatilton v Canadian
t¡futual Fire Insurance Co.102
"her. the agent completed the
application form and the court hetd the insurer restrained
from setting up the act of the agent to avoid the po]icy. It
is apparent on the facts of the case however, that the court
in Chatillon sought to protect the insured by reason of the
insured being an illiterate. The court indicated that it
reached its decision under the circu¡nstances because the
misstatement of the agent nade without authority and knowledge
of the illiterate insured can not be binding on the insured.
This may be read as a linitation on the usefulness of the case
to cases where there is a disability by reason of illiteracy.
The attenpt is seen by the authors Brown and Menezes as a long
standing precedent for providing special relief to applicants
v¡ho are under exceptional disability, illiteracy or language
difficuLties.
The stand of the court in Chatillon was advanced further
in Carlin v. Railvray passengers Assurance co.l03 There, the
insured applied for insurance against his Iiabifity as an
employer. It was shown that the agent was av¡are of the need
to use explosion in road construction and the intention to use
such was actualLy communicated to the agent. The insured
conpleted and signed the application leaving blank the space
for the guestion "Are machinery, boilers or explosives to be

ro2 Gazt) 27 C.P., 40 Vic., A5O.
lo3 ¡ rsrr ¡ 14 D.L.R. 315 (8. C. S. C.)
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used?rr The insured told the agent that of the need to use
exprosives but that there v¡as no intention of using any
machinery or broilers. The agent was asked to fill up the
ansrrers correctly. The agent inserted ',no" and submitted the
application to the insurer without further expranation. The
truth of the answers was expressed to be the basis of the
contract and the insurers denied riabirity on a claim arising
out of the use of explosives. Eunter C.J.B.C., said:
I'r can not see that there has been any misrepresentation, either active or passiver oû -benaff bf the
insuredl. Ee has signed a blank form and the answer to
the material guestion -at all events, the anssrer to the
question comprained of was not filled in by him, or by
but by the agent of the

:*"åffi:ry6tions'

Eis Lordship then went on to recognise that where the insured
signs a document after it had been firl-ed in by another person
with the insured's consent, the insured is bound in exactJ_y
the same way as if filled up by the insured. He said:
"r do not see how that principle has any application to
this case we have here. The document iõ artered by the
agent of the company after it was signed and authánticated by the appricant for insurancè. rf the agent,
having a personar knowredge of the facts - as r riña in
this case firts in that answers according to his
judgnent, he is not the agent of the party appÍying for
the insurance, he is the age4f,.for the pùrpõãe-of that
transaction of the company.'rr-uf,
Eaving made such a division in the rures applicable based on
the time of signing, Eunter c.J.B.c. showed sympathy for the
cause of the insured and said:
"an appricant for insurance is entitred to consider an
104
105

ibid. at page
ibid. at page

317.
3l_7.
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is not a rogue, and will not inç'ert somethino on
the policy which is not authorized"ruÞ
The couEt here placed enphasis on the knowledge of the agent
and recognised the discretion exercised by the agent in not
putting doç¡n the answers as given as an issue rto be fought
agent

betç¡een the agent and the company and not between the company
and the assured.tr Where the agent deliberately coû¡pletes the

application wrongly, then the case is of inmense benefit but
not so when the error is not known to the agent at the time
of conpleting the application. If the agent has knowledge of

the true facts at the tine of completing the proposal and
negligently or mistakenly fi1ls in wrong answers, on the
dictun of Eunter C.J.B.C., the insurer can stil_l- escape
liability.
The case further introduces into a division in the
applicable rule which nay be of potentially great magnitude,
that of the tine the proposal is signed by the insured. The
agent nas asked by the insured to conplete a portion of the
proposal- and using the authorities in the preceding part, it
may be said that the agency is that of the insured for such
purpose. The court has denied this, but in so doing has
limited its application to onl.y cases where the insured signs
before the incorrect answers y¡ere inserted by the agent.
Knowledge nay be applied in two ways here. The first is
vrhere the agent has a knowJ_edge of the true facts in the case
and does not disclose such to the principal . This has been the

approach of the courts

t'in
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the cases referred to above. The
knowledge of the true fact nay be inputed to the principal and
with the knowledge of the truth, the insurer can not set up
any defence of non disclosure or misrepresentation. There willbe no question of materiality as adequate comrnunication of the
true facts has been made to the insurer through the agent. The
duty of acting in good faith on the insured wourd have been
satisfied and nothing can defeat the insured's claim.
The use of knowledge in this first sense is further
demonstrated in Gabel v. Eowick Farmers lltutual Fire fnsurance
co.107 There, the insured had an apprehension of incendiarism and made a disclosure of this to the agent. The proposal
sras first signed by the insured and then completed by the
agent. The agent onitted to firr in any answer in relation to
the incendiarism and the disclosure y¡as not communicated to
the insurer. The court held the agent as acting for the
insurer and imputed notice of the incendiarism to the insurer.
rn that case there was a basis of the contract crause
and the crause further stiputated that the agent taking the
application was for that purpose an agent of the insured. rn
dearing with the clause, the court herd that the provision or
any other provision contrary to the holding, that of a
disclosure to the agent being a disclosure to the insurer, is
"unreasonable and therefore ineffective,,.108 rt should be
noted that the decision of the court was reached on the facts
107 (re17) 38 D.L.R. 139 (onr. s.c.)
loB iuia. at page I44.
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of the case. The insured signed the application form before
the agent conpleted it. The court stiÌI recognised trans_
ferred agency in other cases. The court observed:
"It nust be understood that roy holding in this reqard
is.based upon the facts of thiã particrri..
.;å-i;
not a general ruling that the 1aËt cLause of"."u-,
the aooti_
cation is under all circumstances unreasonabl-¿.4'0p The use of knowledge in the second sense is demonstrated by
Whitney v. creat Northern Insurance Co.ff0 Th".., the policy
was on a horse for which the insured had paid gg00. The
application forn, fi11ed by the agent, erroneously stated that
$1500 was paid. The insured gave evidence that the agent had
not asked what had been paid for the horse but at what âmount
the insured valued it. The agent then gave the insured an
assurance of the forn being "a11 right" and asked the insured
to sign. The insured sígned the form without reading it. The
insured's clain against the insurer was aLLowed. Stuart J_
observed that notice to the agent is notice to the principal
where there is a duty on the agent to communicate the fact to
the principal. Eaving observed that the agent did not know the
value of the horse, Stuart J. said further:
¡rlt would at any rate lie upon the plaintiff to prove
knowledge in I the agent ] of ttrat fact-, and ttris r,¡a's noi
done. Bur the facrs-rhar Irhe agenr] áia [nã"-".iã-tüãi
he had never asked the plaintiif wt¡at he had p.iO-iãi
the horse, that he had filled the anserers up-himsetf
and that the plaintiff had signed wirhout ..ããioã-tñã,
upon his assurance that they õere alt right.,'1I1- - ---109

ibid. at

110

(19I7) 11 I{.I{.R. rr59 (A1ta

111

ibid. at

page 144.
page 1163.

S.C. )
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This shows the other trend that the courts are ready to
folLow, that of knowtedge of the agent that the insured did
not conplete the application forrn. Eere, even though no actual
knowledge of the agent of the actual value of the horse could
be found, the court invoked the agent's duty to communicate

to his principal all the naterial facts surrounding the
obtaining and filling up of the application. It slas said:
"it is the duty of an agent when he forwards an appLi_
cation which he knows has not been read over
Uli-l¡e
ap.plicant before. signing it, which he has in fact
sirnply_ because the-agent told hin it was
"1gn;ã
-¡n'thÀ
conmunicate these - facts to his principal "l-right,'-t;
...
circumstances I_ think the knowledg-e ot t't}¡e agenti mu;i
be imputed to the company and the -conpany
musf be taken
to have known (1) that the plaintiff had-not
asked
l¡hat the horse cost (2) that he had notbeen
read
th;
application at all , and (3) that he had siqned-it uoon
the agentrs assurance that it. was al-I righ-¿. "1.t2
Knowledge of these three things rrere imputed to the insurer.
With the knowledge, the insurer took prenium from the insured
and aLlowed the insured to think that the policy was regularfy

issued. This was used by the court to hold the insurer had
waived the nateriality of the question and also be estopped
fron insisting upon the transfer of agency to the insured.
This represents another's approach to the issue as the
agent rs knowLedge acquired in the execution of duties of the
trade. This is particularly useful, as in the present case,
where the agent did not acquire any knowledge of the actual
position on the facts which contradict those filLed in the
application forn. This represents a base for an expanded
knowledge-oriented theory.
112

iuia. at

page r16d.
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The court

did not hide the approval of the transfer of

in other cases, however. There !¡as a clause in the form
transferring the incidence of agency to the insured. Stuart
J. said in respect of this:
Itl{here an applicant allows the agent to fill
in the
answers and si€ns the application without taking the
troubl-e to read it to see if the anseers are correãt it
would appear to be just that to that extent the aoent
should be treated as the agent of the applicant. ''faj
The court had indicated the generaL rule and then distinguished the facts of the case from the general approach to the
issue. Another commendable attenpt to distinguish, but not to
depart from, the general principles of transferred agency is
the case of Istvan v. Continental Casualty co.ff4 There,.the
agency

:l:

insured had signed a proposal conpleted by the agent without
reading the answers inserted. The insured did not understand

English, the language of the proposaL. The insurer sought to
avoid Liability on the ground that the insured was bound by
the signature on the proposat. The Court rejected this
argument because the

applicant, being an illiterate, did not
have the false answers explained in any g'ay to make the
misrepresentat ion an intentional one. The court distin_
guished cases in which the applicant coul-d have read the
proposal and night be taken to have adopted it.1L5

rl3 i¡io. at page 1162.
114
lrsar¡ 2 w.w.R. 515 (Arta s.c.)
115 It should be noted,
here, that the decision of the
in--this.
regard,
night
have
been shaped by section 2rõ
:?uTÌ
ot
the Àlberta fnsurance Àct (1926 c. :1¡ which
raised a
presunption against a transfer of agency to the insured.
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The

co.116

court in Peter Rezanoff v.

Waeanesa

t¡lutual Insurance

tried to rationalise the cases in which the decision

r.1

:4.

favoured the insured as cases involving special circunstances.

it was said that the knowledge of the agent is not the
knowledge of t.he insurer if the contract is a written proposal
with the falsity known to the agent, unless there are special
circumstances such as illiteracy of the applicant which may
nake the insurer responsible for the agent's act. The case
seems suggestive that the courts shouLd consider factors such
as the applicant's educational background in resol-ving the
conflict.
Respectfully, it is subnitted, however, that this notion
should not be taken as a generaL trend by the courts. The
knowledge of the agent should be inputed to the insurer unless
special circumstances demand otherwise. Resolving the
conflict here with a knowledge-or iented method wiLl serve
litt1e purpose if such a linitation as the educational background of the applicant is introduced as a yardstick. This
is however the approach adopted by many courts in deciding the
issue and thus far, a concise theory of liability based on the
knowledge of the agent could not be shaped out. Vlhere the
insured is l_iterate, the knor¡Iedge acquired by the agent mây
not be inputed to the insurer.
In Georqe tewis v. The Northern Assurance Co. Ltd. of
!9!99n,rrZ after nraking reference to the educational status
There,
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of the insured,

SPence

J. said:

"whatever has been said in cases as to the insurance
agent or clerk being an an¿lnuensis for the applicant,
and not the agent of the insurer when these applications are made out, the fact does remain that v¡hen a

carpenter ... who did not know anything about insurance, comes into an insurance office and there sees a
person obviously as experienced as Ithe agent] eras, and
watches her conplete a forro which she appears to have
conpfeted . . . he could do nothing but leave tp, ^[ the
ageñtl the proper filling of that ãpptication. "1ru-

to shape a conclusion of knowtedge
of the insurer based on the agent's knowledge.
The reasoning is conmendable in so far as it is an
attenpt to salvage the insured's expecÈation from a seemingly
hopeless position it has been put by the earlier authoríties
The circumstances were used

regarding the agent as the insuredts amanuensis. Eowever, the
reasoning feLl short of the desired standard as it is only

attenpts to relieve the involved insureds from the reasoning
of the past ages. It did not in any way deny the general
principles of transferred agency and sought only to avoid the

of the earlier authorities.
The educational status of an applicant has rightly been
made a relevant consideration in the decision as it identifies
the conflict in the interest of the parties, justifies the
insured's reliance on the agent and may be used to infer
authority in the agent to act for the insured. Eowever,
¡laking it a sole deternining issue wiI]- necessarily linit the
effectiveness of ,'the knowledge acquired by the agent,,
conclusion

argrrrnent. The educated insured would have been precluded from

118..._
rptd. at page 51.
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this posSibility. Furthermore, where the insured is not
educated or ill-educated but the insurer could show the
shrewdness of the insured by other means such as a course of
past dealings with insurers, the illiteracy ceases then to
afford a good argument against the insurer's defence.
t¡loreover, cases abound where though the insured is of
Iittle or no education, the insurer was able to repudiate
liability on grounds of such errors by the agent. In Sikorski
v. ContinentaL rnsurance Co.,119 th" inability of the insured
to read English did not prevent the insurer form repudiating
Iiability on the terms of the policy. This reinforces the
conclusion that the poor educational status of the insured is
not, by itself, conclusive in resolving the conflict.
Furthernore, the existence of an agency relationship should
not be made contingent on the educationaL status of the
parties.

EilI points out, the distinction developed by a court
with regard to iLliterate applicants is most illogicaL since
the reLative rnerits of the applicant's character should not
determine the party for whon the insurance agent acts.120 sillopines further that:
As

"¡eference to degrees of education sinply tend to cloud
:î: :Iy". rel-ationship involved betweei á principal and

nts agent.

And where are the courts goin! to d?aw the
line between the
average intelligãn;ã-,na ,,linited,,
interJ.igence or even iiÍit.iåãvï-'rî'äura
seem ro be
Just as reasonable for a persoã with average intellil
gence to assume that the agent before hín has the

1r9

lrss:¡ 2 w.w.R. 388 (sask. c.A.)
120 gilt
D., op. cit. , page .
-1

ro2

necessary authority and experience to fill
up the
application form.I'
EilI concludes that such a factor as the intelligence or lack
of it by the insured should not be the yardstick enployed by
the courts to deternine when an agent's knowledge of the true
facts should be inputed to this insurer.
Another case regarded as an attenpt to find ways around
the hardship which Newshotme has placed on applicants for
insurance is Bl-anchette v C. f. S. Ltd121 The court rel-ied on
the conpany's policy for the agent to fi]l out the application form and thus refused to adopt Newsholne. The insurer was
held unable to reLy on the erroneous answers inserted by the
agent as the insured had no means of verifying the correctness

of the proposal as conpleted.
Conmenting on the decision, Baer views Blanchette as
having restricted the application of the doctrine of transferred agency but stopped short of abolishing it altogether.
Baer concludes that the vestigial doctrine seens to apply onty
when the agent has no authority to cornFlete the proposal, the
insured is educated, not suffering from any emotional or
intellectual handicap, has had an opportunity to verify the
accuracy of the application form and has asked the agent to
conplete the proposa I form.I22

,t,
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¡rsza¡ 36 DLR (3d) s6r; r.L.R. 1-s32 (s.c.c.)
I22 B^", H.
9., ',Recent DeveLopments in Canadian

Insurance Law',

(

1985 )
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ii. Abolishing Transferred Agency?
In Great West Life Assurance Co. v. paris, L23 the agent
arso completed the apprication form. Though the case does not
seem to deal with the knowledge of the agent but rather on an
interpretation given by the agent to certain questions, the
case was decided on the mandate given to the agent by the
insurer. The court was abre to use this authority of the agent
to reach a concrusion favourable to the insured. This is
suggestive that where the agent has such authority to act, the
agency might still be retained by the insurer.
In Burgess v Economical Itlutual Insurance Co. 124 , Ene
agent had completed the apprication for the insured. The agent
inserted farse answers in the proposar though the insured gave
the correct facts to the agent. The court found in favour of
the insured pracing reliance on the authority of the agent to
act for the insured. rn disapproving of the Newsholme principle, the court was heavily infruenced by the fact that the
agent involved has an authority more than that of a mere
intermediary.
smith v co-operative Fire and casualty co.I25 is another
case where the insured signed an apprication form without
reading it and on the evidence before the court, the insurer

courd not repudiate liability
for an incorrect answers
inserted in the proposar. The insured had explained the

r23 (resg) I.L.R. I-339 (Que. Q.B.)
r24 (r976) rs NBR (2d) I (N. B. C. C.)
Lzs trs77 ) I w.w.R 638 (Alta D. C.
)
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attenpts to obtain insurance with other insurers to the agent
and the court held that the knowledge acquired by the agenL
ín this respect is binding on the insurer. The insurer was
hetd estopped from saying

it

was rBisl-ed by the misrepresenta-

tion in the proposal.
The court in üoxness v Co- operative Fire and Casual-ty
Co.I26 also upheld the position of the insured in view of the
proven facts of the case. There, the insured had disclosed to
the agent soroe previous driving convictions. The application
was prepared by the agent and the insured signed wiEhour
reading it. The application did not make reference to the
driving convictions and the insurer sought to avoid liability.
The court resuscitated the reasoning in Stone v Reliance
t¡lutuar rnsurance society Ltd.r27 and held the insurer bound
by the agent's implied representation that the application
form was properly corBpleted. iVith a reference to Bar.rden,s
case, the court treated the knowledge of the agent on the
previous driving convictions as that of the insurer.
The temperate approach based on the knowLedge of the
agent without regard to some special circumstances continued
in Gal"lant v Sun Alliance rnsurance Cof28 rhe insured had
signed the applicatíon form in the case i{ith sorne incorrect
anseters inserted by the agent. The insurer sought
to avoid
indennity. The court heLd that the insurer had suf f icie¡rt:
126 qtsts¡ 9s
DLR (3al) 365 (Arta S.c. )
I27' (supra),
footnote 54, chapter 2.
r28 (rsss)
4 c.c.L.r. 249 (N. B. 0. B.)
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infornation about the connunication comprained of to put it
on notice. Apart from this, the court noted that the agent of
the insurer had full knowledge of a1r essentiar. circumstances.
The court held that the insurer, by and through the agent, had

full

of alt essential circumstances and information.
accepted the risk and the premium and thereby becane bound
under the pol icy.
knowledge

rn Gilnore Farm supply rnc. v waterl00 r,rutual rnsurance
Co. et a1 .f29 th" knoeledge acquired by the insurer,s agent
was also nade determinative of the issue without any restric_
tion in its application to cases of illiteracy. In this case,
there
no application form used and the court herd.the

''as
agent to be the application form of the insurer. The agent was
aware of the naterial fact alleged undisclosed to the insurer
and it was held that the agent received this information
as
an agent of the insurer.
The decision in We1don et aI . v Conmercial Union
Assurance co. pLc et aI .130 nay be seen as an attempt
to keep
this new trend sorely within the bounds of courts. The court
heLd there that the involved agent is an
agent of the insurer
but sinply stated that the circumstances ot the case are
different from those where the courts heLd otherwise. ff this
is taken as the general ruJ.e, it provides an unsupervised
devise for finding an agency relationship.
These cases have indicated

129 (rgaa)
3

r30

a shíft fron the reasoning

c.c.L.r. 22r (onr. s.c.)
lrsea¡ r.r c.c.L.r. r6s (B.c.s.c. )
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of. transferred agency in certain cases. Sone have even
attempted to dispense with the transfer in its entirety. This
voicing of strong caution in the use of the adopted concept
of transferred agency and the ancillary attenpts to depart
fron the reasoning of the concept on the basis of the injus_
tice thriving on it has not been a pecuLiar effort of Canadian
courts- some courts in other jurisdictions too have atternpted
to effect the change through their decisions.
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iii.

The

Nigeria position

of

v Union Insurance Officers Ltd.f3l
was decided on the principle of estoppeL. The contract. for
insurance there was negotiated through an agent before the
insured bought the car. Since the insured was then in a hurry
he nerely signed the proposal forrn and gave it back to the
agent after shosing the agent the relevant documents. The
insured vehicle was damaged and the insurer denied liability.
The insured contended that the agent had a fu1l knowledge of
all the material facts and that this must be irnputed to the
conpany and that the insurer was estopped from denying
The case

Ogbebor

liabiJ.ity on grounds of false mi s representat ion. The insurer
were held liable and in doing so, frikefe J. (as he then was)
said

:

trwhat emerges from this is
that lthe agent] knew about
and was in fact shown by the plaintift nis learner,s

permit ... which renained valid until 9th August, J_966.
Such_ knowledge would be imputed to the princípal'of the
agent ... I would therefore hold thaù the ãefendants
131 (rgøz) 3 A.L.R.
corun. r66

Irtid West

E. C. )

r07

are estopped from relying on the fact that the plaintiff had a l-earner,s permit as a false represeniation
going to tn.
of the contract thus iendering it

null and void. Í19!
The court regarded the agent as the agent of the insured in
filling the application form but stilt held that the knowledge
acquired by the agent thereby could be imputed to the insure¡.
A reconciliation of this is hardly possible since any knowledge acquired in filLing the application form is that of rhe
principal and the court found an agency relationship between
the insured and the agent. frikefe J. said:
"where an insurance agent, after the proponent signs
the proposal form in blank inserts in it tatse staËements Ì^Ìithout the proposerrs knowledge, then even though
he is a_cting on behalf of the proposer in fitling. tñe
form, the latter is not bound by the false statemãnts.
An insurer will be eç{gpped from relying on it to
rrrJJ
nullify
the contract.

iv.

The Australian position

confLict existing in the usage of the concept of
transferred agency has not been evident only in Canada and
Nigeria. The decisions in Àustralia too shos¡ some irreconcilable differences in the approach to the issue. The court
The
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12.t
'""
ibid. at page 176.
12t
'"' ibid. at page 176. In the Sierra Leonine case of
?a?ian v Nev, India Insurance Co. Ltd (1964) I A.L.R. Corn.ln 4
.(s-r9rra Leone S.C. ), the court found that the agent had been
told
the truth concerning the application bu[.
down
untrue answers and faiLed to read it over to thewrote
proposer.
Judgenent was given against the insurer on the grõunã tnat
the knowledge of the ágent is that of the insure?.
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i{
1
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in

Jumna Khan

v

Bankers Traders Insurance co

Ltd.Ì34 h.ld un
agent completing proposal form an agent of the insured. .t,t)e
basis of the decision could be seen as an absence
of an actual
authority in the agent to complete proposal forms for appli_

cants. This actual authority to complete proposaÌ forns,
though lacking from the insurer, was viewed as
being imma_
terial on the issue of transferred agency in Deaves v C. tt.
L. Fire and General Insurance Co. Ltdf35 wh.." Stephen J said:
have lacked rhe aurhoriry from
rhe p.ápo".i"ãn;ä:i'Ë;",
iff:
insuredl,
¡¡s ¡¡svrrL¡¡sress
nevertheiess recerved,
, he
,-"."-iuãã*, -ä"'
as
part
o.rt
or
his
of
his
function .l_f
t r;;i;;."r
informa_

;$:tî-ji:-1e:lt.,T.J
lthe insurerl-to fitr-

u-p

-;;";;;";=":'"1#ä":i:;
l,
,r.nl.".entative-ot
. . . relevaìr
ro
the
,i=k.'
!i9"
infornation, and the sign-ed.

proposaL being contradic_
tory to_ it, Ithe ins-urei ] is'1oUe-träte¿ as itsetf
.n
j
;
ãpii.;; ;' ;"i r iË,ïiãå'
å
å?::î::* :: _.11.,^ l:l_t:!sç
'5;:"i
insu,eiiå ;d;,iï-Ë;".i;ïË'ä
ii::t?:l':
.rhe.
t the -ro t svilL tra
tot

accurately

Merkinrs observation on Deaves are to be noted.
While
recognising that actual authority beco¡nes irrelevant
on Lhe
propositions in Deaves, Ìferkin states the important
matLers
in the language of estoppel and apparent authority. l,terkin

identifies though, some analytical errors with Deaves.
One is
the limiting of its application to cases of non _
discfosu¡e
only. The estoppel identified is confined to cases in
which
the error is not contradicted in the proposal, form.
Where
there is a nis representat.ion, È{erkin contends that
Deaves
134

.:

,i..

:

z,

¡".rp."¡ footnote 98, chapter
135
lrsze¡ 23 A.L.R. s39
136

ibid. at pages 560 -

2.

s6L. underlining supplied.
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night not app1y.
l{erkin further contends t.hat Deaves night have been
wrongly decided in principle since the proposal form therein
contained a statement depriving the agent of authority to
receive any information other than that appearing on the
proposal . l¡lerkin observes that such a clause might have
negatived estoppel . f37

Despite these observed analytical errors, the decision
is a contradiction to the previous stand of the court in Jumna
Khan and thus represents another attempt in yet another

jurisdiction to
ferred

"g"n"y.

change the content and

application of trans_

138

II

In reviewing the cases dealing with transferred agency
in Insurance Law, tr{o clauses assune significance in the
evaLuation. These two clauses are the ',basis of the contract
clause" and the clauses transferring the incidence of agency.
It is not uncorunon to find these tr.ro cLauses enbodied in a
single document, usualty the proposal form. But for ôur
Ì37 l,terkin R. !t., op.
cit., page 42.
New zealand too have had occasions to
- _ 1" The courts in aurhoriry
of rhe asent ro receive
YPP19--Ì!.
¡lpparent
infor¡nation foi
rr¡!L,rttt¿lEton
ror
tne insurer
tt¡e
:.nsurer aJ
as against the actual authority

ïl"l'å'"iil j ;"Ìiå itåiTïË,",,
È--
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present purpose, the two clauses are treated separately.

A. Clauses Transferring Incidence of Agency
The issue of problems arising on the agent completing
the proposal form predates the present century. rn dealing
with the reLationship of the insured vis a vis, the agent and
the insurer¡ somê early courts refused to nake a finding of
transferred agency against the insured.* By finding the agent
still to be an agent of the insurers, the courts have settled
the responsibility of the errors and onissions of the agent
on the insurer.
In some of these cases, the basis for the refusal tô
recognize the transferred agency

is usually the rea]ity of the
authority of the agent to conptete the proposal form for the
insured. Furthermore, r¡u¡ny of the cases dealing with trans_
ferred agency have been dealt vrith on the lack of actuar or
apparent authority by the agent to so act for the insurer in
conpleting the proposal . With this approach of placing nuch
reliance on the ,'authority,' reasoning, insurers resorted to
a practice of denying the authority of the agent to act for
the insurer or in the alternative transfer the incidence of
the agency to the insured for the purposes of cornpJ-eting the
proposal forn.

i. Nature of the Agreement
l{here the incidence of agency relationship is trans_
ferred by the agreement of the insured and the insurer, it nay
è--
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take teo distinct forns. The first is lrhere there is a clause
in the proposal stating that any person or agent who conpletes
tÞe proposal does so as an agent of the insured. The clauses
rnay

take the form of the following

oI

:

declare that in so far as any part of this

proposal- is not $¡ritten by me the person who has written
same has do"_...,19 by ny instructions and as my agent for
the purpose. " *

It

may be worded

differently such as:
I'the particul-ars set forth in the proposal forn shalL
in al-l cases be deened to be furnished by or on behalf
of the insured"

or

worded as follows:

"the proposer is responsibLe for the accuracy of all
infornation supplied, whether or not it is in hi s,/he r

handwriting.I'

By appending a signature to a clause of this nature, the
applicant is agreeing to be responsible for the errors of the
person who completes the proposal form, whether such person

to be an appointee of the insurer or not. Thus the
agency existing bety¡een the insurer's appointee and the
insurer for this purpose is transferred to the insured.
There is a shift fron the actual authority of the agent
to complete the proposal form, to an agreenent betsreen the
insured and the insurer that, for such purposes, the agency
is that of the insured. This is a short means of denying the
authority of the agent, though done in an indirect way.
Sometimes, insurers have found it necessary to deny the
authority of the agent expressly in the proposal . The denial
happens

f39 Blanchette v C.I.S. Ltd (supra) at page 5ZZ.

J.72

of âuthority may be as to the authority to compl-ete rhe
proposal for.f40 or authority to receive any communications
for the insurer. Some insurers have found it more expedienE
to use a conbination of Èhe tieo. fn Gabel v Eowick Farmers
Mutual Fire Insurance Co.,141 p..t of the decLaration in the
application reads as folLows:
"... the said applicant also agrees that the agent
taking this application is to be considered his aãent
for the purpose of uraking this application, and not the
agent of the conpany, and that the company shall not be

tnr" .

authority and
knowledge considerations, seeks to deny the existence of such
authority and specify that the knowLedge of the agent is not
inputable to the insurer. Unless made a $rritten part of Lhe
appJ.ication, the comrnunication to the agent is agreed not ro
be binding on the insurer. The linitation, where relative to
authority to receive information for the insurer, may also
state that infornation conveyed to the agent but not passed
on to the insurer and acknowledged in writing is ineffective
against the insurers. This too is designed to divest the
agent of any authority to receive information.
The linitation may also take the form of a restriction on the authority of the âgent to nake representation for the
insurer such as:
t4o Às in the example above.
I4I l"uprr¡, footnote l-07, chapter 2.
I42 underlining supplied.
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1

.::

,'no statene"t-

or pronises or inf_ormation given
I".d"
an agent shatt
be binãinq unless reduced t. ;;itir;,
endorsed on rhe proposar .ïaããããptåã-b; .;..:"å;il;::,
These ingenious attenpts at sidetracking the
reasoning

by

and

of some early decisions in this area of insurance l-aw
have not been without controversy. In the
early years, to
bring these terms of their agreement to the notice
of the
insured, insurers rpere in the practice of inserting
then in
the policy. The clauses nust be brought to the
notice of the
insured to be sufficiently ad iden on the crause.
To achieve
the purpose of the innovation, and having regard
to the policy
as evidencing the contract of insurancer the
clauses denying
the authority of the agent and transferring
the incidence of
the agency came to be inserted in the policy.
The policy
states the terns of the contract and the cLauses
became part
of the terns of the contract which the court had
to interpret
in deternining the right of parties.
wisdom

ii. A Binding Àgreement?
The validity of these provisions has
been the subject
of Ìitigation and some courts have upheld thern
on

the ground
that the courts are not to rewrite the contract
of the parties
and nust deal with the contract
as it is found. As said in
the Àmerican case ôf Rohrbach v. Gernania
Fire Insu. co.,f43
"we must take the contracts of the parties as we find
then, and enforce tnen ãÀ-;";ã."';y
one before us
the plaintiff has so f eitei.ã-i,:..ã"rrthe
'"?îi" as to be unable

to retain

,"rn"lnl.

..

. the reat

rB72) 62

es s-e-nã

agreement.

,¡

N.y. 47 at pase 63-6 20 Àr. Rep. 4sÌ

per

l-14

These clauses found

in the poLicy

have been rejected by other

courts and held to have no binding effect. The
reasons

for this attitude were put in

Kausa1

v.

underJ-ying
¡,tinnesota

Farmerst lilutual f nsurance Assn.144 as follor{s:

rrlt

would be a stretch of 1ega1 principles to hol-d that
a person dealing with an agent, appareñtly cLothed v¡ith

authority to act for his princiþãf in tïe matters in
hand, could be affected by nofice, given after the
negotiations were conpleted, that the ferson with whom
he dealt should be deened transformed flon
the agent of
one party into the agent of the other. to be ãffica_
cious, such noti_ce s-hould be given before the negotiations are completed. The aþplication precedej
tne
policy, and the insured cannot bã presuned to know that
any such provision r+ilI be inserted in the latter.,'
The court further said:
'tTo hol-d that, by a stipulation unknown
the insured
at the tine he made the application, and to
when he relíed
upon the facts that the agent was acting for the
conpany, he could be hel-d responsible for the mistakes
of suc_h agent - would be to iropose burdens
upon the
insured v¡hich he never anticipatea. sence wã tnink
that if the âgent was the agenl of the conpany in the
matter of naking out and receiving the app -cation, tre
cannot be conver_ted into the agent of fËe insureá by
merely calling hin such in tlie policy subsequentJ-|
issued. "

The clauses inserÈed in the pol-icy nay be regarded as an
effort by covenant to get the benefits and profits which
agents bring the insurers, at the same time repudiate the
rel-ationship the agents sustain to the insurer and to set up

that relationship with the insured without the insured's
knowledge and consent.

Thus, cl,auses transferring the incidence of agency found

in the policy of insurance tend to be unenforceable on the
14a

lrAAo¡ 31 t¡rinn. I7 , 33, 16 N.w. 43o. 47 An Rep 76.
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pl-ausible ground of inadequate conmunication of it to the
insured before the contract is nade. After this early years

deternination, insurers changed their arsenal of missifes on
the insured's coveted position in these natters. The objec_

in the policies found their ways into
proposal forns. By naking it part of the application process,
it could be argued to have been sufficiently brought to the
notice of the applicant before the contract is made. In
tionabLe clauses placed

signing the application form, the applicant nay be taken to
have consented to the terms of the clauses seeking to estab_
lish the transfer of agency. This dispenses nith the objection
that the clause has not been brought to the notice of . the
applicant before the contract is made. In some instances, the
approach was upheld and the clauses held

to

have binding force

and thus the area where the insurer is responsibl-e for the
errors, omissions or mis representat ions of the agent is
narrovred.

iii. A Difference In Wordings ?
rn using clauses to linit the responsibility of the
insurer for the errors and onissions of the agent, tv¡o methods
or devices are stated usually empLoyed. One is the express
transfer of the agency to the insured where the agent com_
pletes the proposal forn and the other is by liniting the
authority of the âgent to receive infornation on the insurer,s
behalf. Both these devices have been made use of and they are
conmonly found in proposal forrns to give notice of the
.,.#'=
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linitations therein to the insured.
The facade that contractual transfer of agency takes in
the nature of t.he second clause is regarded as "a legitimate
right" of a principal to define the authority of his agent.
The espoused view is that as long as the 1initation is brought
to the attention of the third party before the contract is
nâde it is undoubtedly effective.l4s By regarding it as a
rrlegitirnate right" of the insurer, there is an attenpt
to
distinguish this clause frorn the clause transferring the
incidence of agency since that cLause is obviousl-y an exclu_
sion clause.
This, as a distinction between the tno clauses, is shown
in Overbrooke Estates Ltd. v. clenconbe properties l,td.146
where Brightnan J. held that it is open to a principal to draw

the attention of the public to the tinits of the agent,s
authority. Thus, an express linitation on the authority of an
agent could not be described as an exclusion clause as the
l-initation is a right of the principal. This shows that in
English law, the two cLauses are regarded as being different.
Eowever' as ¡{erkin argues the distinction betv¡een exclusion
clauses and linitation clauses is unrealistic and damaging,
and the courts should treat both attempts to evade obliga_
tions in the same way.
The wordings of the tinitation clause may induce a
concLusion that the courts are justified in interpreting the
145

üerkin R.tt. , op.cit., pages 47 146
lrsza¡ : arr E.R. 511 (Ch.D).

50.
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clause not as an exclusion

of the liability of the insurer for
the acts falling within the agent's authority, but as narrow_
ing the aut,hority given to the agent to act for the insurer,
Eowever, in so far as the consequences of such a clause woul-d
include ercluding liability of the insurer for certain acts
of the agent, l¡lerkin's contention seems reasonable that the
two clauses should not be treated differently since they have
the

effect.
The effect of the linitation clause is stilI that where
the agent acts outside the scope of the actual authority given
by the insurer, then the agency is not t.hat of the insurer.
The responsibility of errors will stiLl be borne by . the
insured, being the third party in t.he arrangement. Since the
objectives oE the exclusion and linitation clauses are
same

similar, if not identical, they should be both regarded as one
attenpt to avoid the consequences of the agency between the
insurer and the agent and they should be subnitted to the

same

test in their ínterpretation. This is particularly relevant
in view of the fact that a declaration may ernbody both the
linitation and exclusion clauses and it will be difficult to
subject this single declaration to tv¡o different interpreta_
tions.

l¡terkin states that transferred agency clauses are
unashamedly intended to protect insurers fron the conse_

of doing business through agents paid by conmission
and not fuI1y trained in insurance raw. The two clauses here,
exclusion and 1i¡nítation, are prinarily designed to protect
quences

1t8

insurers fron the consequences of the agent,s actions and in
so far as they both have this protective orientation, they
shoufd both be.treated as exclusion clauses.

iv. Interpretation of the Clauses
The use of clauses to erclude the 1iabitity of the
insurer has done 1itt1e to resolve the confl,ict that exist in
this area of the lae. There is stilI the confl_ict between
protecting the insured's interest in the insurance contracL
and the need not to overlook the logicality of the insurer,s
position. The use of clauses of this nature tends to visit
on t.he insured the burden of the errors of the insurer,s agent
instead of visiting such on the appointor. The insured is rhe
weaker of the two parties to the contract of insurance and
there is the need to evaluate these clauses and see how far
they have further erode the insured 's claim. lt is the
conmendable attenpts to reverse the trend of judicial opinion
on the concept and find in favour of the insured thaL led to
the agency being transferred by agreement.
The remarkable persistence of the clauses in proposals
is surprising in view of the judicial attitude to their
construction. On rnany occasions the courts have shied away
from rnaking any pronouncement on the clauses. Irlany decisions
were reached sinply disregarding the effect of the clauses.

fn Àyrey v. British Legal and United provident Ass. co.
Ltd.147 the court was faced with a situation which makes a
I47 ("up.r), footnote

42.
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pronouncenent on the clause possible. The court sinply
disregarded by the clause in reaching a decision. ALso Lhe
court in Stone v. Reliance l.lutual Ins. Ass.l48 made no mention

of the clause transferring agency to the insured. This sholrs
an increasing disregard for the cl-ause in the interpretation
of insurance contracts.
The basis for this attitude of some courts is probabJ y
as indicated by Stuart J. in Vlhitney v Great Northern Insur-

it was said:
rrThe learned trial judge took the view that
the plaintiff v¡as not bound by the stipulation in the apþtication to the effect that the agent having fil1ed up the
application eas to be deemed the agent o¡ the appl-icant
in as much as the clause has not been brought -to. the
attention ... indeed it would seem that the situation
woul-d have been the same even if the cfause had not
been there. Where an applicant allows the agent to fill
in the anserers and signs the application wiÈhout taking
the trouble t.o read it to see if the answers are correct
it woul-d appear to be just that to that extent the acent
should be treated as the agent of the applicant. "rÞu
This dictu¡u makes superfluous the inclusion of cl_auses
transferring the incidence of agency in view of the judicial
trend to hold the agent an agent of the insured. The series
gnce-lor.Iag where

of fornulation made as a result of Newshol,¡ne may be taken as
still holding without the ctauses.
But it is to be noted that on some occasions nhere the
courts have made mention of the cl-auses, it is to rule oüt

their enforceabitity. This attitude of declaring the
r48
149
150

(

supra ) ,

(

supra ) ,

footnote 54, chapter 2.
footnote l-10.

ibid. at page 1162.

cl.ause
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is prevalent in the Àmerican jurisdictions and it is
not surprising that the courts in Canada are increasingly
adopting that attitude. lterkin indicates that this attitude
of disregarding a cLause apparently agreed to by signature is
alíen to English Conmon Law. Merkin indicates the different
stand of the court in Conmissioners of Custons and Excise
v.
PooLs Finance (1937) Ltd.151
"he.. it was he]d that rules
cannot be used to alter facts. Lord Denning said:
I'the rule contradicts facts and
to that extent,
invalid ... the conditions ã."n"t,is,under
the ctoak
-;;i";:of
contract, be allowed to- speak tfrat wtricËf"
They cannot assert that bta-ck is white .;d .*p.;;-;;å
courts to betieve it. [The rules] presume tð ããriiå
the relarionship_of.the parries a;d
p-.;";.i;.-;;Ëi;
rights and liab1lities. this ls -nodb
doubt,
to a tarqe
extent, perrnitted by law, but it i.
;; id;;;:
ant .safeguards. The conditions ";bl;;i
cannot
alter the
relationships of the parties, and they
"." ' '""Uì.AinJL'ã
' tht;;r;;
::"i:i t"e,:å'. "ff"'"r""""tå a?5ted'between €hem
nugatory

The tvro cLauses were considered in Grahan v ontario
Insurance Co.153 and the court was prepared

l¿lutual-

to hold the

ineffective. Rose J indicated the unjust and unreason_
abLe operation of the cLause in the particurar
circumstances
of the case and possibly generalJ-y too.154 This sarue con_
clusion was reached by the court in Gaber v Eowick r,rutuar
Insurancel55 where the court heLd a sinitar
cl-ause ineffec_
cLauses

151

(19s2)

t52

ibid. at page 786.

153
154

(

I AII E. R. 775 (Eng. C.A.)

supra ) ,

ibid. at

155 (EsPr-e),

footnote 101, chapter 2.
page 365.

footnote 102, chapter 2.
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tive on the facts of the case.
These cLauses

transferring agency have not been of much
use in resolving the confl-icts here. The wordings and
the
interpretations of the clauses yield different stands. rn
so

far as there is no uniformity in the appearance and the
construction of the clauses, they serve little purpose in
the
context of transferred agency.
B. Basis of the Contract Cl-ause
The clauses transferring the incidence of
agency either
expressly or by liniting the authority of the agent
have been
variously interpreted by the courts. The literal interpreta_
tion given to the cLauses in some cases and the attenpts
to
displace the cLauses are generally shaped by the
attitude of
the courts to the basis of the contract cLause. In
nany of the
cases referred to above, there were clauses of
this nature and

it is in the light of the basis clause that nany of
the
courts' pronouncenents srere nade.
gnlike the previously nentioned clauses,
basis of the
contract cLauses do not adopt varying forns. The
clause is
usually in the form of a declaration that the statements
in
the application are true and shal1 form the basis
of the
insurer,s Liability. fn Van Schilt v Gore HutuaL
fnsurance

Co., the clause was worded as follows:
trAlL. statenents
in this ^iãi
are true and the
applicant. hereby appriesapplication
i-õã,itiåJt
of personal
property insurance based on the truth oì these
statements . rl
This is basically the form that the clause
takes. The clause

r22

.:J

.a

a,u
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.a
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is often found in proposal but becomes incorporated in the
policy with the proposal by reference.
Speaking of the effect of such a basis of the contract
clause, Sutton puts it that any incorrect ansv¡er to any
question in the policy is fatal to any crain by the insured
under the policy.I56 Eo""rr.r, before this effect can be
achieved with the clause, there must have been a cl_ear
intention to create a sarranty and the erarranty must be made
part of the policy by reference. Jess puts it that the cr-ause
has the effect of naking every answers in the proposal a
warranted ansrver and gives the insurer t.he
liability once there is any

right to repudiate

breach.l57

In insurance law, a warranty is a term of the contract
nade r¡hich entitles the insurer to repudiate liability
on the
contract once there is a breach of any of its ter.s.158 wh.re
a sarranty is created, it becones operative regardless of the
nateriality of the questions asked, Èhe good faith of the
insured and any other conpelling circumstances which rnight
otherwise affect the Liabilíty of the insurer.
Àpplied in the context of the cases that have been
discussed so far, it becones apparent that a division
can be
made betreeen the clauses transferring
the incidence of agency
t:U sutton K.c.T., Insurance
Law in Australia and Nes¡
-Zealand
(Sydney: fn. Lá*
157 Jess
D.c.,
New Law
.rournal
(July r9B4)
"W"
158 oawson
Ltd. v Bonnin |rg22) 2 A.c. 4L3 (8.L. ).
,,
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and the basis clause. The basis clause has not sought to
transfer the agency to the insured but nray have consequences

sinilar in resuLt to cases of transferred agency. The êonpelling observation here is that with the basis clause, the
incidence of agency becones less significant. To make a
finding of liability against the insurer in such cases, it
becomes irrelevant who conpletes the proposal form. The
insured rnay be taken as having contracÈually pronised the
truth of the statenents and it is on the contractual promise
that any obligation may be established. In effect, the basis
clause nây be treated as a erarranty and if so treated,
dispenses with the recourse to the question of agency.
ïn the context of transferred agency, however, it is
apparent that this seeningly clear erposition has done 1itt1e
to resolve the conflicts identified but rather compounds the
doubts on the appticable rules. The courts have not generally

treated the basis of the contract clause as warranties and
have given a somehow different meaning to the usage of the

in this area of insurance Law. In Van Schilt v core
flutual Insurance Co., there was a basis of the contract cfause
cl-ause

signed by the insured. The lower court found the wrong answers
irn'naterial by reason of the basis cfause. The J.earned judge

said:
rrwas-

this mi s representation rnaterial to the risk? By
certifying thaÈ it r¡as true and his application waÀ
based on its truth, the ptaintiff nade it so. The truth
of the representation is by this certificate made a
condition precedent to he formation of the insurance
contract ... Since it was not true, there is no contract

."

124

with a reasoning along the rine of warranties, the issue of
materiality shourd not have come up for determination before
the court. The case went on appear and the apperrate court saw
the issue in a different light. rt was said that an insured
who has signed the basis crause is bound by the answers and
that:

"the onus of proof is on him to estabrish that despite
the actuar wording of the application form, he did ãot,
in fact, give the answers written down and attributed
to him. The appellant has not established this.',
This may not be taken as a nisstatement of principres. There
have been cases in which such a viewpoint prevaired and an
instance is snith v cooperative Fire and casualty co. There

it was stated:
'r. . . where the assured has signed a proposal or !varranted the accuracy of a decraration, Èhe-onus of proof
is on him to establish that despite the formar appearances, he did not in fact give the answers written down
and attributed to hin. The proposar is itserf prima
facie evidence against hin as tò what he said to the
agent. The plaintiffåas met that onus and rebutted the

piina facie case.nr5e
with these dicta, it may be inferred that where the agent completes the proposal form for the insured, the basis of the
contract crause does not create a warranty against the insured
and only a pres rmption is thereby estabrished. This presumption may be rebutted if the insured can show positivery to the
court that the incorrect answer has been the sole faul-t of the
agent.

with the relegation of the status of the basis clause,
some question arise. on proof of the sole fault of the agent
159

iuia. at page

644.
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in inserting incorrect answers, does the insured get relief
in the face of the basis clause? rf the question is answered
affirnativery, then it nay be said that the basis clause is
due for a decent burial in the context of transferred agency.
The intendment of the crause is to make the absolute truth of
the answers a condition precedent to the liabirity of the
insurer. This obvious purpose is now being curtailed to tack
force where the fault is not that of the insured. on the other
hand' a negative response to the question kowtows the wisdom
of these mentioned cases.
Fuelling a conclusion that, in this present concern, no
conceptual purity can be found in the reality of the basis
clause is the observation of Lord Denning in stone v Reriance
Ir{utuar rnsurance Association. As noted earlier, Lord Denning
in the case seems to have endorsed the view that the imptied
undertaking of the insurer's agent may override the signature
of the insured on the proposar. The court found an innocent
misrepresentation invorved in the case and thereby held the
insurer unable to rery on the printed cl-ause in the proposar
to ercrude riabirity. Does this observation have any bearing
on Lhe basis clause where the insured can lay claim to such
an innocent misrepresentation? rn England, the proposals of
the Department of Trade and rndustry issued on the rnsurance
Law Reform Bitr provides that where the insurer is given any
right in relation to warranties, the insurer is to be precluded from his right at general law for innocent misrepresen-
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tations by the insured.160
rt is pertinent at this juncture to recalr that the
basis crause has been another crause of age-rong use. An
analysis of the extent to which the clause affected the
liabirity of insurers in the past might posit a concise
imprication of its use in this area of insurance raw. rt is
in the search for some features of cohesiveness in its
application that a resort is made to the early cases.
rn carlin v Rairway passengers Assurance co.16l the
policy contained a cl-ause making the application the basis of
the contract and decraring the contract void if there !ùere any
misrepresentations in the application. The court found that
there was no misrepresentation because the proposal was signed
before the incorrect answers were inserted. This has patentì-y
eroded the meaning of the basis crause by introducing t$ro new
concerns, one relative to the time of signing the application

and the other on the person who completed the application.
The unflattering treatment sras again meted out to the

basis clause in

v Howick Farmers lttutual Fire Insurance
co-L62 There was a basis crause signed by the insured. The
court gave consideration to the failure of the agent to
properry carry out the subject of the given instructions. The
court concruded that the discrosure to the agent of the
160
---

Gabe1

Jess D.C., "Insurance Law Reform_!¡cp9sgÞ',
Journal (Ju1y r9B4¡ v@.
161 (supra),
footnote 103, chapter 2.
r62 (supra), footnote LO'l chapter
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rerevant information overrides any clause in the policy. The
judgement used the knowledge of the agent to deny any effect
to the basis clause

snith v cooperative Fire casuarty co.163 h"= been noted
as indicating that the basis crause ceases to have any
intended effect where the insured can discharge the onus on
the incidence of the errors in the application. steigh v
stevensonl64 arso demonstrates the tendency of the courts to
overlook the basis crause in reaching decisions. There was a

basis of the contract crause in the case but the court rras
more prepared to use other clauses in the apptication to reach
the same decision
indicate an euphemistic attitude by sonre
courts to the basis clause. This euphenism has not been shared
by some other courts, however, and the centrar character of
some of these decisions has been the hybrid use of the basis
of the contract clause and a concept of transferred agency.
rn Bonnevirre v progressive rnsurance co. of canadal65, there
was the usuar basis clause. The court quoted passages from
Newsholme on the question of agency and a decraration of the
truth in the apprication. The court then held that the insured
faired to disclose facts required to be stated in the contract
and thereby loses the right to recover indemnity.
The hybrid reasoning was made in Le Blanc v Cooperat ive
These readings

163 (supra), footnote L25t
chapter 2.
164 ( supra
) , footnote 66, chapter 2.
165 (supra), footnote 7L, chapter
2.
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Fire and casuarty co.r66 the court found the agent who completed the proposal form a secretary of the insured thereby
making the answers in the application those of the insured.
There nere some incorrect answers, and since the truth of the
apprication is made the basis of the contract, the contract
was held void under the policy.
llhile dissenting in Blanchette v C.I.S. Ltd., 167 Ritchie
J. indicated the approach in this respect. The insured's case
is taken as resting on the validity of the application wirhour
regard to the person who completed the apprication for thÈ
insured. Reference was made to Thompson v lr{aryland casua}ty
cor68 where it was said :
"the question is not whether the statements h,ere made
by the assured or were fil1ed up by someone else, oL
whether they were made in good faith and without
knowredge of their want of truth, but whether the poticy
was obtained and a contract entered into upon the basiê
of the statenents. rf they form a basis of the contract
of insurance, they bind plaintiff when suing to enforce
the contract. "
This was put in st. Regis pastry shop v continentar casualty
co.169 that:
"where an insurance poricy has been obtained on the
faith or representations in a written application, which
are false, the poricy is void whether or not those
statements were made by or on beharf of the insured."
These cases in which the courts upherd the basis crause al-r
follow a pattern. The issue of the agent compreting the
166 (supra), footnote 75, chapter 2.
l-67 (supra), footnote l-2L, chapter 2.
168 (1906) I O.w.R. 598 at 60r (Ont.

169 trg2g')

L

D.L.R. 900 (Ont. S.c.
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apprication form is usuarly considered first. on this, two
different thoughts emerge. The first is that which adopts the
transfer of the incidence of the agency to the insured. These
are cases indicating the answers given as those of the
insured. The second line of thought has simply adopted the
"warranties" reasoning and herd the issue of the agency
imrnaterial" For the purposes of the contract, the issue of who
compreted the form is viewed irrelevant in the light of the
declaration.
These two lines of thought, however, converge on the

irnprication of the basis clause. They simply deny that there
is any liability
on the insurer since the truth of .the
proposar has been nade a condition precedent to such riabil-ity- This' as an imprication of the basis clause, is what Van

schilt v Gore uutual rnsurance co.f70 accepted as a governing principre but subjected to the "onus of proof ', guaJ_ification. rt is the imprication of the basis clause that the case
subjected to the onus of proof quarification and, in this
sense, it is difficult to classify the case as following any
of the two streams of thought on the basis crause.
Furthermore, other cases have subjected the basis cìause
as a whole to the agency test. The basis crause is deemed ro
assume importance

only after the incidence of agency has been
determined against the insured. These cases, however, uphelrJ
the innocent position of the insured and affixed the insurer
with riabitity for the agent's error. vlith this approach, t.he

I70 (supra), footnote g7, chapter 2.
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basis of the contract clause becomes less im¡rortant and rnight
not even be considered by the court.

while the rationare of these reasoning are appreciated,
judiciar detailing of them have red to much dissatisfaction.
There is no crarity on the issues which the courts address
first and regard as of paramount importance in the circum_
stances. I{here emphasis is praced by the court on the basis
of the contract clause as an initial concern, the conclusion
presents suffering and unsavoury effects on the insured.
whereasr ân initial evaluation of the incidence of agency may
Iead to an entirely different conclusion. The basis clause has
also been used with the concept of transferred agency in an
incomprehensible manner.

A division and clarity of inplication sought in the
basis of the contract crause and the reatity of the transactions thus become inpossibre. An observation of a rooting
confusion become inescapabre. should the insured not be bound
by a declaration of the truth of the proposal? on the other
hand' shourd the insured suffer for what nay be properly

described as an error of the insurer? The latter question
asstrmes inportance where there is a consideration of the
circumstances involved in each case. The insured may not know
which decraration has been signed. The errors in the appJ-ication may not be attributable to the insured and the agent may
even have authority from the insurer to complete the proposal
form¡

rt is between these two burning question that the

case

ìì
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raw has been sandwiched in an argumentative mânner. The
regisrature has thus become burdened to intervene and make a
definitive stand possible.

rII

i.

Canada

The first

noticeable feature of the insurance industry
in canada is the division of the regulatory power over
insurance. There is a division of regutatory powers between
the Dominion and the provinciar governments. The judicial
sanction to the divided legislative control over insurance was
noted in Attornev Generar for ontario v pol-icy-Eorders of
lfentworth rnsurance co.171 arrd the observation is that in as

long as the provinces are empowered to regurate the form and
content of insurance contracts, the Dominion holds only the
power to regurate companies by providing for their insolvency.
EaII J. said:

"the province has the sor-e porder and responsibirity to
deternine what_ degree of pfotection it ùirr stipuiate
from insurers in fãvour of the insureds in the lróvince
The view is that the business of insurance is excrusiveJ_y
subject to provinciar raws and the provinces have excrusive
jurisdiction to prescribe ways in which the business of
insurance sharr be carried on in the provinces.
171 (1969) 6 DLR (3d)
s4s (s.c.c.)
.i:
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The various rnsurance Acts

in the provinces is evidence
of this power and the effective use of it by the various provinces. Brown opines that with regisration governing the form
and content of the various types of insurance contract, the
insurance industry tends to be heavily regulated.l72 Bro*r,
asserts the design of this as a protection to vurnerable
consumers of insurance. rn the attempt to protect these
consumers, the various rnsurance Acts in force in the provinces have overhauled mâny of the previous unsatisfactory
common law positions. Brown notes further that there has been
considerable cooperation and coordination among the common l-aw
provinces in drafting and implementing insurance registation.

This incrudes tegisration regulating contracts of insurance.
This uniformity in the legislation led to the use of ,,uniform
legisration" to refer to the regislation in the corunon l_aw
provinces. with respect to many aspects of the insurance law,
there is a remarkabre similarity in the legisration in force
in the Provinces. Eowever, the uniformity is not absol-ute.
The crassification method adopted in the various
legislative schemes divides insurance contracts into various
categories for the purpose of reguration. As Broçvn states, the
class into which a given contract falls determines which part
of the legislation wirl govern it. The forrowing represents
the general crassifications recognized in the various regislative schemes in the jurisdictions:

S-!
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172 Brown c. , ,,Bqstructuring
The rnsurance
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Act:
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Iife insurancei
fire insurance;
automobile insurance;

and

accident and sickness insurance.
There are other minor variations in the classification schemes
such as weather insurance, livestock insurance and hail
insurance but such variations do not come within the scope of
the uniform regisration since they are not in use in alr the
provinces.

This marked characteristic of the uniform regislation,
the crassification of insurance contracts into various
categories, has attracted a lot of criticisms. The main point
listed by the critics is the incompleteness of consideration
given to some aspects of insurance in regulation making. Brown
lends support to tfie criticisn by stating it unfortunate that
the regulation of insurance contracts has been tackled in a
piecemeal manner. The criticism is borne out by the different
treatments of the isotated categories of insurance contracts.

Though the present regulations in Irtanitoba have
attempted a comprehensive draft of governing rules in insurance Iaw, the piecemear reguration of insurance contract and
the attendant incompleteness in cases of transferred agency

has created doubts. section 2oo of the rnsurance Act of
Hanitoba provides:
'rno officer, agent or employee of an insurer and no
person soliciting insurance, whether or not he is an
agent of the insurer shaII, to the prejudice of the
insured, be deemed to be the agent oe the insured in
respect of any question arising out of the contract."

r
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section, titred "presumption against agency,,, is read with
section 148(r) which defines contract under the section to
mean a contract of life insurance. Thisr Ërs an attempt to
tackle the problem of transferred agency has been reduced in
scope to the crass of life insurance contracts only.
Eow far is the provision appricable in other types of
insurance apart from rife insurance? Because of the restriction of section zoo to cases of tife insurance onry, it is
necessary to consider the extent to which the provision has
been made to apply as a generar redress to the deficiencies
of transferred agency. rn respect of the accident and sickness
insurance, section 230(19) provides in a similar vein:
"no officet, agent, emproyee or servant of the insurer,
and no person soliciting insurance, whether
or not he
is an agent of the insuier shatt, to the prejudice
of
the insured, person insured or group insurei,-Ë¿ deemed
to be the agent of the insured õr oi tne p"."o, insured
or group of person insured in respect
oÊ any question
arising out of the contract.,'
The Act exhibits a questionabre departure from this provision
in cases of fire and automobile insurance. section 202 of the
Act demonstrates the intended uniformity in the regisration
The

in the provinces. It provides:
"!!i= part shart be so interpreted
construed as to
effect the generar purpose of- makingand
uniforn
taw of
the provinces the lèqlslature of wtíicn enacttnà
i[. "
Thus, it may be concluded that in life, accident and sickness
insurance the uniformity in the regulation governing the

contract is by design. The same could be said of fire insurance contracts though the uniformity in this respect is the
oversight in providing such a presumption against agency.
Æ
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Automobire insurance is an area of rnsurance Law that
has attracted a significant attention in ltanitoba. This area
of insurance classification is scourged with the same defect

as the fire insurance in the legislative presumption against
agency. Nothing in the Act, as presently understood, indicates
any such presumption against agency in its schene. Bill points

out that the motive for such omission in this consideration
by the tegisrature is open to question. Attempting to identify
the cause of this omission, EilI states it to be the result
of the nature of agents who dear with rife and accident insurance.

Eill indicates that life insurance agents are employed
by one company only whereas in generar- insurance, independent
agencies as well as brokers are available to do business on
behalf of a variety of insurance companies. Despite this, Hill
submits that there is no logical reason why the Act distinguishes between the various tlpes of insurance since simirar
problems and questions arise with respect to application
regardless of the type of policy involved.l73
Looking at the automobile scheme provided in
the jurisdiction, one night be tempted to find a justifi_
cation for the absence of the presunption in this instance.
Automobile insurance is, in Ètanitoba, an area where there has
been a marked governmentar invorvement. The rnain purpose of
the no-fauIt automobile insurance is stated to be making
compensation more widery and more swiftry available
173

uilr o., op. cit.,

pâ9e
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personal injury or death is caused by a motor vehicle accident. This underlying reason for the government monopoly in
the f,ierd makes it highly unlikely that the right of avoidance
would be sought merely because of some traditional
analysis.

contract

Furthermore, as EiIl points out, the application fornrs
in automobile insurance are plainry and easiry decipherable,

the coverage is statutory and straight-forward, and the
insurance can be handred through the mair without the assistance of an agent. This reduces the invorvement of the agent
in contract making. The reduced or absence of reliance on the
agent here may have heaviry influenced the omission of the
presurnption against agency provision from the part of the Act
dealing with automobile insurance.LT4
Despite this contention, one shourd be sensitive to the
observation by Eirr that any reforrn in this area of insurance
raw, especially on the agent's authority to bind the insurer
during the application stage, must also incrude the universal
conpursory automobite insurance schemes that have deveJ.ope,c Eilt premised this on the theoreticar possibirity that an
174 rnis is an area
where there is no uniformity in the
regurations_ governing the contract. rn some provincös there

provisions dearing with such agency in
?re
-agent
insurance The provisioñs read that tró inÉuranceautomobile
or
broker shalr ac! as an agent of the appricant ur,ã". the
section. Hilr points out thãt they might
be
to mean
that an automobile insurance agènt -is notconstrued
to
be
held
the
agent of the insured for the purpose of filling proposar
forms. See Eill D., op. cit, paõe f¿.
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agent's act night stirr affect the craim where private agents
handle the applications and subnit thern to the llanitoba public
rnsurance corporation. Eirr observes that the agency issue
courd arise even under a system wittr considerabry less agent
involvement such as where the appricant relies on the agent,s
interpretation of the requirement for each category.rT5
Even though the invorvement

of an agent is not frequent
here and thus there is a reduced chance of a problem arising
thereby' there is still the need for a crear provision
applicable in the event of such an occurrence. This issue
become pertinent if one considers that an insured may effect
additionar automobile insurance and in such instance, . the
agentrs invorvement may become inportant. A decision of the
status of the agent in respect of the compursory automobile
insurance coverage wirr definitely infruence any decision on
the additional coverage.
A most objectionabre treatment

of transferred agency in
automobile insurance coverage is the provision in section l_3
of the Automobile rnsurance Act. The silence of the Act on the
presumption of agency may be justified on the possibly removal
of the conceptuaÏ difficutty invorved through the removal of
the participation of agents. However, where the problem
arises, section 13 seems to have introduced further erosion
in the skeletal protection available to the insured. t{ithout
any clean cut provision that the cor¡roration sharl be responsible for any such occurrence, section 13 provides:
r75 girt p., loc. cit.
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action or proceeding lies against any person other
than the corporation for the purpose of-eñforcing any
claim, or right in relation to the operations engageã
in or carried on pursuant to this Act.,,
The practical difficulty arising with respect to the provision
is noted by EiIl with the question whether it was the intent
of the provision to make the corporation responsible for the
acts of alr its agents or whether it merely takes av¡ay the
right the insured may have against the agent. EiII observes,
in addition, that it is always open to discussion whether
section 13 appries to arr private agents sLirr engaged in the
business to the extent of the supprementar coverage arl_owed
in the compulsory autonobile insurance scheme.LT6
This inconpreteness in the legisrative scheme cuts
across Canada. In euebec, this omission in the presumption
against agency is equalry glaring. rt is against the backdrop
of this hallmark of the incompleteness of the solution offered
by the uniform legisration that rde consider the inplication
of the presumption against agency offered in the rnsurance Act
of lf,anitoba.
The provision, presumption against agency, is intended
to prohibit transferred agency. The use of the mandatory word
"shaIl'r makes it obvious that this effect is intended in the
agent's act of completing the pro¡rosat forn on behalf of
applicants as well as in other aspects of the insurance
contract, This opinion is shared by Eirr who opines that the
wordings of the section covers the application stages as it
176
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envisages "any question arising out of a contract,,.
l{here this provision is effective, it makes the insurer
riable for all acts of the agent and denies the right of
avoidance of the contract based on any error arising from the

agent's fault. The statement of the raw here, being clear and
unambiguous' seems the end of the consideration and the only
issue seemingly renaining is the adoption of the provision in
the onitted areas of classification. The provision introduced
a form of supervision into the conflicts existing in the
interest of the parties to the insurance contract. By stating
that the presumption is to operate so that no agency wirl be

to the prejudice of the insured, it has introduced a
measure of flexibirity
into the operation of its rure and
provides a basis for tying together the facts and reasoning
in every particular case.
deemed

The inplication of the presumption against agency is
borne out in Bird v

177 Th"r., the

insurer's agent sought out the insured and succeeded in
persuading the insured to apply for the reinstatement of a
lapsed poricy. The agent was told that insured had been
suffering from rather acute indigestion. The agent then fi]led
up the reinstatement apptication form in such a way as to
concear from the company officers the facts concerning
insured's ilrness and medicar attention. The near-irl_iterate
insured was induced to sign the already filred form. rn an
action arising from the death of the insured, the court said:

r77 Ãg20,) 47 o.L.R. 5ro.
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"the company cannot be permitted, in the absence of
fraud, to reopen the question as to whether or not the
evidence upon which it acted in reinstating the policy
was satisfactory.
Having acted upon that eviäence,
obtained through the medium of its o!¡n agent and
accepted as satisfactory, the company is estopped fron
afterwards alleging that, had it known ruçEE, the
reinstatement would not have been granted...,l/
It was further stated that:
rrlt was also urged on behalf of the company that in
filring in the ansyrers to the questions ttñe ãgentl was
not the agent of the company but of the insured.
Evidence was given as to the nature and scope of lthe
agent'sl authority; but, even if lthe agentl exceeded
the rear authority by writing in untruthfur answers to
any of the questions, r cannot see that his doinq_*so
made him for any purpose lthe insured's] agent....,ate
The case was considered against the background of the rnsurance Act of canada.rS0 section 85 of this enactment provided
a presumption against agency and the court made crear its
reriance on it in reaching a decision. The case is an action
on a life insurance poricy and the finding of the court that
the agency remains vested in the insurer may be seen as a
direct consequence of the presunption.
The use of the presumption as a guide towards resorving
the conflict of interests here rdas again made in rstvan v
continentat casuatty co.181 The case invorved a policy of
accident insurance. section 210 of the Alberta rnsurance
Actr82 provides for a presumption against agency and this
178

iuia. at page 5rB.
179 iuia. at page 5r8.
180 (1910), sections 84, 85, and
95.
181 (supra)

182 G926) c. 3r.
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presumption was evidently used by the court in reaching a
finding that the agency remains that of the insurer even
though the agent completed the proposar for the insured.

ii. Nigeria
Ïnsurance falls under the exclusive legislative list in
the L979 constitution of this Federation. Thus" unlike the
canadian setting, it is within the competence of only the
Federar legislature in the country to regisrate on any aspect
of insurance- The rnsurance Act remains the most comprehensive

legisration rnaflg to date on insurance and certain aspects of
it touched on the marketing practices of the insurance
intermediaries. conforming with the traditional division of
insurance business, the Act introduced some divisions in the
Nigerian insurance market covering classes of insurance such
as fire, life and accident.
Eowever' with the vesting of insurance controrling
authority in the jurisdiction on a single body, the federal_
legislature' the uniform regisration as we know it in canada
Furthermore, the interesting variation of the
insurance scheme in canada, the compursory automobire insurance coverage, is not in existence in Nigeria as it does in
becomes removed.

a comprehensive manner in Canada.
In respect of automobiles, there is a compulsory
insurance scheme introduced in rg45 with the lrotor vehicre
(Third Party rnsurance) Act. The Act, in section 3, requires
every motor vehicle user to have in force a poricy of insur_
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ance in respect of third party risk. This is the onry semblance of control exercised over automobile insurance as a

separate aspect of the industry. There is no governmental
controrred aspect of the insurance industry. There are a few
insuranee companies wholry set up and owned by the federar and
the state governments but the structure of these companies is
not different form that of private insurance companies.
No provision in the rnsurance Act can be construed as
having deart with the probrem of transferred agency and this
is an aspect where the registature has conspicuously overlooked the endeavours in other jurisdictions. There have been
calls for a reform of this aspect of insurance law and it is
the generar consensus that this area of the law in the
jurisdiction demands reform. yet, with all the calrs for
reform of this aspect of the insurance industry, the legisl-ature has been skirfurry passive and thus reft the issue of

applicable principle a matter of pure conjecture.

F.-
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TREAT}TENT OF OTEER INSTANCES OF TRÀNSFER

Transferred agency may arise at two stages in the agent,s
invorvement with the insured. The first is in relation to the

agent's acts done before the issue of the policy. The second
is in reration to the agent,s involvemenL after the issue of
the policy. The first stage here refrects the invorvement of
the agent from the first contact with the applicant up to the
time a completed apprication form is subnitted on behal_f of
the latter. The previous chapter has identified the position
where the agent effects
,the
"o,rär.g" but in filring up
proposarr mâkes some materiar mistakes affecting the coverage
granted. Eereunderr ân attenpt is made to identify other
instances of possibre transfer of the incidence of agency and
how these areas of insurance law have been treated.
I
Instance of potential Transfer
A.

In insurance law, the dominant means of applying for a
coverage is through the use of the proposal form. The insured
compretes the proposar form and submits it for acceptance to
the insurer. fn principle, this constitutes the offer for
insurance which may be accepted by the insurer. Generaffy,
143
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until an acceptance is made by the insurer, the contract of
insurance is not comprete. This theoreticar position may be
treated differentry in the event of the agent,s involvement.
The agent may be given power to issue a temporary coverage to

the insured after an application for insurance is made. This
temporary coverage, often referred to as a,,cover note,'or a
"binder" binds the insurer for the duration of its eoverage.
The superficial facade of acceptante of the proposar is
sidetracked and the insurer nay be liabre for any foss
occurring during the period of this temporary coverage.
Although normal contract procedures emphasise the need
for an acceptance before there can be liability
on .the
contract, the acceptance of the insurer is not needed for
tiability to run on the binder. once the binder is issued by
the agent, it constitutes a complete contract on which the
insurer nay be riable. Eowever, for a riabirity under the
binder' there must have been a vested authority in the agent
to issue the binder.
where the agent has the necessary authority and issues
a binder, littre difficurty is presented. The insurer witl_ be
liabre, accordinglyr on the authority vested. The potentiats
of litigation, in this connection, tie in the possibility of
the agent exceeding this vested authority. The binder is a
conditional coverage, usuall_y for a temporary period. The
agent may not have an authority to grant this coverage.
Furthermore, where the agent has the necessary authority, the
agent may grant an unconditional coverage to the insured on
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behalf of the insurer. I{here these occur, the contentious
issue may be enforcing the coverage against the insurer.
In this concern, one may not hastily conclude on a
simirar treatment of the issues as in cases where the agent
completes proposar forms. To operationarize the concept of
transferred agency in this area, one may conclude that with

no authority in the agent to grant coverage to the insured,
it courd have been done onty as an agent of the insured. rf
so treated, the insured has no coverage and has no enforceable

right against the insurer. Examining the concept cÌoseÌy,
however, it manifests no comprehensibre transfer context. The
insured has done nothing to necessitate a transfer other than
to trust the assurance of coverage given by the agent.
Agency has been stated as a retationship in which one
person has control over another and in which the two are ,,ad
idem" on their relationship as one of agency. rn the present
arrangement' the agent is subject to no form of controL in
granting a coverage to the insured. In acting, the agent has
purported to act for the insurer and this negates any alleged
consent on the part of the parties.
Àn apprication of the agency principles shows that no
transfer of the incidence of agency can credibly be made hereThe law has avoided the extraordinary difficurty
i.n
conceptualizing agency transfer in this instance. Às Rendal_t

ffil

.
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and Baer put it,I

this is an instance of the application of
more enrightened concept of agency power. The features of this
enlightened system of treating a potential transfer have
attained a goal- they have freed the insured from a ruinous
position.
This enlightened system of treating a potentiartransferred agency context can be traced back to the case of
Berryere v Firemenrs Funds rnsurance co.and r{urray.2 tn the
case' the insurance agent was representing a nu,nber of
insurance companies, inctuding the defendant. The terms of the

formal agency contract with the defendant evidence broad
povrers which incruded signing and delivering poricies, binding
the defendant and issuing cover notes. Like any typical_
policyhotder, the insured did not know the terms of the agency
contract with the insurer. rt was understood that the insured
had to wait for an acceptance from the insurer. The insured
waited for this acceptance. subsequently, the insured received
a temporary coverage from the agent.
rn giving the tenporary coverage, the agent informed the
insured that the apprication was approved by the insurer. This
hras not true. The agent had no express authority to give
coverage to appricants and in doing so was acting contrary to
l RendaII J.A. and Baer
t.G., Case on the Canadian
fnsurance Law of Insurance ( Toronto: carswell
Legal publica-

2 gsøa) r.L.R. r-r2g
D.L.R.
(2d) 603 (Ètan C.A.

)

(liran Q.B. );

affirmed in 5t
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the instructions of the insurer. The application was stir-l
being considered by the insurer and the insured had this
binder in his possession when an accident occurred.
The court said on the extent of the authority of
an
agent:

"as between tIç agent and, his prin-cipa], the authority
ri-.mi!g{ b_v ãgreement
sìpeciaf inlti"ãtiän=, bur
-or aüthority
as regards .third persons, the
;hi;ñ-fù" agenr
has is that which he is r.."ãr,ãüry ber.ieved
to have,
having regard to all the circumstancesr ând which
reasonabry to _be gat\ered from the nature of is
his
employment and duties.,'J
The court found that the agent had a wide authority
to bind
the defendant and this "abundant indicia of authority,,
binds
the defendant to the conmitment made by the agent. The
agent
was herd to have the ostensible authority to represent
the
insurer's decision to the insured. The court stated further:
"The rure would seem to
that assuming there is good
faith throughout by the be
thirã-pãrty
thenr âs between
principal.""g.the agent, it wiri be the
agent,s ostensibre autho:ity, ,,o1 nis ."i,rãi ãuthority,
that wil_l
determine the extent to which he may bind the
principaI.
mav be

"4

The court found the insurer estopped from denying
the
agent's authority since the express authority of the
agent
wilr normarry be suppremented by an impried authority.
The

agent had informed the insured that the application
was
accepted by the insurer, the agent had an apparent
authority
to make the representation and the insurer is bound by
the
3
4

(196s) 51 D.L.R. (,2d) 603 at page 609.
ibid. at page 609.
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representation thaL the insured was covered. The claim against

the insurer succeeded.
This case established the relatedness of the agent,s
authority with questions of riability. The desirabirity of
rhe
,,author_

approach lies, however, in the decentrarization of
ity" - There is no actuar authority in the agent to confirm

the

coverage as done. The court applied a variation
of actuarauthority which found expression in ostensibre authority. This

variation becomes crucial with its applicability even in
the
face of a rimitation on the actuar authority of the agent.
The
linitation is not effective against the insured. A protection
of the interest of the insured can be seen in this and osten_
sible authority of the agent thus form part of the instruments
availabte to deat with defences raised to a craim by insurers.
The subsequent prevarence of authority sras shown in
Jutras v sun Àrriance rnsurance coy et al.5 Thur" the agency
too was acting as agent for a number of insurance companies.
with an agency agreement, it has power to bind the defendant.
The insured sought coverage from the defendant.
A
representative of the agency assured the insured that
coverage
was effective "as of that day". EvidentJ.y, there !üas
no
dispute on the power to bind the insurer. Before the issue
of

the poricy' a ross occurred. rn an action on the given
assurance of coverage, the court herd the insurer
bound by the
terms of the coverage assured by the agent. The
court was

5 ¡rsas) 4 c.c.L.r. rg4 (N.B.e.B.
)
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influenced by the fact that the parties had decided on the
terms of the contract before the agent,s assurance of coverage
was given to the insured.
rn this case, rike in the preceding one, there vras no
actuar authority in the agent to give a coverage when the
application is still under consideration by the insurer. The
decision has designed a nitigation of the probrems confronting
the insured on the available l¡sl¡rrmsnt of ostensible author_
ity- The agent is seen as acting for the insurer and the

confirmation of coverage becones binding as an act of the
insurer. The treatment of the issue here has not attempted to
shift the consequences of the agent's errors to the insured.
rnstead' it has been deatt with on the usuar rol_e and presen_
tation of the agent
In Coy1e r
6, the
insured sought coverage on a replacenent basis. rn assuring
the insured of coverage, the agent stated it to be on a
replacement basis. In actual fact, the endorsement to rhe
insured's policy provided coverage on the basis of the actualcash value of the insured boat. rn claiming repracement cost
from the insurer and the agent, the court held the insurer

liabre for the actual cash value of the boat and her.d the
insurance agency riable to the insured for the barance of the
replacement cost.
The treatment of the case is different from the others,

6 lrsaa ) 7 c.c.L.r.

233 (N.s.s.c.

)

r-tw
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though, it featured too the protection of the insured,s
interest. The decision may have been shaped by the fact that
a policy was actually issued which covered part of the l-oss
sustained by the insured. A more structured constraint in
hording the insurer riable for the repracement cost may be
found, however, in the court's observation that the agent
undertook replacement cost coverage. since it is an undertaking to provide a repracement cost coverage and not an actualconfirmation of the coverage from the insurer, the insurer may
not be held tiable for the replacement cost.
The question of credibirity may be seen as playing an
important rore in these decisions. understandably, in rhese
decisions, there were deniars of such assurances of coverageThe witnesses had personal interests in the outcomes of triaLs
and, thus variations in the given evidence may determine the
stightry different approach of the court in coyre v Ray F.
Fredericks rnsurance Ltd. et al./1 rn the cases, the courts
had to choose between conflicting testimonies of the insured
and the agent on the assurance given at that stage.
rnvariabry, the evidence of the insured is usualry favouredThe issue of credibirity arso featured in Estavan Bricks
v Gerring Global General rnsurance services.S ln the case, the
manager of the defendant was treated as an agent of the
defendant. The manager gave an erroneous opinion on adequate
@insured.Thea1tegedora1assurancewasdenied
/ lsupra¡

8 lrsaa) 9 c.c.L.r.

22g (sask Q.B.)
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by the manager. The court found as a fact that the orar
assurance was made by the mânager, thus disposing of the issue
of credibitity. The orar assurance by the manager was treated
as one emanating from the insurer and the issue was whether
such an assurance was sufficient to precrude the insurer from
denying liability.
The reasoning of this case accords with the earrier
cases. There was no suggestion of any transfer of the incidence of agency. The court avoided the contentious issue of
a transfer and the case r,eas dealt with on the traditional_
approach of a dispute between the insured and the insurer. The
agent was treated as an extension of the insurer,s position.
The case arso shows an undertone of ostensibre authority. The
agent had some authority to act for the insurer and the

particular act was seen as an adjunct of the actuar authority.
The apparent authority necessitated the ranguage of estoppel
in confronting the issue.
The court in Estevan Bricks v Gerling Global Generat
rnsurance co.9 sayÍ the assurance by the manager as creating
an "estopper by representation", and quoting Bower and
Turnerrlo said:
"where one person(the representor) has made a representation t9 another person(the representee) in words or
by acts and conduct, or (being under a duty to the

9 lsupra¡
10 Bower G.s. and Turner

K.A. , The Law Relg!ing__lc
_Egtoppel bv Representation (London: But
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representee_ to speak or act) by siJ-ence or inaction,
the inten_tion (actuar or piesunptive), and with with
the
result, of inducing the representee on the faith of such
represenLation to alter his position to his detriment,
the representor, in any litigãtion which may afterwards
take place between him and the representee Ls estopped,
as against -th-e rep-resentee, from-making t or atternþiing
to estabrish by evidenge, any averment éubstantiarry a[
variance with his former representation, if the
represenlge at t\qr proper time, and in the proper manner,
objects thereto.rr
The insurer was hetd precluded from denying riability.
rn dearing with agency issues, the courts have focused
prinarily on the protection of the vurnerabre insured pracing
reriance on the insurer's representative. rn doing this, the
courts have relied on the authority of the agent. where an
actual authority can not be found in the agentr ân apparent
authority has been sought. with any apparent authority found
in the arrangements of the partiesr ân estoppel is created
which precludes the insurer from repudiating the responsibirity for the agent,s error.

ent's Failure To Effect R uested Cover
rn reration to the agent's liabirity where there is a
request to effect an insurance coverage and the agent fails
to do so or effects a vrrong type of coverâ9€, the applicable
rules have been estabrished through the case raw. The primary
consideration is whether there is a rerationship between the
B.

agent and the appticant to justify the imposition of riability
on the agent. The basis of the agent's personar liabirity is

11 ibid. at page z3L.

F--
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the special relationship between the agent and the applicant.
The treatment of this aspect of insurance law on the
personar liability of the agent nay be exprained on the ground
that the agent has not created any relationship between the
insurer and the appricant. The agent has not involved the
insurer in the arrangement and onry gives the insured a
pronise to effect a certain coverage with the insurer. There
is nothing connecting the insurer with the transaction and
there courd be no recourse to the insurer on a fairure to
effect the requested coverage. This fact arone makes the
consideration here different from the preceding part.
The rel-ationship needed to justify the personal riabirity
of the agent here may be by contractr âs a result of a
fiduciary duty in tort or it nay arise in equity. These as the
various categories of the agent's personar riability have been
s¡rrmg¡¿lsfl in Fine's Flowers Ltd et at. v General Accident
Assurance co. of canada Ltd. et al.r2 The case, in
estabrishing the personal riability of the agent, has not
attempted to conceptuarize transferred agency as a basis for
the imposition of liabirity. The concept of transferred agency
could have been given effect by regarding the agent as an
agent of the insured at the time the promise was made to
effect coverage. The case has treated this issue differently,
however, by removing it from agency context.
The riability of the agent arising in contract emanares

t2

pg77) o.R . s2s (onr c.A. )

.::i+
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from an undertaking by the agent to effect the coverage
requested by the applicant. This undertaking is an issue
between the agent and the appticant and does not involve the
insurer. The undertaking mây be expressly given or implied
from the course of conduct of the agent and the applicant. rt
is on the basis of this undertaking that the liability
is
imposed on the agent. The undertaking become devoid of any
consideration since it eould have been made by any
.agency
person irrespective of the status as the representative of the
insurer. The undertaking is a promise on which rel_iance has
been placed by the appricant and any detriment arising out of
a defaurt on the promise imposes liabirity. The tiabitity is
that of the agent, however, in so far as the promise is made
by the agent without any reference to the insurer as the
promisor.

whether the issue of an agent failing to effect a
requested coverage is seen as an agency or a pure contractual_
concern, the insurer is not involved in the arrangement. rf
the whole transaction is viewed as an agency question, it
provides a basis for ascribing the incidence of agency to the
insured. The transfer of the incidence of agency wirr enable

the insured to seek indennity from the agent as the principar
for any faurt in effecting the coverage. The interest of the
insured may thus be protected.
This decorative approach has not been adopted by the
courts, however. The cases have been treated as contractual_

F:-.'
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issues and thus avoided the contentions of agency transfer in
the circumstances. As a contractual issue, the agent,s
undertaking is a contract with the applicant and the insurer
becomes the uninvolved third party.
The basis of tiabirity

in tort may be rerated to this
contractuar approach. Though liabirity in tort predicates on
negligence' there must have been an undertaking by the agent
to use due care and skirr before negligence may be identified.
Necessarily' the liabirity of the agent arises from the action
of the agent which is the failure to execute the subject of
the undertaking with due care and skirI. rn Belr v Tinmouth
et aI. lltowatt et ar.r3 p".is J. said in respect of a liability in tort:
"Pursuant to an agreement with the praintiff to act as
his insurance agent Ithe agent] oweã him a contractual_
duty to exercise reasonable caie and skili in ferformirg its services to hip. The negrigence by tthä agentl
which r have outrined constitrites a breach
contractual duty and Ithe agent] is liable ofto that
the
ptaintiff for the damages whicn rrów from that breach.,,
lll,aking reference to Central Trust Co. v Rafuse,l4 the court
stated the need for concurrent riability in contract and in
tort. The undertaking by the agent to use due care and skirl
in procuring insurance, here, excrudes any consideration of
the insurer and riabirity must be examined as between the
agent and the applicant onIy.
The third basis for imposing riabirity on the agent,

13 (1987) c.c.L.r. 184 at
196 (B.c.s.c.
14 (1986) 2 s.c.R. L47 (S.C.C.
)

)
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liability

in equity arising from the special rer_ationship
between agents and appricants, has been critici"ed.15 The
criticisms are based on the special nature of equitable
reriefs- But' even here, where riability is imposed, it arises
because of the agent,s individual involvement with the
applicant. The fact of agency with the insurer is in no $ray
determinative. The agent must be in a position that can be
characterized a fiduciary one, which may be subject to a
liability distinct from that in contract or negligence.
The same concl-usion of the agent's personar liabiJ_ity
appries where the agent effects an inadequate coverage or the
wrong type of coverage. usuarly, a claim on the requested
coverage wirt not succeed against the insurer as the contract

of the insurer is on the coverage effected and not on the
intended coverage. Here, different rules may govern the
situations but the basic trend is to find a distinct relationship between the agent and the insured. rn coyre v Ray F.
Fredericks rnsurance Ltd. et alr r16 the insurer vras held
liable for the maximum amount on the policy issued. The agent
was held liable for the remaining part of the c1aim. There was
no suggestion of agency transfer.

fn Chocian v Stony plain Agencies Ltd,17 the applicant
15

Book

Tarr 4.4., Australian fnsurance Law (Sydney: The Law

co. Ltd. , 19sz) pagã-IÏl
16 (
supra )
L7 (I98sl

L2

c.c.L.I. 39 (ÀIra O.B. )
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sought insurance coverage through an insurance agency. The
appricant was assured that the request ,,wouId be taken care
of". The application $¡as compreted and the premiums on the
insurance v¡as paid. An insurance poricy was issued to the
applicants. on the occurrence of a Ioss, it was discovered
that it does not cover the requested risks. The action to
recover against the agency was aIlowed.
Reviewing these cases, the fact of a contractual
rerationship can not be denied in each instance. The agent had
promised to procure a coverage and is expected to exercise due
care in procuring the requested coverage. rn the alternative,

the agent is expected to inform the applicant promptly of. the
inability to effect the reguested coverage. These provide
adequate measures to protect the interest of the insured.
There were no resorts to the agency transfer to absorve the
insurers of liability. The whole transactions v¡ere viewed as
products of different contractual agreements.
The language sometimes adopted by the courts in some
cases night tend to croud the statements nade earrier about
the position of canadian insurance raw on this subject matter -

rn Reardon et al. v Kings lr{utuar rnsurance co. et al; Goll-an
et al.,18 th" appricant had requested insurance on a hay barn.
The insurer declined the risk and informed the agent
accordingry. The agent did not communicate this fact to the
appricant. The hay barn was destroyed by fire and was unin18 (19Br) r20 D.L.R. (3d) re6 (N.s.s.c.

)

r

.:::ì:1iì
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sured at the time. The court held that the insurer owed no
duty to the applicant to advise hin that the risk was declined

since the appricant "was a customer of the insurance agent,,.
The court found that:
"... lthe agent] is an insurance agent and lthe appli_
cantl was his princigal
with respecl ro the àppricãtion
for insurance . . .', L>
The beauty of the court's reasoning was in the application of
agency principres. The court found the agent an agent of the
insurer for other purposes of the insurance. The court noted
that the insurer did not exercise control over the manner in
which the agency is operated and said:
" -.. lthe agent] worked for another insurer; he worked
yhel he pleased and wrote business for whom ne prãaseã;
he had no quotas; he was paid only by commissioir by the
two companies for whom he had acted ãnd was not suËject
to the day-to-day control of Itfre insurer].
He was
therefore not a servant so as to make ttne insurerl

liSlt;^:";"1'f iåirti,ål?rôu"t"e

r

the appliõant

I that the

It is surprising, though, why the court embarked on the
elaborate voyage of hording the agent as acting for the
applicant in fairing to advise the applicant of the decline
of coverage. The case could have been disposed of on the
undertaking to procure the requested and the failure to do so.
This sâme language' vrhich nay be read as suggesting agency

transfer'

19

was used

IDIO.

20 LDIO.
*:

in Kelly et aI. v gtawanesa l¡tutual Insurance

at page 207.
at page 2L3.
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co. et aI.21
rn that case, the insurance agent arranged for the issue
of a homeowner's poricy that excrudes cor¡merciar use whereas
the request of the applicant indicated commercial use of
the
property. The court held the agentr ând not the
insurer,
Iiable to the insured for the subsequent loss. rn hording
the
insurer not 1iable for the agent,s negligence, the court
said
that the agent's acts as the agent of the insured in apprying
for a poricy- rt is worth noting the rationale of
this
decision- The apprication for insurance coverage s¡as compreted
and initialred by the agent and thus the issue invorved
more
than an undertaking to procure insurance coverage. The
court
said:

" ' lthe agent] was an agent of the apperrant and not
of " lthe
insuier] in connecfion
the apprication for
insurancg-. The apperrants made with
ã-fioposar
for insurance
by way of ,rhe apprication cãrfrãtãã Èv ttrrã-ågã"t1.
response to .that proposal wãs the -issn"r"ã--Ëy rhe
Ithe
insurerl of the poìicy
the terms and
conditions upon w¡ictr.ltrewhich seL forth
_propo="r i" .c"ãpt"ãl- orr" of
which is that the poriey aäes-;;;-cover
or damage
to any structure usg$ - in whole or in roËs
part
for
commercial purposes. r, z
This mixture of issues probably induced the ranguage
used
the court.

by

where the agent fairs to procure the requested coverage,
there will be personar riabirity on the agent for the fair_ure

to exercise due care and skirr. grhere the agent attempts
to
2I (Le79)
22

L

D.L.R. (3d) 29 (N.S.S.C.)
ibid. at pages 39 40.

-

98

Æ
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procure the requested insurance but fairs to satisfy the
appricant's request, responsibirity could be apportioned in
a varying number of ways. There could be a personal riability
on the agent for any consequentiar rosses. where a coverage
is given by the insurer, but it is inadequate to satisfy the
insured's need, the insurer may be herd riable to the insured
for the maxirtrrrm 6¡ the policy as issued and the agent may be
liabre on the difference between the request and the issued
policy.23 rn. liabitity of the insurer arises from the issued
policy and that of the agent from the undertaking to provide
adequate coverage.
The design of this structure is apparentry to safeguard

the interest of the insured. To strengthen the insured,s
position, there is a possibirity of rectification in the
contract effected. where the coverage effected by the agent
is not the coverage requested by the insured, the insured may
succeed in rectifying the policy issued by the insurer to
coincide with the coverage requested.
rn Piggott construction (1969) Ltd. v saskatchewan
,24 the policy had been issued
through an agent and excruded losses arising out of excavations. The ross which occurred was excruded from the anbit of
the poricy and the insured did not sue on the policy. The

-

(

23 covre v

supra)

l

.

¡

F. Fredericks

f

nsurance Ltd. et al-.

24 (1986) r.L.R. 1-2039 (sask
c.A.

)

16r

court found that an orar contract of insurance came into being
between the insurer and the insured as a resurt of the
undertaking by the agent. The court held that the contract was
to insure the applicant against all customary builder,s risks
and to issue a poticy in substantiar conformity with the orar

contract- The insured was herd entitred to proceed on this
oral contract of insurance. The court found that the agent
acted generally as a representative of the insurer in the
transaction. when the agent promised coverr ân orar contract
of insurance thus came to being between the appricants and the
insurer.
The ending-rine of these approaches is that the
circumstances of the whore case wilr govern the approach by
the court- The court courd approach the issue as an agency
issue and determine responsibility on the ostensibl_e authority
of the agent. Alternatively, Iiabitity could be made personal
to the agent and where appropriate it cour_d be apportioned
between the insurer and the agent. The rectification approach
is a moot point and the possibility of this in every individ-

uar case wilr depend entirely on the governing facts.
c.

In dealing with the issue of palment of premium, the
courts have not been disposed to frouting the normal agency
principles in the deternination of the position where the
agent receives premium for the insurer. unlike the treatment
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given to the position where an insurance
broker receives
25
premirm'
ít has not been customary to treat the agent as the
agent of the insured for this purpose. The agent
is the
representative of the insurer with whon the pubric
deals. As
such representativesr prêmiums due on the insurance
poricy

may

be paid through the agents. Eere, the palnnent
may be made at
the time of firring the proposal form or it may
be made at a

later date' after the issue of the policy.
where the agent
receives the premium and misappropriates it,
the now settled
question is who is bound by the misappropriation.
section 393 of the rnsurance Act of Ètanitoba imposes
obrigation on the agent to pay over to the insurer

:.

ì:iì.ilì

.ì,::iË:il

an

any premium

received within fifteen days of the demand
for such premium.
This duty to pay over to the insurer any premi,m
received by
the insurance agent has arso been imposed by legislation
in

the other province=.26 rn Nigeriar ârr insurance
agent must
5 tn Norwich Winterhur
rnsu
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not relieve the insured ot' ttr. neeð tã-make further
to the insurer. This is ttre_seme position reached pa¡znents
in Bar.ent
v National r@of
NewJearanã (r9s9) g.R. (N.s.w.J-ZTB
uåËíË" or an aurhority to
"n
receive such for the insurerr pê}rmêrìt
made to the broker can
not be regarded as parzment to tfre-insui.r.
r"r, describes this
as a rogicar outcone of the
or
.analysis
position as in the overwhãlming ,í"*Uãr-of_ttrè- pã-r1-iJ=-, regal
will be acting as agent for the insured. cases, the broker
26 This duty on the
in-the province of ontario was
considered in phóenix assu_13o.
"g1nt of canããq v Bank
of lrontreat
(re76) e o'n'-Tzat-ffi
iæ
section 355 of the'rnsur"rr". Act of ôntario (1970)
imposes a
duty on the agent
to
hold
in
truJ
rìï-tne
insurer
premiums
collected fron the insurÀd. section 359(r)
of the rñsurance
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transfer the premium received from the insured to the insurer
within fifteen days of the receipt thereof.2T
rt is possibre to distinguish the provisions in these two
jurisdictions on the time of possibre recovery of payments
nade to the agent. In Nigeria, the fifteen days is computed

form the day the premium is received by the agent whil-e the
provision in ttanitoba arlows the agent to keep the premium

until there is a demand for such and for fifteen days
thereafter. Another distinguishing feature in the rnsurance
Act of t{,anitoba is the excrusion f rom its operation of
contracts of life insuranc".28 There is no such restriction
on the scope of the sinirar provision in the rnsurance Àct in
Nigeria.
where there is a breach of the provisions, is the
principal bound by the palnnent made to the agent? rt has been
said that the consequence of the provisions above is that
Act of ontario (1980) still retains the provision of agent
holding any premium in trust for the insurei and obrigates the
agglt to pay it over to the insurer within fifteen
ãry= of a
written denand forprenium.
section
340
orttre
-the"notwithstanding any agreement euebec
rnsurance Act provides
to the
contrary, the insurance agent is the manaatãrior the insurer
vrhen he collects premiums- from the insured ..-.,,
27 section 26 Insurance Act (f976).
28 This h"g been exprained
on the ground that the life
insurance agent's authority is much morà narrow
rinited
than that of other insurânce agents. Thusr âDyand
agent
corrects unauthoriS.d premium doãs not bind the- in;urer who
by
until the_ premium is actually accepted by rhå
?::l_receiptrnsurer' the contract of rife insurance is nbt conþleted. see
Firth v The EeElern Life Assu. co.(1955)
o.R. 56-72 (ont.

tr-:t.
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payment is received on behalf of the insurer even where this

is not

explicitly stated.29 Eowever, section 390 of the
rnsurance Act of Èranitoba provides that palment in cash to an
agent of the insurer of a premium due under the contract of
insurance sharl be deemed a palrment to the insurer.30 The
section too made its provisions not appricabre to rife
insurance contracts. whire the section is restricted to
pa1':nents made in cash to the insurance agent,3l it
may be
argued that the section is applicabre to a palzment made with
an honoured cheque.
The next concern is whether there is a time within which

29 Brown c. and lrlenezes
J., ,,rnsurance Law in Canada"
(Toronto: Carswe11 Co. Ltd., Lggà)
pã
30 rr, Àustralia,
section 14
(Agents & Brokers)
Àct 1984 (cth) provides that wherernsurance
a
contract
of insurance is
arranged or effected by an insurance intermediary,
pãy*unt to
the intermediary is a discharge as beiween the insured
and
insurer

of the ria¡irity of thã insured to pay the premium.
31 In Frank v Sun Lifg_Àsg¡f.
Co.(Ig93 I 20 Ont App. Rep.
s64, it was-EEea @iiã*i*"-"iä-päiaure
in
cash' The reason for thiJis becau=e-of' the conditionar nature
of a palment made with gheque. rn qEg v r,rùf"ãr Lif e
Association of Àustraria (rg94i
rg N.z.r,.n. 32L rÃus
'palment
a cheque is onty a
conditionar palment which reïives with
the
originai
of
the insured in the event of a dishonour. stãirunanriãuirity
v snergt_s!
3}..(1?87,26c.c.L.r.78(on_t..D.c.¡n""ffir"ã,lo*".,.''
that the court Fay stilr hord the itrs,ri", riable where the
palrnent_ of premium
is made -t9 _the agent by
;; ir is
still within the agent's imprie¿autñå;ity
"h;õ"
to
accept
cheques.
rn -tþe case' it wãs said €trat the
agreement
did not
prohibit the agent from accep.ting. "gã"òypayabre to him
personally since the agent is aütrrorized
" "hËã;;
td
accept
cash.
Reriance
was placed on. Çl-ay- Eirr _Brick a rire co._ v.- Rawrings (1938)
4 AII E.R. fOO
s reached that where
accepts
personar
a
cneque
rtri"n
is honoui"ã, rhere
ll"^"g:"t
rs a paynent in cash.
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the palment of premium to the agent wilr bring it within the
operation of the section. The section made use of the phrase
"due in respect of a contract issued by the insurer", and a
contention well accommodated thereby is that the section does
not appry to premirms paid when the application for insurance
is mafls.
The provision may be interpreted so as to create separate
rules governing payments lna¿s ¿¡ the time of the application
but before the issue of any contract of insurance. This
interpretation makes the application of the Act uncertain in
respect of issues of this nature. rt seems slightly
unrealistic though, given the duty imposed on the insurance
agent by section 393 of the same Act which apparently is not
so restricted in its scope. Further, there is no rational
basis for such artificial distinction on the time of palnnent.
This is especialry so in view of the case raw in canada that
insurers may sue to recover any unpaid premiums from the
insurance agent.32

rn Nigeria, there is no expressed provision in respect
32 The cases of Guardian rnsu.
co. of canada v Gates
(1984) 9 C.C.L:I. ttt
Association Lt4: Spg. cf
"="i*
UTrqqrï.
lttv,
@e.c
beheld
accountabre to the insurer for the prerniuni coIläcted
on
beharf of the insurer. rt shourd be notËa that the former case
was decided with reference to section 355 of the (1970)
rnsurance Act of ontario which is
to section 390 of
the rnsurance Act of ltanitoba. The simirar
agent was held not riable
in the case for the return of the pr.ñiu, corlected by reason
of the ci¡s'm5!¿¡ces of the case ãnd the fact
that there was
no contract of agency between the insurer and the
agent.
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of who bears the loss where the insurance agent misappropriates the premirrm. rt wilr be unproductive, however, to be
undury critical of this omission in view of the numerous
decisions on this point shaping the same conclusion. The same
position ensured by statute in t{,anitoba may be worked out in
the traditionar case by case nanner. rn u. A. c. v
owoade33 this was dealt with as a fraud of the insurance agent
for which the principal is liable. There it was expressed that
where Lhe agent nisappropriates any money corlected on beharf

of his principal, the principal is liable to any involved
third party. The insurer is liabl-e even though the premium
was never received fron the agent.

This traditional view of the courts on premium was
restated in onwuegbu & Anor. v Afriqan rnsurance co. Ltd.34
where Kaine J. held that:
" - - - if _the agent misappropriates the amount which he
;:ltff:;u";".fåïrJ"Jå.t'f 'tlt is their own lookout and
This liability
of the insurer as the principal sTas again
reaffirmed in Esewe v Asiemo e Anor.36 There, the plaintiff
had insured his car r+ith the second defendant through the
first defendant. The first defendant was an agent of the
second defendant and preniums h?ere paid to the first
33 (
19ss )
34 (

1e6s

3s
36

)

2 w.L.R. 13 (P.C.).

N.ü.L.R.
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ibid at page 252.
(Le7 4' 4 V. r. L. R.

355.
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ant. Upon a Ioss, the insurer denied liability on grounds
including, inter alia, the non receipt of premiums paid by the
insured. Atake J, held the insurer was bound by the action of
the agent and that if an agent misappropriated the premium
collected on behalf of the insurer, the insurer was still
liable on the contract. Atake J. said further:
"r have not been satisfied of this fraud arreged against
but assuming that he was fraudureit ana that
Jthe_3gentl
he did misappropriate the premi,m and thus commit
criminal offence, he was nonetheless the servant of thea
second defendant acting within the scope of authority in
the execution of his master's business. u. A. c v owoade
is authority for
that in such a case"þãuirffi
a third party still-saying
lies with the naster."3/
Eaving regard to the rerationship of the agent and the
insurer, a conclusion of riability on the part of the insurer
seems defensible here. Furthermorer pafmênt of premium to the
agent was made because of the authority that the agent has to
receive such on beharf of the insurer. Being an agent of the

insurer and having received the premirrm on behalf of the
insurer, the agent has thus acted for the insurer and the
concrusion is that the insurer has received such payment from
the insured.
The next issue of interest here is whether this concrusion shows any appropriateness. where a finding is made
against the insurer and the insurer cannot claim such premiums
from the insured, where does the insurer recover the premium?
rf an avoidance of the poricy is sought as a resurt of non
37

ibid. ar

page 358.
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palment of premiun, does the insurer have a right against the

agent for the loss sustained thereby?
A duty has been imposed on insurance agents to remit
premi'ms to the insurer pronptly and the insurer may have
recourse against the agent for the enforcement of this duty.
The premium is collected for the insurer and the insurer can

sue the agent for the recovery of the premiun. rn rNA Life
rnsurance co. of canada v stoyres rnsurance services Ltd.,38

the insurer brought an action against the agent to recover the
premiurn it did not receive from the agent after it was paid
by the insured. part of the premium had not been forwarded by

the agent in accordance with the arrangement of
the parties and the insurer was herd entitred to judgement for
the sum less the commission of the agent.
Eaving the right to receive the premium from the agent,
the insurer can not use the non palrment of premium as a ground

of avoiding liability under the poricy. The concl-usion of
liability against the insurer is strengthened by the fact that
this duty, which is enforceabre and punishable under the Act,
is owed to the insurer and not to the insured. where the
insurer has sustained any loss as a result of the fairure of
the agent to remit the premium paid within the stipulated
period' it is the submission here that the insurer should have
a cause of action against the agent for such rosses arising
out of the agent's breach of duty.
38 (1987,) 26 c.c.L.r. 2go (Nfrd.
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rn hording the insurer responsibre for the errors of the
agent in respect of preminms, one should be nindful of the
fact that liabirity here is inpricitry based on the authority
of the agent. Even where the agent lacks an actuar authority
to receive palnnent for the insurer, the presentation of the
agent as a representative of the insurer vests in him an
apparent authority to receive palment of premiums for the
insurer. rn the absence of any known limitation in this
respect, the insurer becomes bound by the receipt through the
agent.

D. Giving Notice Of Loss Through The Agent
Proof of the loss sustained is an important el_ement of
the right of recovery against the insurer and the liability
of the insurer is contingent on the receipt of the notice of
such loss. The policy may provide for the giving of notice of
loss to insurers within a period after the ross. where there
is no provision in the policy governing the time for giving
notice of ross, it is expected that notice wirr be given
within a reasonable time.
where the policy stipurates a time rinit for giving
notice of loss to the insurer, a strict compliance with the
stipuration is necessary as a condition precedent to the
liability of the insurer. rn Royal Bank of canada v safeco
rnsurance co. of Àmerica,39 the insurer was able to avoid
39 (rgag) 33 c.c.L.r. 47. (Arta
e.B.)
U
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liability by reason of the insured's fairure to give notice
of loss to the insurer within the period stipurated in the
poticy.
stipulations as to the time of giving notice of Loss have
been uphetd by the courts and the rationale is stated to be
the prevention of fraud and deception upon the insurer. By
receiving notice of loss within the stipurated time, the
insurer has the opportunity to make investigation into the
ross and determine the need to pay or defend the claim put
forward by the insured.40 rn Nationar Gvpsum (can) Ltd. v
Acadia rnsurance Co.,4I th" policy contained a provision that
notice of the loss must be given to the insurer without deray
whire the applicable statutory provision provided that written
notice of the ross was to be given forthwith in writing to the
insurer. The court observed that by fairing to give notice,
the opportunity to inquire into the matter while the matter
was stilr fresh was rost and this is of great importance to
the insurer.
with the need to give notice of loss within the
stipulated time or a reasonabre tine after the loss came the
question of who is entitted to receive such notice of loss.
Notice may be given to the insurer personarly but it is not
in all cases that such notice is required to be given to the
40 Applenan J.A. and Applerna¡ J. fnsurance
Law and
,
Sractisg (St. Paul, Ètinn.: I{est publishing Co., 1981) Volurne
3, section 1391.
4t (r9ss) rB D.L.R. (2d) Lls (N.s.s.c.
)

=
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insurer personally. The duty on the insured may be discharged
by giving notice of ross to a dury authorised agent of the
insurer. This brings in again the question of the authority
of the insurance agent.
where the agent has authority to receive notice of the
loss, a notice given to the agent is varid and effective
against the insurer, even if the notice is not communicated
to the insurer. grhere the agent has no authority to receive
such notice of loss, but such notice is given to the agent,
the notice is effective where it is actually cornmunicated to
the insurer- The probrem of transferred agency may arise,
however, where the agent lacks authority to receive notice of

the ross from the insured and on receiving such from the
insured' fails to communicate it to the insurer. rn effect,
the agent may be seen as acting contrary to the instructions
of the insurer and doing so in this instance, by receiving
notice of ross, courd onry have been done as an agent of the
insured.

A problem of the sâme gem nay arise where there is a
specified means of giving notice in the poricy of insurance.
The question here is whether the notice of loss given to the
agent is enough conpriance with the provisions of the poricy.
rn the absence of information tending to establish the
contrary, an insured has been held entitred to assume that the
agent through

the contract of insurance is negotiated has
authority to receive notice of the ross. The insured is not
whom

tF...rT
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affected by any absence of actuar authority to receive such
in the agent. Notice given to the agent is binding on the
insurer even where the agent has ceased, without the knowledge
of the insured, to be the agent of the insurer before the
happening of the loss.
rn üarsden v City and County Assurance42, the poticy of
insurance e¡as effected through a locar agent of the insurer.
The policy provided that in the event of a lossr ân irnmediate
notice is to be given to some known agent of the insurer.
After the issue of the policy, the local agent ceased to be
an agent of the insurer, but this s¡as not known to the
insured. Notice of a loss was given to the agent and this.was
herd to be sufficient notice within the poricy. Erte c.J.
said:
rrno

notice, however, was given to the praintiff of the
transfer, or that Lewis lthe agent] has ceased to be the
defendants_' agent. r think tha[ under the circumstances,
the defendants are not entitred tqrcontend that notice
to Lewis was not a notice to them,,a
The case threads a way in the area of transferred agency in
respect of giving notice of ross. rt has prevented contentions
on the incidence of agency where the two erements involved are
the failure to cornmunicate notice of loss directly to the
insurer and the invorved agent was known in the course of the
transaction as an agent of the insurer.
I{here the agent is the person through whom the contract
42 (186s) L.R. 1c.p. 232.
43

iuia., ât page z3g
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leas effected, in the absence of actuar knowredge of rack of

authority to receive such, the insured is entitled to give
notice of the loss to the agent. This implies that notice to
a known agent of the insurer with an apparent authority to
receive such for the insurer, is vatid in the absence of
anything to the contrary. The agent has an option of ]etting
the insured know of the rack of authority and the fairure to
do so wilt resurt in the riabirity of the insurer.
The second consideration is the position where there is

a specified means of giving notice of loss. The poricy may
provide that notice must be given to the insurer at its head
office within a certain period of tine. rf notice is given to
the agent in this circumstances, such wil_I be valid if the
agent dury transmits it to the insurer within the stipulated
period.44 T.f the agent fairs to transmit the notice to the
insurer or fairs to transmit it within the stiputated period,
the position is that no vatid notice is given to the insurer.
Às Appleman puts it, "oral notice to the agent is not suffi_
cient compliance by the clairnant with the policy requirement . " 45

This position is brought out in the case of Brook v
Trafalgar Insurqnce Co. Ltd.46 which has become authority for
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v yorkshire rnsurance Co. (19131 24 W.L.R. 389.
¿E "rtt
J.A. and Apprenan J., rnsurance Law and
:" Appreman
paul,
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uinn.: Weét publishingffi
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3' section l-449.
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the view that a locar agent has no usual authority to waive
a condition concerning the giving of notice of loss to the
head office of the insurer within a certain period. There, the
policy provided that notice of an accident or ross must be
given in writing to the insurer at its head office within
seven days of the loss and that failure to do this will resul_t
in the forfeiture of benefits under the policy. A ross
occurred and this was reported to the insurer,s provincial
agent. The insured was given a claim form which was returned
to the agent sixteen days later. rt was held that the claim
was out of tine and that there vras no evidence that the agent
had authority to waive an express condition of written notice
being sent to the insurer's head office.
Any criticism of the reasoning of this case has to be
done with great caution in as much as the insured even
defaurted in giving a written notice to the agent within the
stipulated period of time. Eowever, the hackneyed question
here is whether the notice given to the agent can override the
consistent failure of the insured to communicate such notice
to the head office of the insurer as required in the poricy.
The express provision of the poricy has denied any authority
of the agent in respect of receiving notice of l_oss. The
earrier observation is that knowledge of an insurance agent
may be inputed to the insurer. Eow does this contention affect
the concrusion reached in this case? Notice of the loss was
given to the agent within the stipurated time and consider-
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ation of a possibre inputation of knowredge of the agent to
the insurer night be helpful here.
rn making any categoricar statement, much wirl depend on
the knowredge of the insured on the extent of the agent's
authority to receive the notice of ross. rf the insured had
knowledge of the poricy provision as to the means of giving
notice, then there is a known rinitation on the authority of
the agent to receive such. No inputation of the knowledge of
the agent will be lna¿g where the insured knows or has reason
to believe that the infornation wiII not be communicated to
the insurer and such knowredge is evidenced by a knowl_edge of
the lack of authority in the agent to receive notice of l-oss.
The question thus, wiII be whether the insured has knowJ_edge
of the defect in the authority of the agent or the policy
provision dearing with the notice of ross. This is a question
of fact to be determined according to the circunstances of
each case.

this generous approach to the issue of notice
of loss fit into the general overview so far presented? where
there is authority in the agent to receive the notice of the
loss' the agent receives such notice and fails to communicates
it. to the insurer, the conclusion is that the insurer is
riabre to the insured on the poricy as if the insured actualry
cornmunicates it to the insurer in person. The insurer may then
seek an indemnity for such riabitity from the agent and the
agent may have an errors and omissions insurance coverage to
Eow does
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fall- back on in the event of an insolvency.
where the agent racks an authority to receive such
notices but does so on behalf of the insurer, the position has
been identified as depending prinarily on the kind of agent
involved and if there is any policy provision in respect of
this. If the agent is the same agent through whom the insurance was effected or a known agent of the insurer, then the
insurer nay be affixed with such notice and herd riable on the
policy. The insurer may stilr have a recourse against the
agent.
where there is a po.ricy provision known to the insured,

on the means of giving notice of 1oss, âny notice given to the

agent is ineffective against the insurer. The agent too may
not be herd riable since there is nothing indicative of faurt
on his part. The faurt ries sorely with the insured. The moot
point here is whether the insured may be herd to be at faurt

if he does not know that notice of ross may only be effectiveIy given to the insurer at the head office. The rack of
frequency in the occurrence of this as an event makes it a
very minor consideration but it is suggested here, that in
such circrrmstancesr a duty should be imposed on the insurance
agent to communicate such notice to the insurer within the
term of the poticy, or to inforn the insured pronptly of the
need for actuar communication of such notice to the insurer
at the head office.
l{here the insured does not have knowledge of the means

-
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of giving notice as provided in the poli cy,47 the duty on the
agent to enlighten such insured may play a parãmount role- On
informing the insured of the need to communicate directry with
the insurer, the insured has an opportunity of doing so.
without such information, many insureds wilr rely on the
communication to the agent as being sufficient. where there
is no such knowtedge and no enlightenment by the agent on the
proper way of giving notice, the view is that the agent shoul_d
be made tiable for any toss arising thereby on the poricy.
In naking the agent liabte, however, two problems are
presented. The first is on the solvency of the agent to meet
the insured's craim and the second is on the basis of the
liability of the agent to the insured. There is presentry no
duty on the insurance agent to entighten members of the pubric
on how to give notice of ross. Fairure to do this by an
insurance agent may not result in riabirity for any loss
arising thereby. yet the consequences may be of importance to
the insured.
These problems nay be met by imposing liability

on the
insurer. The basis of the Iiability will be the lack of
knowledge of the extent of the authority of the agent. fn
adopting this, however, two areas have to exarnined carefully.
47 This kind of crain nay
be made by peopre of rittr-e
education who may have rittle -or no oppori"-"it'y
of knowing

the provisions in the poricy.
considerlïg the f-iteracy levelin Nigeria and some other -tnira
*ori¿-"ãuntries, thís is a
claim that should be protected in the law.

.
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The first

is how to ensure that the approach is not used to
achieve an otherwise unjust craim. The second is how to
protect the interest of the insurer in respect of such
liabirity. The approach is necessary to protect the interest
of the insured in the event of no fault on his part. The need
for fairness nay be baranced against the envisaged problems
by making it a strict duty on the insurance agent to inform
the insured promptly of the absence of authority in him to
receive such notices.
where the insured claims to have no knowledge of the
poricy provision, if the duty imposed on the agent is wel_I
perforned, the agent will inform the insured of an absence of
authority to receive the notice. This wirr prevent reliance
by the insured on such communications to the insured as having
satisfied the need under the poricy of insurance. where the
agent fails to do this, the responsibility for the error wil_l
be on the insurer and for this, the breach of the duty to
communicate absence of authority to receive notices, the
insurer may have a cause of action against the agent.

rt is observed that it is ¡rossible for insureds to cl-aim
arways a rack of knowredge of the policy provisions in respect
of giving notice of loss. This wirr depend on a lot of
personal factors such as the riteracy tevel and the shrewdness
of the insured. Eowever, this kind of craim wirl be prevented
where such duty is imposed on the insurance agent and the duty
is well performed.
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II
The Scope of the Agent,s Authority
rnsurance agents have been given various descriptions
depending on what the agent primarily does. There are cfassifications of agents as general, exclusive, 1ocal, special,
recording and even soriciting agents. As stated earlier, the
agency rerationship is that whereby the agent is abre to
affect certain legar rerations of the principar by making
contracts. The extent to which an agent can affect the legal
position of the principar does not depend on the raber given
to the agent but rather on the authority given by the insurer
to the agent to act
The generar rure in agency raw is that the principar is
bound by any acts of the agent done within the scope of the
vested authority. Authority in this sense, refers to actual
authority vested in the agent. rn insurance law, this may be
stated as the generar position too. rn the instances identified in this chapter, where an actual authority for the act
done is found, the insurer will be responsible for the errors
of the agent in executing the subject of instructions. ÍJhere
the error itserf consists of the subject of instructions, the
fault or error can easily be shifted to the concerned party.
rn the previous chapterr attenpts have been made to see
how far this position has been respected in cases of agents
completing proposar forms. rn cases such as van schirt v Gore
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Ilutual rnsurance company4S there courd be found in the
arrangement of the parties an actuar authority in the agent
to comprete part of the proposal form. Despite this, a
transfer was made in the event of the agent completing the
form. some of the cases on agents completing proposal forms
followed an approach that can easiry lead to a concrusion that
actual authority is i'nma¡s¡i.1 to the issue of transfer.
Though these cases have not recognised the importance of
the authority vested in the agent, other cases have given the
deserved importance to the subject. with the actuar authority
found, a transfer of the incidence of agency is prevented. The
principal is riable and the insurer can not escape
responsibirity. The riabirity of a principal for the agent,s
acts may arso arise in another rerated manner. rt could be on
the basis of the agent's ostensibre or apparent authority.
This form of authority has been used by some courts in
reaching decisions on agency transfer.
The liability of the principar may arso be a product of
a deriberate assumption of responsibility. This is the case
where a principar chooses to ratify the previously unauthorized acts of the agent. Though the act does not falr within
the scope of the agent's authority, the principal is enabred
to take advantage of them. By adopting the acts, liabirity
arises. rn insurance Iaw, and especiarly in the context of
transferred agency, this form of liability does not form part
48 (supra).
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of our interest. This is because the issue of agency transfer
would have been avoided from the onset if the insurer has
adopted the unauthorized act.
Liabirity nay arso be imposed on the principal where a
statutory provision infers an agency rerationship. The
parties, though not intending the relationship, have voruntariry entered into a set of arrangements which the statute has
designated as an agency relationship. The authority found
here, not being actuar or ostensibre authority, is of interest
in our context. rn insurance Iaw, such nay be of prime
importance as it nay dispense with the various distortions
presently found in the apprication of agency principres.
.The
authors Brown and llfenezes, refer to this forn of authority as
"statutory authorit"".49 since the statute does not bind the
principar and the agent to each other and only gives certain
recognition to their already existing rerationship, the
authors opine that the contradiction between agency as a
consensuar relationship and a statutory authority is very
superficial.

A.

This form of authority is that which is expricitJ_y
created by the principal on the agent. The extent to which the
49 Brown c. and l,lenezes
J. , fnsurance Law in
(Toronto: Carswell Co. Ltd, 1982)
page 53.
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agent can act has been shown and any act of the agent within
the express rimitation is binding on the principar. There must

be evidence that the principar delegated the power to act
either by express words or express writing to the agent. This
is consistent still with the expressed view that since there
is no formal requirement for the creation of agency, âny
authority vested either expressry in writing or orally is
binding on the principal.
In insurance law, this actual authority too may be
evidenced in writing or orarly. rn most cases, however, there
witl be a formal agency agreement between the insurer and the
agent. This shows the actual authority of the agent to act for
the insurer. The issue of note here is that such agency
agreements do not show the extent of the authority of the
agent to act for the insurer. rt is evidence of the existence
of an authority to act for the insurer but is not indicative
of how far the agent is authorized by the insurer to go in
acting for the insurer.
At the time the apprication for licensing of the agent
is made, the authority vested in the agent may be sperred out
in the agreement but this is not conclusive of the arrangement
between the insurer and the agent. The agreement is onry to
be taken as an indication of the existence of an authority to
act and not as indices of the extent of the authority vested.
To determine the nature and the extent of the authority vested
in the agent, there must be a resort to the facts and circum-
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stances of the cases. The agreenent is usefur primarily for
the purposes of registration and determining the existence of

authority.
Eereunder, the question may arise on how to determine the

extent of the agent's authority where reliance can not be
praced on the agency agreenent. How do we identify those acts
of the agent for which actuar authority is given? rn vesting
the authority to act, the insurer would have indicated the
specific acts to be done by the agent. This actuar authority
given to the agent nay be seen as necessariry involving
authorizing any act needed to execute the agent's express
authority. I{here an agent is expressly authorized to effect
a contract of i-nsurance with an insured, necessarily, the
authority covers the interpretation of questions in the
proposal form"
This way of identifying actuar authority nay be confusing

with the possibirity of the authority being raberred an
inpried one. rmplied in this sense because it is incidental_
to and inpried in the grant of expricit powers to the agent
as defined in the express instructions. rn using the phrase
'inpried authority", it is necessary to make a distinction
between the use of the term as in the restrictive sense and
the looser use of it. The 1atter may be described as an aspect
of ostensible authority.
rn the restricted use of the word, irnpried authority may
be seen as a part of actuar authority. A part that can not be
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extricated. The agent has to obtain a compreted application
form from the applicant. To achieve this end, the agent may
need to interpret the ranguage of the apprication. This may
be seen as a factual issue. The si¡srrmslances of the cases
wirr be the identifying factors in determining the scope of
the agent's actual authority.
B.

This is an

uncommon

form of authority which may be of

importance where the agent has no express instructions to act

for the insurer. rn the absence of any express authority and
the inability to infer âoy, the position of the agent as a
representative of the insurer may dictate the form of authority. This authority which is applied to enable the agent to
act in the interest of the principar has been recognised with
the suggestion of Laskin c.J. in Guardian rnsurance co. of
canada v victoria Tire sares Ltd.50 th.t usuar authority forms
an additionar category of authority. The authors Brown and
lilenezes have shown, however, that this wourd change the
position of a third party very rittle. This is because of the
present use of apparent authority in insurance raw.
The recognition of this "usuar,, authority of the agent
may cut down the extent of the agent,s personal riabiJ_ity to
the insurer for the unauthorized act but a third party witl
have a more protected cover with the ostensibre authority of

so trgTg) ï.L.R. r-rrs4 (s.c.c.

)
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the agent. with the existence and inprication of ,,apparent
authority'r, the insured's position is in no way affected by
the introduction of this new form of authority. However, this
provide a more objective test in determining faurt as the
consideration here is what wilr be usual in the trade having

may

regard to the position of the agent.
Under this head of consideration, there will- be

an

assessment of the situation,

the position occupied by the
agent as a representative and the previous course of conduct
of the agent- These may shape a conclusion that the agent may
act in the manner so done without a prior instruction from the
principal- This is particularry usefur where the agent is
invorved with a third party on a more frequent basis. rn our
context here, however, rittre gain will resurt from the use
of this form of authority. In most cases, the agent wilL not
have frequent contact with the insured and only extrinsic
evidence may show the usual course of conduct of the agent.
The onry recourse in finding support for the insured,s
position where actuar authority is racking may thus be the
ostensible authority found in the agent.
c.

rt has been repeatedly stated that the insurer is bound
by the acts of the agent within the scope of an ostensible
authority. The word "ostensible,, here may be used interchangably with an apparent authority and as the word itself con-
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notes' vests in the agent an authority that nay apparentry be
seen created. rn determining the existence of this authority,
there is an assessnent of any conduct of the principar as
reasonabry understood by particurar third parties transacting
business with the agent. rn finding expression for riabitity

under this head, it is to be noted that the rack of an actualauthority does not relieve the insurer of any obrigation.
There courd be furr riabirity
found.

on the ostensibre authority as

Tarr identifies ostensibre authority on the basis of
estopper and states that it arises where a principar by words
or conduct has represented or permitted to be represented that
an agent has an authority to act.51 rh. representation, where
relied on by third parties, operates as an estoppel preventing

the principar from denying any liabirity
agent's act.

arising from the

The authors Brown and l¡lenezesr on the other hand, argue

that apparent authority shourd be based on an objective
consent of the principal. The contention is that apparent
authority historicalJ-y predates estopper. stating that
estoppel owes its origin to the law of torts, they identify
the fact that estopper can not give rise to a cause of action.
The authors state that the objective consent concept of
apparent authority establishes a safeguard against abuses by
5r Tarr it.A., ïnsgrance Intermediaries
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insurers that is as good as estopper.s2 This is seen as an
advantage by establishing such safeguards whire ',preserving
a necessary measure of control by the insurer over its agency
networkt'.
seen either as an objective consent or identified on the

basis of estoppel' apparent authority resurts from the
principal's conduct which causes a third party to reasonably
believe the existence of an authority to act. some acquiescence on the part of the principal is necessary for the
agent

to act on beharf of the principal. rn this regard, the same
mechanism of nanifesting the actuar authority of the
agent may
evidence the apparent authority. The difference between the
.
manifestation of actual and apparent authority may be
stated
as resting on the person to whom the manifestation is made.

In the case of an actual authority, the manifestation is made
to the agent while for an ostensible authority, the
manifestation is made to the third party or is made by
someone
with the principails acquiescence to the third party. Jerry
states that to estabrish apparent authority, it must be shown
that the principar has knowingly permitted the agent to
exercise the authority in question, or in some manner manifest
its consent that such authority be exercised.53
Brown and Èrenezes have sought to identify

52 Brown c. and l{enezes

(1982) pages 46-47.
53
--

understand@
_ 16r. Jerry R.' --..-

J.,

apparent
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authority rrith the actuar authority vested the agent. t{aking
it clear that apparent authority cannot exist without actual
authority, it yras opined that where the actuar authority
granted is extensive, the apparent authority becomes thereby
enlarged. This is seen as a resurt of the ease to estabLish
a reasonabre berief of the agent,s wide powers with an
extensive actual authority. Conversely, where the agent has
onry a "narrow and specific" authority to establish a belief
in a broad apparent authority nay be difficu1t.54
This may be seen as the

sâme

observation made in Appleman

thatr prima facie, the powers of an insurance agent are
commensurate and co-extensive with the business entrusted to
the agent's
""r".55 This does not provide, however, a
justification for categorizing agents into classes by having
regard to their emprolment. The scope and extent of the
agent's authority is not shown by the laber used but rather
on the entrusted business.
The reriance of the insured on the agent's act or
representation must have been a reasonabre one. rt wirl not
be reasonable where the insured has knowledge of an absence
of actuar authority to act for the insurer. I{here there are
restrictions in the agent's powers not communicated to the
insured, the linitation wirl be irrelevant between the insured
qô.

Brown C. and üenezes
(1982) page 48.
(

198r

)

Appleman J.A. and Appleman
Vo1ume 16, section 8674.
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and the insurer- with an apparent authority in the agent,
it
is irnma¿erial that such rinitation has been put in operation.

with an observation on the scope of the agent,s
authority' two questions become rerevant. The concept of
ostensibre authority has been applied in dearing with the
possible instances of transferred agency. The agent compreting
the proposal form for applicants present a problem of the same
gem- hfhy has it been difficult to apply the same
concept of

ostensible authority to cases of agents conpteting proposar
forms? Furthermore' an apprication of the agency principÌe
wirr achieve which resurts in the state of affairs?
TII

Eolding insurance agents personaÌry responsible for the
errors and omissions occasioned by them is not a recent
invention. As far back as L9I2, a personal liability of
the

agent arising in contract as wetr as in torts has been
recognised. rn Rudd paper Box Co. v Ricer56 there r,¡as
an
action against an agent and the riabirity of the agent was
found in a breach of a duty owed to the insured to ensure
that
the issued poricy covers the requested coverage. The agent
was seen as having contracted to procure valid insurance
for

s6 (1912) 3 o.w.N. s34 (onr.
c.A.).
Æ
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varuable consideration and a fairure in this regard imposes

Iiability.
shiblelr argues that where an agent gives an undertaking
to procure effective insurance, the want of insurance wour_d
incur liabirity regardress of the care used in acting. on the

other hand, it was argued, where the agent merely contracted
to use due care and skirr to procure an effective insurance,
then there is riabirity only on a negligence or fraud. shibrey
suggests as a test under this head, whether the contract
is
one by which the agent agreed to take reasonabre steps
to
procure an effective insurance or one in which the
agent
undertook to procure an effective insuranc".57
Arthough the meaning of this approach seems crearly to
be a distinction between an ordinary undertaking and one

merely to use all reasonable steps, the approach is not
necessariry determinative of which view is to prevail. The
liabitity of an agent for breach of a duty to carry out the
functions attached to the post with care and skirr wir_l
necessarily arise out of a contractual duty.
where the tiability

of the agent is found in contract,
it arises out of the undertaking by the agent to act for the
insured in a certain way. The undertaking may be express
or
inpried but mostty wirl be inferred form the course of
dearings between the agent and the insured. The agent
and the
57 shibley R-E- Actions
ang__Ërokers
(L962) Law society or ,upffies Against êgts_
pages zlL
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insured must be ad idem on the nature of the undertaking
before there can be liabirity under this head. with this, it
is difficurt to articulate a duty under the distinction made
by shibrey.
The product of the consensus of the agent and
the insured may not be easily discernabre as one to use
reasonable care in procuring insurance or as one to procure
insurance- An integrated part of the undertaking to procure
insurance is an assumption of using reasonabre steps in
procuring it. Furthermore, as far as the applicant is
concerned' the undertaking is the same whichever way it is
viewed- rn so far as it is a distinction that may properry be
made only where the undertaking is being viewed
retrospectivery' it is difficult to clarify issues on this
basis introduced by Shibley.
The obrigations of the agent in this respect can onry be
determined with reference to the matters on which the agent
and the insured reached a consensus. Thus, the knowledge
of
the particurar erements of the coverage sought must be known
to the agent.
Having identified the fundamentar requirements for
success under this head, it is necessary to examine the
enforcement of the undertaking. The agreements between the
insured and the agent nay be seen as being gratuitous. This
as a misleading inpression has been corrected in Menna v
CugliettisS where it was held that the premiums paid for a
s8 (1970) r0 D.L.R. (3d)
r32 (onr. E.c. ).
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policy of insurance constitute the consideration between the
agent and the insured. rn Fþe,å rlewers ritd. et ar. v Generar
Accident Assurance co.of caEda.g! ¡L59, F"""er J. too opined
that an agent is not acting gratuitousry where the insured is
paying a substantial premirrm out of which the agent is paid
a commission.
whitst Jerry identifies the contract here on the ground
that it was exchanged for the applicant's promise to pay the
premium for the policy ultimately obtained,60 it
is good to
observe here' the imprications of a misfeasance on even
a
gratuitous undertaking. where the agreement between the
agent

and the insured is gratuitous, as is the case in the unlikely

event that the agent is not paid any commission from the
Premirrm, if the agent proceeds to perform the undertaking and
negligently performs the undertaking, there will be liability.
There is already a performance of an undertaking voluntariJ.y
assumed- where onry a nonfeasance is evidenced by the
inactiv_

ity there wilr be ctearly no riability

on the gratuitous

undertaking.

Liabitity for the errors of the agent may be founded
arternativery in tort. This predicates on a supposition of
negrigence on the agent's part. This is particularry
usefur_
where the agent has contracted to use due care and
skirr in
59 (
supra ) .
60

Jerry R.E. TI, Understandinr
co.

lltatthew Bendèr and

(New York:
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the execution of the duties. The fundamentar requirement for
success in this area is akin to what is needed to find
liability in contract. There must be an underlying agreement
by the agent to carry out a particurar subject of instructions
with care and skiI1. Liability here is warranted on the twin
grounds of an undertaking and a representation of professional
expertise. rn Fine's Frowers, it s¡as expressed that if an
agent hording himserf out as competent in the enterprise is
not found liable under the general taw of negrigence, there
wilr be a genuine basis for disquietude with the ability of
the law to develop its concepts with the realities of commerce

with the undertaking of the agent assuming a paramount
rore under each of these heads of liabitity,
it shourd come
as no surprise that an act may constitute both a breach of
contract or a breach of duty. This probably Led Jerry to
conclude that whether the breach of duty is viewed as a tort
or as a breach of contract will make very little difference
in most cases. one wonders why an aggrieved insured wil-l make
a craim in tort where there is the need to prove both the
undertaking and a negrigence. This has been addressed by Jerry
who says that a wider array of potentiar conseguentiar damages

are available to the applicant in tort.
wit,h the decision of the court of Appear in Fine,s
Flowers, the riabirity of an agent arising from the breach of
a fiduciary rerationship was made possibre in equity. since

N
'

I
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there must be a relationship between the agent and the insured

to justify tiability,
the court emphasised the need for a
fiduciary rerationship before riabirity can be identified in
this instance. rn the case, Estey c.J.o. could not find a
contract in the rerationship of the parties because of the
different concepts in the ninds of the insured and the agent.
with the rack of an "animus contrahendi" and the insufficient
meeting of the mind, Estey c.J.o. preferred to avoid the
conr¡lex line of reasoning necessary to lead to a liability
in
contract. Ee favoured riabirity in negrigence by reason of the
speciar rerationship arising in equity. The finding by Estey
c-J.o- created another regar toor in the varieties avairable
to address the liabirity of insurance agents for breach of
duty- This nay be regarded as another ingenious attempt at
finding justice where the existing toors prove inadequate in
estabrishing the personar tiability of the agent.
The identification of a possibre liabitity

in equity has
been criticized. Tarr asserts that equity comes into pray
appropriatery where some allegations of dishonesty is made
against the agent. This wirr be cases where questions of
loyarty' fidetity, honesty and the tikes are raised by the
principal seeking to avoid pa¡zment of commission or to obtain
an accounting by the agent of any secret profit.6l This
criticism assrmes significance in view of the sketchy articuration of the this head of riability and its application. Even
61 Tarr A.A-, Austrarian
rnsurance Law (r9g7) page r-r0-
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where this is the position, the conclusion may be reached that

the theories of riabirity in contract and in tort are enough
to dear with issues arising from the rerationship of the agent
and the insured.
rt is emphasised that the riability indicated under the
theories above are correrative in their application. The
existence of a remedy under one theory does not debar the
enforcement of rights under another theory of the agent,s

liability.

Jerry refers to this as the ',electing theory,, and
opines that the existence of a remedy for breach of contract
does not precrude the enforcement of an equitabre obligation-62 Fairbrothers v Dawson et ar.63 also demonstrates that
actions may be brought under these theories as aLternatives.
As Turner says' the question of riabirity is one that can not
be pigeon-hored thus, it is necessary to keep a mind on the
evolving theories of tiabirities. Turner notes that it is onty

naturalry logicat to turn first to contractuar concepts but
sight must not be rost of the trend which is to widen the
field of the agentts liabitity.64
where there is a fault occasioned by the faul-t of the
agent' the measure of damages wirr depend on the amount the
62
--

165.

Jerry R-8. rr' understanding rnsurance Law (1987)

63 ( r9s4 o.w.N. L2B (8.c.
)
64 Turner T., ïnsurance
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insured would have ctaimed from the insurer if the agent had

carried out the subject of instructions. This necessitates
the ancillary question of whether the insured nay be held contributory negligent under any of these theories of riability.
The question beeomes imperative in view of the findings in a
number of cases that the insured rdas contributory negrigent

and the awarded damages were reduced accordingry. rn Grove
service Ltd. v Lenhart Agencies65, the plaintiff was herd

contributory negligent to the extent of fifty per cent of the
ross which occurred and such finding was arso made in wallace
v Cooperative Fire and Casualty Co et aI.66
There is equatry a lack of precision in articulating the
contributory negrigence concept as the courts do not uniformry
recognise that it can reduce an appricant's craim against the
agent. In Cosyns v Smith et alr67 the issue was considered.
The appelrate court herd that there was no basis in raw for
any kind of contributory negligence. The decision is
commendable as it does not insurate insurance agents against
responsibility for faurt. rn Erliot et ar v Ron Dawson c
Associates (1972) et al.,68 th. court too noted that there is
no onus on the insured to read the poticy as delivered as the
insured has every right to trust the agent. rn Ataya v üutua1
6s (reze)
66 (reer)
67 (ree3)
68 (1982)

10 c.c.L.T. 10r (B.C.S.C. ).
I.L.R. I - 1303 (Sask. e.B. )

I C.C.L.I. 101 (ont. c.A. ).
r.L.R. r- 1564 (B.C.S.C. ) .
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of Onaha Insurance Co. et â1., 69 the agent was found tiabre
in failing to inform the insured of the extent of the coverage
procured- The supreme court of British corumbia said further,
that' the fact that the policy contained the exclusion crause
to be read did not assist the agent.
The court in peter unruh Ltd. v Kerly-Lucy Ltd. and
swift rnsurance.T0 too did not arrow the agent to throw off
the bonds of the trust by finding fault with the insured. rt
was held that the fact that the insured did not read the
poricy does not exonerate the agent from tiabirity where there
is a breach of a duty to procure coverage requested. The duty
to be certain the issued policy gives the sought coverage is
not avoidable by inputing negligence to the insured.
The personal riability

of the agent to the insured may
thus be taken as a sorution to the problems arising in
insurance raw and invorving the agent. ït has been made use
of where the agent fails to fulfir an undertaking on effecting
a requested coverage. This nay shift the focus from the
insurer where the agent is invorved in the contract and errors
are made by the agent affecting the insured's position. The
issue, however, is how far this position has been extended to
dear with problems in other cases of the agent,s invol_vement
in the contract. rn particurar, in the context of the agent
completing proposal forms, how far does this posit affect the

69 (r9BB) ï.L.R. r- 2L36 (B.c.s.c.
).
70 Gg76) 4 w.w.R. 4r9 (Alra. s.c.).
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insured and how effective are the schemes here in apportioning fairly the risk of losses though the agent's
involvement.

rv
Statutorv Regulation of Insurance Agents
As noted earlier, the reguration of insurance agents by
statute has been another feature of the protection offered to

the insured in respect of transferred agency. sections 390 and
393 of the Insurance Act of Þlanitoba have been referred to as
preventing a transfer of the incidence of agency where there

is a palment of premiums to the agent. rt should be
emphasised, however, that these provisions form only a part
of the measures put in place by the Act to protect the
interests of policyholders.
The rnsurance Act of Èlanitoba provides that no person

sha1l act, or offer or undertake to act as an agent in the
province without first having obtained a ricence under the
act.7r The purpose of the provision nay be stated to be
regurating the conduct of the agents and protect the public
by requiring a professionar standard of competence on the part
of the agents. fn this wâ}rr there is a safeguard of the
interest of those dealing with the agents.
7L section 369(1), fnsurance
Act of t¡tanitoba.
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the insured in respect of transferred agency. sections 390 and
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preventing a transfer of the incidence of agency where there

is a palment of premiums to the agent. rt shourd be
emphasised' however, that these provisions form only a part
of the measures put in prace by the Act to protect the
interests of policyholders.
The rnsurance Act of ltanitoba provides that no person
sharr act, or offer or undertake to act as an agent in the
province without first having obtained a ricence under the
act-71 The purpôse of the provision nay be stated to be

regurating the conduct of the agents and protect the public
by requiring a professionar standard of competence on the part
of the agents. In this wây, there is a safeguard of the
interest of those dealing with the agents.
7l section 369(I), rnsurance
Act of llanitoba.
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rncidentalry, the regulation of the industry in this way
nay be seen as not being prinariry protective in as much as
there are economic benefits to be derived. The issue of a
licence is upon the palment of a prescribed fee72 and this
raises the question of the nain purpose of the regulations.
viewing the extensive nature of the attempts at reguration,73 and the fact that the licence does not of itself
create any private right in the agent, the design of the
regulations may be stated to be protecting the public rather
than a revenue securing devise. The licence, when issued, is
regarded as a privitege and may not be used by the agent as
a protection against competit ion.74
The rnsurance Act of }tanitoba stipulates the need for a
ricence application.T5 There is needed an identification of
the agent with certain insurers to be represented. The
application may be made by any person, firm or corporation and
there could be an issue of the ricence to these various groups
of persons on compriance with the statutory requirements.
sections 371 (3) and (4) nake possible the issue of a ricence
72 section 3zr(1) rnsurance Act
ltanitoba. The
prescribed fee is to be determined having of
regard
to the area
of operation of the applicant for a license.
73 The whore of part Fifteen
of the rnsurance Act of
lltanitoba (sections 369 396) is directed
towaras regulation
of the agents.
74 standard rnsurance
v sturdevant (rg77) 566 p.
2d s2 at
"oy=. c. );75 section 320(I).
!....
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to a corporation and this is borne out in vita credit union
ttd. v stotskiT6 where it was held that a corporation may be
licensed as an insurance agency under the express provisions
of sections 37I(3) and 3g0 of the Act.
The conditions precedent to the issue of a ricence have
been prescribed by the rnsurance Act of l{anitoba. But in
tightening the rein of control over the industry, the Act has
introduced a discretionary povrer of refusar vested in the
superintendent of rnsurance. The use of the controrring phrase
"if he is satisfied" in section 37r(t) dearing with the issue
of a licence has indicated elearty that the issue is within
the discretion of the superintendent. patterson opines that
the use of the words of mentar operation in statutes such as
"in his discretiofl", ttsatisfiêd,,, ,,convinced,, or other words
of like inport is an indicia of discretionary power. section
370(1) of the rnsurance Act of lrlanitoba has given force to
this contention in ü,anitoba.
The issue of a ricence being discretionary is equarry
attested to by section 37r(2, which provides that:
"where, f-or any reason, the superintendent is of the
opinion that an applicant is noË suitabre p".=q4
to be
issued a ticence,-ñe .ay refuse hi^;-ú;;"ãã.;f
Though the courts may be hesitant in overruring the decision
of the superintendent in the tight of the superintendent,s
experience, the decision is stirr subject to review. cases
76
77

17 tltan. R. 2d 48 (e.a.
emphasis added.
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such as Ardell v Sgperintendent of rnsurance for the province

of saskatchewanTS and Alto v The rnsurance councir of 8.c.79
have shown that despite the discretionary power given to the
superintendent, a review could stirl be made of his decision.
Does this guarantee that there would be sufficient
compriance with the provisions of the Act? patterson calls for
an "imprisonment" provision as a sufficient deterrent for non
compriance with regurations in the Act. This form of reguJ_ation is suggested by patterson after doubting the efficacy of
the civil penarty of a fine usuarry inposed on an erring
agent.80 This position is favoured in Nigeria where an agent
could be liable on conviction for an offence of breaching the
regulations to a fine, imprisonment for two years or botrr.Br
The penar consequences of a viotation of the requirement of
a ricence is not stated in the rnsurance Act of l¡lanitoba.
Section 369(1) provides:
"no- person sharr act, or offer or undertake to act, as
an insurance agent in Ithe] province without first having
obtained a licence under the Act.',

This underscores the offence intended by the section on a
breach of its provisions. Furthermore, there is no imposed
sanction of a penal nature on the agent acting as such without
78
79

I.L.R. r-I317 (Sask. e.B. ).
(r983) r.L.R. 1-rs96 (B.c.s.c. ).
(1981)

80 Patterson E.W., rnsurance Commissioner
in the United
States (New York: Johnson
page L7O.
81

section 26, Insurance Act of Nigeria, (Le76).
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the proper authorization. This is unlike section 346(22, of
the Insurance Act of Ontario which provides:
who ass rmes to act as an agent without the
l'9"ery person
licence
required þV thjs
o, white his ticence
as such is suspended, is guitty
"."Èionlof
áirãn"Ël;
""
rt should be noted that the offence here is seen in
the
agent's breach of the regurations. The insurer is not hel_d
at
fault for dearing with the erring agent. A catr_ for a stricter

maintenance of adequate contror on the
agent was made in
section 26 of the rnsurance Act of Nigeria which makes it

an

offence for an insurer to reckressry and knowingry transact
business with an unricensed insurance agent. The insurer
is
liable on conviction to a fine and has to refund art funds
collected by the agent.
The design of this is to make insurers participate
more

furly in the regurations of the agent,s conduct. presentfy,
in lnanitoba, the insurers are not so involved in
the
reguration of the insurance industry. The alternative
adopted
in ll,anitoba designed to guarantee compriance is the provision
for a revocation of the ricence of an insurer who transacts
business through an unlicensed agent.

A feasible indirect sanction in respect of breach of
regulations and also directed towards the agent has
been

estabrished by the case raw. The rule of construction adopted
in cope v RowrandsS2 i= that the object of the regisrature
in
enacting a statute is to determine if any contract
made

(

1836 )

in
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breach of the regurations is enforceabte. with an absence in
Ètanitoba of any statutory provision naking unenforceable any
agreement to pay conmission to an unlicensed agent, this rule

of construction activates the necessary regutatory mechanism.
There will be rittre incentive for acting as an agent,
unricensed, where the possibility of recovering conmission is
ilrusory- rf the statute prohibiting unlicensed agents is
meant as a mere revenue measure, the agreenent made in
violation of it is not invaridated and may be enforced. This
view is based on a consideration of the revenue to the
province with an increased number of practising agents.
Eowever' where the statute is meant to protect the pubtic

by preventing unauthorized persons from carrying on the trade,
the agreenent for compensation becomes unenforceable. There

wirr not be a recovery for anything done in violation of the
Act- This view predicates on an assumption that ar1
compensation contracts are prohibited necessarily along with
the prohibition of unricensed persons. rfhere the statute is
designed to effect both of these objects, the compensation
prohibition view wirt prevair as a dominant rore is p]-ayed by
the protection sought for the public.
In t{,anitoba, the regulatory schemes may be seen as a
combination of the rules above and support the view that any
compensation arising out of the prohibited arrangement is
unenforceabLe. However, where the agent fairs to procure a
Iicence before entering into the transaction, the contract of
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insurance effected thereby does not become void. The policy
issued is not rendered void nor is the insured prevented
from
recovery by reason of the agent's non compliance
with the
regulations- As between the insured and the insurer,
the agent
remains the agent of the insurer and the vioration
of the
rules by the agent does not affect the insurance
contract
made.

As noted earlier' the punishment hereunder is directed
towards the agent and even favours the insurer as
there is no
need to pay compensation to the agent on the
agreement. t{ith
the regurations here, does the average policyhorder
become
guaranteed of an efficient service? wirr
the provisions in the

Act preventing transferred agency make any impact if
applied
to the situation of the agent completing proposar forms?
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IV

The concern in this chapter is the approach
appropriate
where the agent proceeds to effect the coverage
sought, but

in filling

the application form for the applicant, makes some
mistakes giving rise to a right of rescission of
the contract
effected in favour of the insur¿i. rt is necessary to
distin_
guish the position
l"I" fron.probrems arising where there is
a failure of an ündertaklng to effeot lnsurance, This
issue
of an agent eonpretrng proposar forms hae been a reric
of an
historicar confrict of interest and the insurer,s invorvement
with the problem makes it distinct from the issue of fair_ure
of coverage.

In the event of failure to effect a coverage, to the
ap_
plicant' there is no contract of insurance made.
Either no
contract of insurance is made or the intended coverage
is not
effected. fn the present issue, a contract has been
made
between the appticant and the insurer, and it
is on the
strength of the contract, rdith the insurer,s involvement,
that
the rights are to be tested. Conceding here, too,
that no
sorution can be offered to sorve the probrem arising presentry
that will not be a product of societar concern and
vaJ_ues,
might help to distinguish this position from
the earl_ier
stated ones.
205
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rn dearing with the issue of the agent firling proposar_
form for the applicant, there is no uniformity in the reason_
ing of the courts. Different emphases by different courts do
not enlighten on a general applicabre rule in this regard. The
differences in approach by the courts may be classified into
two- one' which is here called the,,traditional
contract
analysis", relates to the reasoning reading to the denial of
any claim to the insured under the insurance contract. The
other, which for convenience is called the ,,protective
analysis" seeks to protect the insured,s claim under the
contract. rn many of the cases arready identified, the
approach the court followed in every case had been a matter
of judicial discretion with no consistency in the application
of rules and precedents. The present concern of this paper,
is to forlow these two anaryses in their reasoning and rogic
and see whether any presents a suitable model for distribut_

ing risk in the present age.
r
Traditional Contract Analvsis
A.

rn forlowing this approach, the underrying consideration
is that the parties are deating on an equar footing. The
equality of the parties' bargaining power is assumed and not
regarded a pre-requisite for contracting.

L

The lack of it is
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therefore scorned in the assessment of the parties position.
with the scorning, some principres flow and these are apti-y
set out in Newsholme Brothers v
rnsurance co-1 rh.y nay be cr-assified as negrigence, authority
and the parol evidence rule.
The negrigence here is found in the applicant,s act
of
signing a document which is known to be a proposar for

insurance, containing a "basis of the contract,, crause,
without reading itThe negrigence found here has been
faulted but we proceed herefrom on an assumption of a finding
of negrigence against the insured. The result is that the
insured is denied any craim against the insurer under the
contract of insurance. The basic inprication is that the
insurer has a right to rescind the contract. The non- discrosure or misstatement in the proposar affords this right
of
rescission and the negrigence of the insured in signing the
flssrrms¡ls without reading it debars any contention that
the

error is the insurance agent,s error.
The other ground on which the traditionar contract
anarysis nay be upherd is the parol evidence rure. As stated
by Greer L.J. in Newsholme Brothers v.
General rnsurance co.2 th" insurance contract as made cannot
have any of its written terms varied by an orar agreement
or
communication made to the agent. This arises from
the written
1
2

(supra), footnote 24, chapter
(supra), footnote 24, chapter

2.
2.

.,..'
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declaration that the proposar form is the basis of the
contractr âDd any non- disclosure or misrepresentation avoids
the policy- This, íf' accepted as a quintessence of the
applicable rule, and the atternpt by Greer L.J. to explain
Bawden v London' Edinburgh and Glasgow Assurance
co.3 as an
exception overlooked, the sâme conclusion as reached under
the
negligence consideration may be adduced. The conclusion

is

that the insured wirt have his whole rights under the contract
determined with the poricy and the proposal form. Any
misstatements, misrepresentation or non-discrosure in the
proposal avoids the policy.
The third possible ground for using the traditionar
contract anarysis is the nature of the authority herd by the
agent. As stated earlierr ân agent may be vested with actual
or ostensibre authority. The class of usuar authority does
not affect the insured as against the insurer. where the
agent racks actuar authority to act for the insurer in
compreting the applicant's proposal form, Newsholme has
atso
suggested the inference:
I'Ttrg agent

of an insurance company cannot be treated as
the answ.i" Ëo the questionã in rhe

;l:å:=:T?:,i".,i¿rvent
Bawden's case had

raid down the foundation of the proposition
that where actuar authority to complete the proposar form does
not exist, the agency is that of the insured. Thus, actual
3

4

(supra), footnote 5, chapter 2.
(supra), footnote 6O, at page 372.
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authority presents another variance to the methods by whict¡
the traditional contract analysís may be used to deny the
insured any protection. This approach sirnpry denies any
irnputation of the knowredge acquired by the agent in the
process of conpreting proposal forms to the insurer. Recurring
to the general principles of agency, such a viewpoint is quite
justified if the agent is held to be the agent of the
appri_
cant- The knowredge of the agent is to be imputed to the
principal and the applicant is being taken, for this purpose,
as the principar. Thusr .o inputation of knowledge is to
made against the insurer where the appricant
is regarded
the principal.

be

as

B.

The reasoning of the courts forrowing this approach is
cornmendable if the premise is on the insurance contract
al_one

and excludes other considerations which may charrenge the
functional utility of the bases of the inference. Anchoring
the insurer's protection on any of the these as a base, a
generar overview of events is thus presented. i{here the
agent
fiIls the proposal form, the agency is to be treated as that

of the applicant and the insurer's right to avoid the contract
for misrepresentation is unaffected.
But' beyond the irnmediate consideration of the insurer,s
right to avoid the contract, there is the need for a theory
of liabirity to make this approach a moder of distributing the
U
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risk of loss. The insured ceme into the insurance contract
seeking protection, usuarry in the form of an indemnity. How
do we justify the removar of the craim against the insurer and
parcel out the faults for such errors under the traditional_
contract analysis? The expectation of indemnity has been
removed against the insurer and the insured night need to

realize his security somewhere e1se.
Baer exprains this further concern in a manner which
ordinarily deserves applauding. To Baer,
"insureds are no ronger without a renedy when their
expectations are defeãted Ias] insureds ai" frequentry
compensated for their defeated expectations .by thã
imposition of liability on agents and brokers. "5
simirar observation that the agent may be tiabl-e
to the insured where the insurer is not liabre.6 This thus
represents the next stage in the generar overview of this approach- where the insurer successfurry denies riability under
the contract by reason of a non- disclosure or misrepresentation, and such non-disclosure or misrepresentation arises out
of the agent's error, then the insured may have recourse
against the agent. The paucity of reported insurance cases
in this respect denies us a categorical statement of the
position of the law here. However, traces of this kind of
reasoning may be found in Burgess v Economicar Èrutuar.
Èlorse made a

5 8"", tt.G., "Rece4t oevelopnents
in ca4adian rnsurance
Lalrr" (1985)
Vo1ume

6 tlor=. p.S., ,,Re1ati=?!ship_,tet=wSen
Broker and Insured', t

t

,

165.
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fnsurance Co.7 where Jean C.C.J. said:
"In any event if ltfre agent] nould be found
be the
agent of _the plaintiff for the purpose of firli;g to out
the
application,

then vicariously- titre agency I úoutd be
liabre to tìe plaintiff for t-he -amount
of insurance he
would have been entitled to under the policy,,
The insured in that case had brought an action against the
insurer and' in the arternative, against the agency.S rn Be]I
v Tinmouth et aI-'9 the agency involved in the contract was
arso made riabre to the insured for breach of a fiduciary
duty. The possibre shade of error cast on this as an emphatic
statement of the raw, in this instance, arises from the basis
of such inposition of riabirity.
on what ground witl the
agent be made riable to the insured here? what is the nature
of the liability?
Baer's conclusion is based on the treatment of the agent
here as the agent of the insured, rather than that of the
insurer- rs it in all cases that such agency can be ascribed
to the insured? Baer concedes that the courts are very
reluctant to impose duties on the agent other than the duty
to obtain adequate .o.r"r"g".10 wilr there be a duty on the
'l

' (supra) at page g.
8 A"tion= against the insurer
and in the alternative
agai¡st_the agent have been shown possiuie
with decisions such
v
corunercial
union
rnsurance
co. pr,c et ar.::^^TçtÈo=r:at-,

. lOS
lg"*t,tl=lrr.n.. "o ot
{

le8zT-c.

ct.T.

L. r

a"n"U. '"a

"a.

9 lsupra¡
10 Baer t.G., op.
cit.r page 641.
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agent to complete the proposar form with diligence? since any
liabirity of the agent depends on proving the agency reration-

ship with the insured, the need arises to subject their
relationship to the test of agency. This brings back the
contention previousry thought settted. The agency has to be
re-determined. This time, however, between different parties
the agent and the insured.
Baer's supposition is an assumption of the passive acceptance of such liabirity by insurance agents which may not work

out in practice. As the raw stands presentJ_y, the riability
of the agent in such cases is not absorute. The need arises,
therefore, to make the traditionar contract anarysis work
admirabry in any society, f.or an absolute liabirity of the
agent here. The judgenent of the court which pronounces the
agent an agent of the insured rr¡ay be taken as providing the

rerationship with the insured which wirr justify the
inposition of riabirity on the agent. This is the onry way
a question of which party has the agency can be prevented from
recurring intermittently.
This too is of im¡rortance, however, in view of the fact
that the agent's error may be viewed as only creating a
rerationship between the insurer and the insured where none
tcould have been. The insured sought a coverage from the
insurer and it is on the basis of the proposal that the
coverage is granted. The insurer has sought to avoid the
poricy for the misrepresentation or non-disclosure in the

F:-'
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proposal- The contention of the insurer is usually that the
coverage wourd not have been granted if there had been a
disclosure of the material facts. hrhere then is the loss for
which the agent is to be made responsible?
rf the agent had carried out dirigently the subject of
the instructions from the insured, nord regarded as the
principal' the policy nay not have been issued by the insurer

in the first prace. rn a situation where the coverage is
likely to be refused by the insurer, for which loss wiII the
insured craim against the agent? The observation, here, is
that the insured rnight not be abre to make any claim against
the agent because of the difficulty in estabrishing a loss as
a result of the agent's error. A finding of negligence against
the agent wirr be of rittle use here as there may be no l-oss
occasioned to the insured thereby.
As stated by Rendall and Baerr ân agent is not liabl_e if
it can be shown that even if the poricy had been enforced, the
applicant wourd not have recovered upon it. As they observe,

the agent can avail himserf of every defence which the insurer
night have set up in an action upon the poIicy.rl since the
agent can deny that a loss has been sustained of the type for
which the policy should have provided indemnity, how does the
insured make a clain against the agent?

rt night be possibte to devise a means of imposing
Rendarl J.A. and Baer

t{.G., cases on the canadian Law
(Toronto: Carsweff 1,.'g
glnlTlancg
page
389.

F,
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liabirity on the agent. This nay be done by viewing the
agent's error as having induced the insured to assume that
there is an insurance coverage. rt night be possibte to make
the agent liab1e to the insured for the reliance the insured
placed on the agent's representation, and which induced the
insured not to take measures to protect adequately the
insured's interest. A finding in this respect courd be that,
but for the agent's error, the insured would have known of the
fairure of coverage and would have taken steps to protect the
risk.
one other possibirity overrooked in espousing this, the
Iiability of the agent in the stead of the insurer, as a model_

is the position of the agent in relation to such riabiLity and
compensation. rt has become customary to speak of the agent,s
tiabirity. This creates a problen of the same stem as the
basis of the liability of the agent. Eow capable is the agenr
to meet such compensatory claims? The insured may have
suffered a loss before the contract is avoided by the insurer.
rs the measure of compensation here the amount of the loss
suffered by the insured?
This moder, ín the question is answered in the negative,
fairs to satisfy the purpose of its design and makes any
liability on the agent tudicrous. rf the guestion is answered
in the affirmative, an assessment of the model leads to the
consideration of the sorvency of the agent. rn Berr v Tinmouth
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et a1.12 the court assessed damages on the actual loss the
insured has suffered by reason of the agent,s error.
fnsurance agents may be individuals and an agency may be
a body of persons. In most cases, especially in the deveJ_oping

countries, the agent wilr be an individuar dealing with
insurers. Though viewed as a professionar, the individual may
not be able to meet the financiar strain that the compensatory
scheme may provide in the event of a ross. The agent may not
have enough personar fund to meet the demands of the claim.
The existence and adequacy of an errors and omissions insur-

ance coverage has been presupposed in this model as the
ultimate remedy to the insured for the loss sustained in the
event of an insolvency. Baer says that

"to the extent that intermediaries have errors

and
omissions coverage or are otherwise capablq -of meeting
the judgments, the insureds are protectäd.rr13

The recourse then, with the errors and omissions ]iabilit.y
insurance coverage provided, is to seek the aid of this

professional liability insurance. The insurance will_ cover
the fault and frorn it the insured gets compensated.
This presents a theoreticar route which deserves
commendation in apportioning fairly the risk of loss in such
instances. Eow viabre the route is in practice is an open
T2

(

supra)

13 Bear I{.G., op. cit.r pâÇê
64L. Turner too said that
the design of the coEÇ-e i_s lnõ protection
or trrã piincipar
where_
is
herd
úable.
seeTurner,
rnsurance
: Duties
Fh_.-?g"lt
and Liabilities
of Àgents, Brokers OA
83.
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issue. The errors and omissions insurance coverage is made
part of the licensing requirement of insurance agents. section
370(4) of the rnsurance Act of tfanitoba provides for the
coverage and makes it incumbent on the superintendent of
rnsurance in the province to accept only apptications accompanied by proof of such .o.r"r.g..14 The first constraint to
its effective implementation is that the office of the
superintendent does not seem to regard such a coverage
important part of the licence reguirement.15

an

Furthermore, no minimum âmount of the coverage needed is

specified by the superintendent presently to adequately
protect the interest of the insured.16 wh"r. the regisration
is not strictry enforced and agents are given a free choice
on whether to effect the errors and omissions insurance
coverage or the extent of the coverage, the f10w of protection
to all concerned in the insurance transaction is broken.fT
14 similar provision exist
in the rnsurance Acts of the
other provinces in canada. rn Nigeria, the existence
of the
errors and omissions riabirity insurance coverage is not
made
a reguirement of licensing.

15 rn Irfanitobar presêntly, once
an applicant has been
recommended by the Associatioi of Brokers and Àgents, the
Iicence will Ue issued.
16 Kinsman states that
the rnsurance Agents Association
of l{anitoba has recommended a rinit of $r01,ooo
rence for an indi_viduat agent and g500,00d foi an ñ; occursee
Kinsman s.A-M., rnsurancã : Dulies and Liabirities "!ãn"y.
ór
+æ*g.
Brokar= and L.*ara

17 An unstructured interview
out with some
insurance agents in the province ofcarried
lrtanitoba
showed that
presently' in lnanitoba, not alr insurance agents
carry the
errors and omissions insurance coverage.
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where the agent is insolvent to meet the claim, has no errors

and omissions liability

coverage or has an insufficient

coverage, under which scheme is the insured to rearise the
expected security?
The major shortcoming

of the approach ries in the absence
of any protective measure on the fairure of an adequate errors
and onission insurance coverage. There is no other means by
which the insured may realise the expected security where the
riability insurance coverage proves inadequate or irÌusory.
Thus, there is needed an adequate and rearistic professionalriability coverage as the ultimate concern in protecting the
parties. Eowever, though fault could be apportioned in .the
event of such failure of tiabirity coverage, there is no
conmensurate responsibility attached to the faults in ensuring
the existence and adequacy of an errors and omissions liabil-ity coverage.
The contract anatysis thus presents a pattern which
bespeaks of disjunction in offering a fairry distributed risk
of loss. The disjunction, herer mây arise at any of three
vitar stages in the frow of this model analysis as a sol_ution
to the conflicts of interest. The first is the functional
utility of the bases of the analysis, the second is on the
basis and nature of the agent,s liabirity to the insured and
the third rerates to the possibry irlusory compensatory scheme
adopted to protect the insured in the errors and omissions
insurance coverage.
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C. Conditioning The Contract Analysis
where- any particurar scheme adopted by the law in the
society is deficient in implementatiortr â reexamination of its
rures is appropriate. rt is the respectfur submission here
that a re-exâmination of the traditional contract analysis is
needed to effect a more reasonable and workable rule instead.
what form shourd the changes here take? Eow effective wirl
the position be thereafter?
Two areas of changes readity suggest themselves. First,
the liability of the agent to the insured may be nade absolute. With the present state of the law, there is no assur_
ance of a successfur claim against an agent in this respect.
The agency is to be proved and this can onry be done by a
resort to general agency principres. The resort to such principres may read to a deniar of the loss suffered and the
insured may still be without the protection sought. unless
the riability of the agent is made an absolute one, no practicar solution to the interest of alr concerned is offered by
a stream of thought along the traditionar contract analysis.
Furthermore, there is the need to enforce strictly the
provisions of sections 37o(4, of the rnsurance Act of lrtanitoba. The first step towards making a just distribution of
responsibility in any given solution to the problem of
transferred agency, in this context, is the strict implementation of section 37o (4). The errors and omissions liability

2l-9

coverage has been stated as the ultimate l"oss bearer and it

is only appropriate to guarantee its existence and adequacy.
The superintendent's office nay be made more responsive to the
duties in this respect and a penalty may be imposed for agents
erring under the section" The existence and sufficiency of
the errors and omissions insurance coverage is not to be compromised in this respect.
Arternativery, to nake the traditionar contract anarysis
efficient, there could be a fund from which the insured may
draw compensation where there is an inabirity to affix the
insurer or the agent with riability.
The fund may take the
form of a deposit by insurance agents. This wilr be a contribution towards such occurrence happening with an "uninsured
and insorvent'r agent. rt may be a form of regulatory deposits
made by alr insurance agents into a coûuoon poor and fron which
any insured may draw compensation if a loss is sustained that
cannot be proved against the insurer or the agent. This is
particurarry useful in view of the fact that some developing
countries do not even have any errors and omissions insurance
coverage provisions in their ra*s.18 such a fund, if established, could be run through the office of the superintendent
or any other body regulating the insurance industry.
The next concern here is the effectiveness of the
approach with the inplementation of the proposed changes. rn
10

Nigeria has no such provision in the Act governing ininsurance and obtaining suõtr is not a common practice among
insurance agents.
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respect of the poor fund proposar, it is doubtful if such a
poor fund can be operated successfurly. rn one respect, it
is baseress to have such pool if the errors and omissions
insurance coverage is provided for and effectivery utiri zed.
secondly, there is no justification for invorving other
insurance agents with the erring agent in any compensatory
schene. Not being at fau1t, they should not be made respon_
sible merely by sharing the carr of trade with the erring
agent- such a scheme is more likely to tie up unnecessariry
the capital of insurance agents and make the proposals
crmbersome- rt may not even make any contribution to the
overall working of the compensatory scheme
Given that the premises on which the model here is based

are articulate and va1id, with

in the nature
of liability of the agent and the attitude to the errors and
omissions insurance coverage, there should be a continuing
flow of events which could lead to a just and fairry distributed basis for responsibirity in the event of the agent,s
error. This supposition has been based, however, on the
assumption that the premises are soundry formurated. The
assunption may not be weII founded in view of a common feature
of the premises- They n¿¡y be shown to be vestiges of the
historicar blunders epitornised by the decisions in Bawden v
ce co.t9 and Newsholme
some changes made

19 (supra), footnote
5, chapter 2.
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Brothers Ltd. v Road Transport and General rnsurance co.2o
D.

The bulk of the confusion introduced into the raw with

the contract analysis arose as a result of the decision in
Newsholme. Though this is not the only instructive case on
the issue' it is a randmark case in stating the traditionar
contract anarysis. The consequence of the approach has been
a steady erosion of the protection of the insured. Elowever,
in eroding the insured's craim, there is no indication that
the courts do give serious consideration to the tests of
agency and it is doubted if any of the early cases in this
respect can stand the modern day tests of agency. The agency
relationship has been identified and two important tests were
identified. These are control and consent.
i. Control
-ãs stated earlier, an agency rerationship may be and is
usualry created expressly by a prior authority conferred on
the agent. The principal confers on the agent an authority to
act in any way that is appropriate to effect certain purposes
of the principar. The principar thus has contror over the
agent for such purposes as the principar dictates the terms
subject to which the agent is to act. This is the ranguage of
rrcontrol" used to distinguish
agency from other rerationships.

20 (supra), footnote 24,
chapter 2.
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of agency with the ,lcontrol,, exercised over the agent or right to contror in such instance was
equally made use of in the American jurisdictions, though, the
contror need not be as to the actuar physical method by which
the agent carries out the duties assigned to hin. The agent
thus differs from a servant because the principal has the
right of control over onry what mey be done in the course of
the agent's emplolment but not how it is to be done. rn as
long as'a measure of "right to control,, is exercisable over
the person as to what may be done, the test of agency may be
satisfied.
The identification

Apprying this test to insurance transactions, it is easy
to identify the agency rerationship with the insurer. The
agency agreement is with the insurer and the insurer dictates

the type of involvement that the agent is to have. By enJ.arging or lirniting ttre authority of the agent beyond or within
a certain scope, the insurer is exercising some measure of
control over the agent. The control continues throughout the
course of their rerationship untir the determination of such.
with the concept of transferred agency, who has the right of
contror over the agent between the insurer and the insured at
the moment the agency is supposedry transferred to the
insured?
The primary function and objective of the agent in this

respect is to obtain completed apprication form for the
purposes of the insurer. The agent is still active]_y engaged

|F:ri
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in the business of the insurer and executing the duties
delegated by the insurer. The agent has a discretion, as an
agent and not a mere servant, to devise the best method by
which the principal's wish may be effected but the agent is
stilr subject to the overall contror of what is to do be done
by the insurer. The discretion here onry is as to how to do
what has been mandated by the insurer. where the agent
compretes an apprication form for the appricant, is the agent
exercising a freedom to effect the principails wish in a way
he deems fit to effectively carry out the overall instruction
of obtaining compreted proposal forms or is the agent being
subject to controt by another person, here the insured?
Here, the agent is still subject to the insurer,s control
and for all purposes remains the agent of the insurer. The
authority conferred on the agent might cover the particul_ar
activity of completing proposar forms; where it does not cover
it' the insured can not be said to have exercised any controlover the agent since the right of control stirr ries with the
insurer. The agent has simply exercised a discretion on how
to go about the physical performance of the insurer's wish.
The agent is stilr subject to the overarr contror of the
insurer not to effect insurance with any particurar proposer
or on certain terms. The test here is whether the agent woul_d
have got invorved in the transaction if the intent is not to
carry out the insurer's wish. Applied to the agent,s invoLvement here, it is obvious that the agent intends to carry out
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the insurer's wish of obtaining a compreted proposar form and
it is in furtherance of this intent that the proposal form is
completed for the applicant.
Furthermore, the insured regards the agent as a person
with expertise in these matters, practicarty reries on the
agent for guidance and has in no way exercised any influence
on the agent. The insured has left it to the agent to act as
the agent has authority from the insurer to do. The insured
can not compel the agent to fitr the proposar form and in most
casesr wilr be in no position to dictate what the agent does.
rn as much as this is the relationship of the agent and the
insured, contror is missing from the rerationship and thus
there is no agency which can be ascribed to the involvement
of the two. The right to contror, needed to establish the
agency relationship, rernains all along with the insurer and
shows that the insurer and not the insured is the principal
for the purposes of obtaining compreted proposal forms from
the applicant.
This opinion is also shared by Keeton who says that an
agency relationship is based fundamentarly on the principails
right of contror of the agent and it is difficult to sustain
a finding that the appricant has such a right in the face of
the evidence of an inconsistent right of contror in the
company. Keeton concludes that the most conrmon mistake leading
to erroneous ctassification of a rerationship as one of agency
is overtooking the reguirenent of right of control over

=
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performance that is an essential characteristic of agency.2r

with

it is obvious that the case wourd likely
be decided otherwise if the test of control had been reverted
to- The partner who signed the proposar form obviously lacked
Newsholme,

any form of contror over the agent and to that extent does not
create any agency. The court found an initial creation of
agency with the insurer. This evidenced the contror needed in
the relationship. The court shourd have considered further,

however, whether the control was retained over the agent by

the insurer at the material tine. This, the court faited to
do- There is no evident vested right of control on the insured
in the transaction thus, making the considerations by the
court an unfinished business.
ii.

Consent

The other

test adopted to estabrish the agency rerationship is that of consent. The rerationship is described as a
consensuar one and thus each party must manifest an assent to
what the other purports to do. The agent must assent to having
the principar as a principal while the principar too must
expressry or impriedly assent to the agent acting for him.
Even where the agency comes about through the operation

of the

law such as under the doctrine of estoppet, there must have
been a course of conduct between the two that the law willKeeton R.8.,
Tqxt on fnsurance Law" (St paul,
ùtinn. : Irfest publishin þasic
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regard as the agency relationship.

the insurer and the agent, especialry in view of
agency agreements that insurers and their agents usualry have,
the assent to the rerationship can not be denied. The assent
may equarty be inferred from the furnishing of the agent with
documents of the insurer such as proposar forms, cover note
and so on. rn the rerationship of the insured and the agent,
Between

however, no agency by estoppel has been identified against the
insured and thus an assent to the agency must be shown.
The issue of consent herer âs regards the insured,

mây

be rerated to the expectation of the insured. The insured may
not know, as is usuarry the case, that any agency has been

ascribed to him in such rerationship and would not intend any
agency. 9{here an agency is intended, it is most likely that

the services of an independent agent wirt be secured. The
insured dears with the insurance agent as the agent of the
insurer who is acting for arr purposes connected thereby as
the agent of the insurer.'The insured's expectation here, that
the agent acts for the insurer, is indicative of the absence
of any consent on his part to the agency sought to be establ-ished. Keeton said that in the generar agency Iaw, an
individuar can not act as the agent for both parties to a
transaction without the informed consent of both.22 rnis shows
that the consent of the insured is imperative to any

58.

22 Keeton R.8., Basic Text on rnsurance

Law

(I97L)

page
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transferred agency here since the agent is stirr acting for
the insurer and none can actuarly be inferred from the
circ'rnstances surrounding many of the cases in which such
agency has been transferred.

The agent too, on the other hand, definitely

will not

the existence of such a rerationship between him and
the insured. The agent,s act, obtaining the completed proposal
form' is done for the insurer and on behalf of the insurer.
rt wilr be difficult to conceive of a situation whereby the
agent accepts to act for the insured as a representative of
the latter and not in the course of the duties to the insurerrt is noted here that consent has been criticised as a
sole determinant of the existence of agency23 b,rt the circumstances identified where consent is considered irrelevant are
not in issue here. There can be agency by operation of raw but
that is where there are some factuar arrangements that
indicate the agency. rn the absence of consent on the part of
the agent and the insured to the agency relationship, absence
of any other najor consideration in the creation of the
agency' it wirt be a stretch of the raw beyond linit to assume
agency by operation of Iaw here.
Yet' without any consent of the partner and the agent,
the court presrrmed transferred agency in Newsholme. This
raises serious doubts as to the soundness of its rule. rn a
course of business that scrutton L.J. hinself recognised as
assume

23 Frirtman G.E.L., The
Law of Agency

(supra) page 12
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arl rrinevitabre part of business',, wherein ries the consent of
the insured to the agency relationship?

iii.

Commission

this is not a major determinant of an agency, the
fact of paynent of commission to the agent and its receipt
can aid the conclusion of agency, especially in relation to
obtaining conpreted proposar forms. rt shows assent on the
part of the insurer and the agent to any agency ascribed to
their rerationship. Being paid by the insurer, in whom the
right of control still lies, the conclusion is irresistible
that the agent remains for alI purposes an agent of the
insurer.
This is an age when the question of who bears the risk
of faurt of an insurance broker regarding premiums is being
answered in favour ot. the insured as against the insurer. with
this' the concrusion that where the agent is paid by the
insurer, âDy errors of the agent should be borne by the
insurer seems not far fetched. rn taying tiabirity at the door
of the insurer for errors of a broker instructed by the
insured' support is placed on the fact that the insurer
remunerates the broker and the inposition of liabitity
is a
way of ensuring that insurers pay commission only to represe_
ntatives they can trust24. This can be appried to insurance
Though

24 Australian Law Reform
Cornrnl¡¡s. ( Contract
Co'ntns¡si.1¡ page 14. This sâme view of inposing liability and
on
the insurer for the faults of the brokei by -reason of the
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agents too.
The receipt of cornmission by insurance agents from the
insurer evidence the arlegiance of agents to insurers in ar1
that is done to effect the insurance contract. This makes any

sup¡losition of an agency between the insured and the agent
impractical for this purpose. Eowever, rather than relyirig on
this as another time tested determinant of the agency rel_ationship, the court in Newshorme shied away from the issue of
agency and considered other factors.

iv. Negligence
This was espoused by scrutton L.J. in Newshorme Brothers
2s The negligence

v.
is in signing a document known to be a proposar form
containing erroneous information without reading it.
The
unfairness and patentry unjust operation of the rule in cases
of irriteracy and insurance effected through the teJ-ephone
have been noted. An ilr-educated person who has no means of
reading the document presented to hirn for signature can not

be said to be negrigent in signing the document without
reading it. Þloreover, the agent may not give the proposer an
opportunity to read the document such as where the proposer
remuneration given to the broker by the insurer
shared
Tompkins A.I.lt. in fnsurance The Imputation ofis knowled
Defence of a Sumrnar Judgement
cation
.z.L.J. 2
at 228.

25 (supra), footnote 24,
chapter z.
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is asked to sign along some dotted line.
Furthermore, even where the applicant is not an
illiterate, to impose such a restriction will be laying down
a duty on the applicant for insurance to check on the agent.
This is contrary to the earlier stated position of the law in
that regard. There is no operative requirement as borne out
by the cases that the applicant has a further duty to check
the actions of the agent but this is exactly what the
"negligence approach" in Newsholme establish. In imposing
Iiabitity on the agent for his errors, such as failure to
effect a requested coverage, the position of the law is that
the applicant is not under any obligation to check on the
agent to ensure the performance of the agent's duties. With
this, there can be no justification for any imposition of a
duty on the insured in a related case of the agent filling
proposal form for the applicant.26
Insurance agents are presented to the public as professional intermediaries and the irnposition of a duty to cross
check on the agent does not support the supposedly professional status of insurance agents. fn Luft et aI. v. Ir{.G.
Zorkin and Co. Ltd. et aL.27 the court distinguished cases
where it was held that the insured has a duty to cross check
26 S.. Cosyns v Smith et at. (1983) 4r O.R. (2d) BB (Onr.
c.A.¡ whereEõrciE-Jl.
trãtd that in the absence oÉ any
evidence showing the insured that ,,something was amiss", he

is entitled to rely on the agent and is not obliged to
further enquiries about the coverage.
27 (1982) r.L.R. r020 (8.c. co. cr.
)

make
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the agent as those in which some unusual things have happened
such as a long period in which the insured has not received
any premi'm notices or communication from the insurer. These
cases' although not dealing with the filling of proposal forms
by the agent, are indicative of the recent attitude of the raw
towards the inposition of a duty to check on the agent to
ensure the efficient carrying out of specific instructions.
These cannot be reconcired with the duty to check imposed on
the insured in Newsholne.
rn many instances, the insured deals with the agent as

the agent of the insurer. To the insured, there is no
difference, at least initially in the transaction, between the
agent and the insurer. The insured dears with the agent as
if the agent is the insurer, trusting him and relying on the
agent for assistance. With such reliance, the extent and
utility of any duty to check up on the agent here thus becomes
difficult to fashion out. The applicant can only cross check
effectivery on the agent if he knows what is lacking and if
he does, the reriance on the agent wilr not even arise. The
agent is supposed to be an "expert,' in such matters and the
insured the "raymanr'. yet the "ra1zman,' is expected to guide
the "expertrr in naking a choice of words or exercising his
discretion in filling proposal form.
The negrigence approach faits to see reality in the
transaction of parties and on this ground is ineffective as
any solution to the problem of confrict of interest created
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here. The insured is wholly dependent on the agent as to the
interpretation of guestions in the proposal form, and the form
of answers that is required. To every question in the
proposal forn, an applicant wiII usually have a ',story', to
tell and leaves it to the agents to fill up the form in an appropriate manner as required by the insurer. Are we now to
assume that the applicant has been negligent in telling the
agent I'the truth'! and expecting the agent to sift out whatever
the insurer night find useful in the narration?
Furthermore, the exact scope of the negligence here is
another consideration to be determined. Is it in not filling
up the proposal forn hinself but rather relying on the agent
to fitl it up? Or is it only in not reading it over when the
agent has completed the forn?
Irlhere the negligence relates to the first question al_one,
it farls short at any general rule by reason of the eristence
of circrmstances where the applicant inevitably has to rely
on the agent. Cases of such nature are the noted cases of
illiteracy or where the answers provided by the applicant are
either complex or numerous that the aid of the agent has to
be sought. Such help by the agent may also arise by reason of
the space provided for ansvrers to the questions asked.
Furthermore, such identification of negrigence is beried by
the increasing recognition the courts have been giving to the
trust and confidence the insuring pubric has in insurance
agents. without necessarily destroying the trust and confi-
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dence in the insurance industry, the negligence approach wirl

not provide an aggregate solution to the problem.
where the negligence rerates to the second question, the
contentions above are stirl varid. rn addition, however, it
will as a general rure faciritate the perpetration or fraud
by unscrupulous insurers. hlhere the insurers has mandated the
agent to fill or complete apprication form for the insured,
to hord the insured negrigent for artowing the agent to
execute the subject of such authority without supervision witl
be aiding the fraud of any such unscrupulous insurers or
agents. The ru1e, where it is to be upheld, would make
nonsense of the whole concept of actual or ostensibl-e
authority of the agent where such exists to assist applicants
in completing application forms.
rt is observed here, that the stigma of negligence and
its attendant consequences have been wrongry bestowed on the
insured. Negrigence shourd be linited and carefurry reserved
for a true dispray of careressness or incompetence. rt wirl
not suffice here that the insured did not carry out a duty not
hitherto inposed and not borne out by the cases. t{oreover,
negrigence can onry be a consideration but not the
consideration in determining issues of this nature.
where negligence is identified, the probrem courd stirl

sol_e

Even
be

dealt with in some other ways rather than using the negligence as a justification for a transaction that never existed.
There is no agency rerationship estabrished by the negligence
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arone. To establish the agency rerationship, there are some
identified test usefur to determine it. Negrigence can onry
go to reduce the amount the insured may claim or seek to
defeat his expectation. rt does not of itserf create the
agency and to create the agency, the appropriate tests must
be considered.

rt has been noted too that a contract of insurance may
be created orarly as werr in writing though writing is the
most customary forn. where the contract is effected orarly,
what will be the position of the Iaw as regards negrigence?
The negrigence rerates to signing a proposal form without
reading it.
with no proposar form, no such negligence can
arise. Does it mean that where there is no proposal form made
use of, there will be no transferred agency? yet scrutton
L-J- sought to tay down a concept of generar application in
insurance raw. where the insured signs, the agency becomes
his but where he does not, the agency remains with the
insurer- This night be introducing an unfounded distinction
into the Iaw. Though it is not a likety event that an oraL
contract of insurance wirr be entered into in the present age
with the conplexity of business, a solution to the problems
arising from completing proposar form should be valid and
effectual even where no proposal form is used.
v. The Paro1 Evidence Rule
Greer L.J. rs formulation that:
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"it does not seem to matter whether the verbal statement
which are
upon are made to a person in the
position of-rel-ied
[the agent] or are made to thã directors of
the company. rn either case, they courd not
the
contract which is whorry contaiìed in the affect
polricy
of
insurance with its incor¡rorated proposar form',ü
forns the footing of the apprication of parol evidence rure
to the rerationships here. tterkin has been noted as
criticizing
this formulation by Greer L.J.29 rf the
formulation is quarified to accommodate some of the earrier
casesr it becomes what Èterkin referred to as ,'an absorute
discretion clothed in regal principle". There is no meaning
left in the rule if such an in-road as the court's discretion
can be left in the operation of the rule
On the other handr âD unqualified statement of this as
a rure makes nonsense of the decisions in some of the earrier
cases such as Gording v Royar London Auxiliary rnsu. co.30 and

Àyrey v British

e united Provident Assu co.31 in each
of which some answers in the proposar form had been incorrectly stated but the discrosure of the correct ansvrers to the

insurance agent was herd binding on the insurer. Furthermore,
the rule does not identify the agency rerationship here and

is in no way determinative of the issues. rt onry seeks to

v Road Transporr and General
...--..-1:^ÆE+glqe-Brothersrnsuranc@age
3aõT-*r*"
R.r,t. , Transf erred Agency rn rnsurance Law
" page
(supra)
39.
3o (1914) 3o T.L.R. 350. (K.8.
)
?1
J¿ (rgra) I K.B. 136. (K.8.
)
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impose the consequences of the error of the insurance agent
on the insured. This is done by giving no consideration to the

information communicated to the agent or which ceme to be
acquired by the agent in the course of his duties since such
is not a written part of the contract.
The statement of this rure of contract which excludes
extrinsic evidence in the raw of contract has been set out as
forrows: "erhere a transaction is recorded in a document, it
is generarry not permissibre to adduce evidence of (a) its
terms or (b) other items not included, expressly or by
reference, in the docunent or (c) its writer,s intended
meaning".32 The second aspect of the ruler ês stated, is
relevant for our purposes here as it seeks to exclude
extrinsic evidence which is designed to add to, vary or
contradict the written terms of the contract. The writing is
taken as being conclusive.
The adoption of this rure wirr be patentry unjust to the
insured by disregarding an important part of the contract made
with the insurer on the ground that it is not a written part
of the contract. rt falrs short of a just solution in so far
as it is not a product of mutuar assent of the parties that
the proposal form and the policy constitute the only records
of the insurance contract. Before the rure can appry, the
parties must intend that the terms of their agreement as
32

The Law Commission (Great Britain), rrLale
: The Parol Evidence Rule',, working paper no.@ of Contract

2.
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recorded be the only terms of the contract.

An exception to the parol evidence rure is when the
parties do not have any intent that onry the written terms of
their contract sharl be the agreenent. This is true of
insurance matters as the insured made communication to the
agent on the assumption that such wirl form part of the
contract to be made. rt will be an exception to the rul_er âs
stated, because the rack of the assent makes the generar rure
inapplicable. Under the exception, evidence nay stiIl be
admitted of the other parts which v¡as agreed oratly and the
communication to the agent wiII form such.
This exception to the paror evidence rule has been
recognised with a conclusion that the exceptions to the paror
evidence rule are so nu'nerous and so extensive that the rul_e
itserf has possibry been destroyed.33 rt has been observed
that the modern tendency is for courts to treat cases coming
before them as exceptions to the r,rre.34 rt has been said
that the courts have sought to adapt the paror evidence rule
to take account of "the habits of mankind" and its scope has
been progressivery reduced until there is now considerabl_e
uncertainty as to where it wiII be applied.35
The rure is now regarded as serving no usefur purpose as
33 The Law Reform Commission (Great Britain), t'Latd
of
Contract: The parol Evidence RuIe', , (supra) page 13
34

iuia. at page 20.
35 iuia. at page 16.
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it is a technicar rule of uncertain ambit which onry adds to
the comprications of ritigation without affecting the outcome
and prevents the courts from getting at the truth.36 The
finar reeommendation there was for the aborition of the rule.
The criticisms levied against the ruler ând the
recommendations for its

abolition, make us wonder if the
formulation of Greer L.J. wilr stitl find content in a modern
age insurance transaction.3T

vi. Authority
The theoreticar foundation for the deprivar attitude of
the courts in those ol-den days had been the extent of the

authority of the agent. The view which prevaired then was that
if there is no actuar authority for the agent to act as done
in filling the proposal, the agent acts as the agent of the
applicant in filling the proposal form. This was however
extended in Newshorme Brothers v Road Transport and General_
rnsurance co.38 where the view was espoused that even if an

authority to firl- the proposar form for the appricant exists,
the agent can not be treated as the agent of the insurer to
invent answers to the question in the proposal form. t{hire the
36

iuia. ar page 2s.

37 see also The Law
commission (Great Britain), Law of
contract: The paror Evidence Ru1e,,, No
154 ( 19g6 t ;l' pffi

í å;i; be excLuded when irs
reception wirt be inconsistent with
€ne intention of the
parties.
38

(supra), footnote 24, chapter

Z.
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scope of the agent's authority covers the firling

of proposat

form, any action done in respect thereof is done on behal_f of
the insurer and it is difficult to see the usefurness of the
rule laid down in Newsholme's case.
where there is no actuar authority in the agent to filt

in the proposal form for the applicant, the difficulty in
assessing correctly the extent of the authority of the agent
makes it unwise to hold the applicant negligent for alrowing
the agent to filr in the proposar form. There is no vray by
which the appricant can know the extent of the actual authority of the agent except through the printed materiars in the
proposar form and this wirr not even come to the attention of
the applicant unless the proposar form is read and filred by

the applicant himself.
where there is an inabirity to read the proposar form
such as where the applicant is an illiterate,
liniting the
scope of the authority of the agent in the proposal form wil_t
serve rittre purpose. This is especially so when the apparent
authority of the agent nay be seen as covering arr that is
incidental to effecting a contract for the insurer. The actual
authority vested in the agent has rittre bearing on who has
the incidence of agency at any given moment.
properly seen, the extent of the actual authority of the
agent can only come into consideration where the insurer is
made liable for the excesses of the agent, and an
action is
brought against the agent by the insurer. There is no means

---
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of naking a useful application of a limitation on the scope
of actual authority of an insurance agent in determining
issues of this nature. Thg court in Newshorme made an
inportant observation in disregarding the actuar authority of
an agent to resorve the issue of confricts here. The fault
with the observation of the court in the case, however, is on
the use of this disregard to deny the craim of the insured.
Probabry, the fear of the court in Newshorme was the
naturar tendency to expand ,,authority', to its outside limit.
This fear does not justify the rather narrow and inconsistent
views taken on "authority,,. The pronouncement made may have
been out of a desire to minimize the risk insurers may be

to. Reading through the judgment of the court, it can
be easily concruded that the court was more interested in
affording insurers protection rather than deciding the
incidence of agency. Nothing short of a concerted atternpt to
hobbre the insured against the insurer can justify the deniar
of the insured's craim even when the agent has from the
insurer authority to complete proposal forms. To achieve
justice in cases of these nature, whire disregarding the
actual authority of the agent, any finding must be in favour
of the insured by reason of the actuar incidence of agency.
The particular decision in Newshorme is probabry
reflective of the societar concern of the period since the
ex¡rosed
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approach was not followed in earrier cases invorving agents.39
with the present age insurer being the ',armighty party,, in the

insurance transaction, there is no continuing need for any
unjustified protective measures for the insurer.

E. Seeking An Alternative
traditional contract analysis, with the numerous gaps
to be firled before a continuing ftow of events can be
presented' fails to unfold a noder for the fair distribution
of responsibirity in the event of the errors and omissionF of
insurance agents- The traditionar contract anarysisr âs a
model, does not show any possibirity of a rong term usefurness
and has patentry farlen short of generating conceivable
theories of tiabirity in offering a sorution to the confrict
of interest affected here.
while the traditionar contract anarysis seeks to strip
the insured of all protection, it is observed that the
I'protective analysis" offers a more comprete
anarysis for the
fair distribution of responsibility in the event of such
errors and onissions by the agent. The protective approach
further generates conceivabre theories of liability
and
The

39 rn Llovdq v Grace,
Smitt__anÈ_Co=- (:rgL2) A.C. 716
(8.L. ), a deõïsffi
deGfr:r na
n"trffi.,
snrrrrf^ñ L.J,
r- ,r the
#Þra court
^^,,- was
ready to_ protegt a t_hird garty üiaot"rutton
ãg"i""t
the
f
raud
an
agent of a firm of soricitôrs. The -question of lackof of
authority of the agent to so act was overrooked.

-:t:-::
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provides a potentiar usefulness in the rong run consideration.
rt is contended here that it provides a more logicar basis for

apportioning responsibility for errors and omissions of
insurance agents
IT
An

Alternative

t¡tode1

The Protective AnaI

A" The Need For Fairness
i. À Good Faith Contract
rn insurance law, the initial step in the making of. the
contract of insurance is deemed made by the insured when the
application for insurance is made. Though the insurer and the
insured may contract for the insurance coverage directly,
there usually would have been some contact with a representa_
tive of the insurer before such applications are made. rn
effect' Lhe parties contract through the agent. The agent,
most often than not, wiII be the one to supply the applicant
with the proposal form.
Lord Summer said in yorkshire fnsu. Co. Ltd. v.
campbert40 that the proposar form ,,or part of it originarJ_y
Itas the applicant's ordn statement to the underwriter; no$,
though without any change in its ranguage it becomes as to
some of its content part of the underwriter,s promise to
the
assuredr ând as to the other of its contentr part of the

40 (r9r7) A.c. 2rB at 222
(8.L.

)

--
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assuredrs promise to the underwriter." The proposaÌ form,
where used, solicits particurars of the proposed insurance in

the form of questions and answ.r=.41 There are questions on
the name, address and occupation of the appricant, the
appricant's experience with other insurance companies, any
previous application made for insurance and any previous
refusal to give insurance coverage. Arso usually asked are
questions on the previous acceptance of the risk proposed by
another insurer at a higher premium and any previous craim on
a similar poricy. The appricant is arso required to discÌose
anything tending to show that the risk is greater than usuar.
common clauses in the proposal form are clauses
transferring the incidence of agency and the "basis clause,,.
The ratter is usualry in the nature of a declaration which the
appricant n¿ly be asked to sign, that the statements made in
the proposal form are true and are to be the basis of the
contract between the insurer and the insured. The parties are
required to dear with each other with the utmost good faith
and good faith in the context requires the discrosure of aLr
fact materiar to the contract proposed. Though the statement
of the rule is indicative of the duty of the two parties to
this contract, the trend of judicial pronouncement on the
requirement of good faith tends to put the burden of the duty
more on the insured alone rather than on the two parties to
¿.1

It should be noted that in as much as contracts of
insurance nay be made orally, there is no obligation on a
prospective insured to fill a pro¡rosal form though it is the
customary means of naking an apptication.
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the contract.
The reason for this nay be understood if one considers
the rationare for the requirement of good faith in insurance
raw. As Àmissah J. said in the Ghanian case of Guardian Ass.

co- v. Tornve42, contracts of insurance are known for estabtishing relations between the insurer who comes to the
negotiation knowing nothing and the proposer who knows
everything. rt is to redress the imbarance in this initiar
state of relative knowledge of the parties that the raw
require the proposer to make a full disclosure of aII materialfacts.
The rule is designed towards fairness. The fairness
sought to be shown equatry demands that it is not forgotten
that there are two parties to the contract who must exercise
good faith in the transaction. Good faith is also required
of the insurer. rn stating the rule, it may be said that good
faith forbids either party from concealing what is privatery
known to draw the other into a bargain from an ignorance of
that fact, and a berief in the contrary. Eowever, the courts
have tended to equate the duty of acting in good faith as onry
a duty of disclosure on the part of the insured.43
Thus the language of the court in ogbebor v. union

42

(L967) 2 A.L.R. (Conn) 92.
43
see Rozannes v Bowen (r92gl
L.R. 9g at ro2 where
Scrutton l-;. @atea góoct-Taith tó 32
the
duty of the insured
to ,make a furl disclosure to the underwriteis
without ¡Ài"õ
asked of all material circumstances.
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Insurance Office44 that the right to have full disclosure to

the insurer in insurance contract is an inherent right. An
onerous burden is thereby placed on the insured. The insured
first has to possess "near-clairvoyant" powers to discover
what a reasonable and prudent insurer will regard as material
and disclose such facts. But the pendulum does not stop
swinging there, it continues against the insured.
There is the basis of the contract clause with which the
insured may be lured into an arena where the hopes and
aspirations to get indennity in respect of the apprehended
Ioss may be easily throttled. The insured becomes a sheared
Iamb, destitute of protection and seeks the mercy of the law.
It is into this already deplorable situation that the concept
of transferred agency has been introduced. What makes the
adoption of transferred agency just in view of the already
weak position of the insured?
ii. Contract of Adhesion
Insurance law is an extension of the law of contract and
like any other contract, the parties must agree to be bound
by certain terms. There must be an offer by one and an
acceptance of the offer by the other. In the classical model
contract, where freedom of contract is an essential feature,
the judiciary is not to make the contract for the parties but
only provide interpretation to the terms agreed upon by the
parties. Each party is regarded as knowing the contract made
44

11967)

A.r.R. (Conn) 166 (Nig r{.Vf,. E.C.)
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and since assent is essential to the contract, the parties are
bound by the manifestation of their assets.

A contract of adhesion is one in which a party is made
to adhere to conditions inposed by the powerful will of the
The contracts usually have some peculiar
other party.
characteristics, the most important of which is that the
contract is rnade in general terms and addressed to a large
number of people. Insurance contracts are usually couched in
such general terms and made applicable to nearly all classes
of people. The offer in contracts of adhesion relates usually

to services or to the satisfaction of essential needs. That
insurance contract is designed to satisfy an essential need obtaining a promise of indernnity in the event of an apprehended loss, is not in doubt. -The offeror usually has a
monopoly in contracts of adhesion. In insurance contracts,
the monopoly of the market may not be present but this does
not affect the conclusion because there is tittle or no choice
to the insured. With competitors in insurance business
imposing sinilar clauses or terms, the contractual povrer of
the insured is still limited.
Another essential feature of contracts of adhesion is the
insertion in the contract, clauses not subject to discussion
and in favour of the stronger party. In insurance contracts,
basis of the contract clauses are connon and so also are
clauses transferring the incidence of agency in certain
instances. Such clauses operate unfairly in favour of the
insurer and are not subject to discussion between the parties.
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A contract of adhesion must also be in a printed permanent
form. The trend nowadays is for the policies of insurance to
be mass produced and the conditions of each contract are just
inserted in a printed permanent form of the insurer. These
show that undoubtedly insurance contracts are contracts of
adhesion.

The insurer, usually a big insurance firm is with a
strong bargaining power and the insured, who is the weaker of
the parties, is forced to accept whatever is being offered on
the terns dictated by the insurer. rt is not unconmon, during
the initiat stages preceding the conpletion of the contract
of insurance, to find the proposed insured accepting temporary
insurance coverage on terms and conditions to be corrmunicated
later- l{here interim insurance is given to the insured on the

usual terms and conditions of the company, the terms are
usually unknown to the insured at that stage and the insured
becomes acquainted

with then onry on the subsequent receipt

of a policy.
if a power to disaffirm any of the terms is providêd, such crauses defeat the whore basis of the contract as a
voluntary contract since the insured has rittre choice but to
acquiesced to the terms. Irlhere then is the f reedom of
contract? The consent given here is fictitious as it is a
classicar case of a "take it or leave it" offer and the
insured in need of an insurance coverage can not l_eave the
offer- The insured is reft with onry an option, to accept
coverage on the terms offered.
Despite these, insurance
Even

_--
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contracts have been held valid and binding on the assumption
that the insured knew, understood and accepted al1 the clauses
of the contract signed. Does this not provide a need for ameasure of fairness in deating with the position of the
insured?

This needed fairness is what the traditional contract
analysis denies the insured on the premise that courts should
not interfere with the terms of private contracts derived from
the consent of the parties. This is the ¡'laissez-faire,,
attitude' an attitude ideal only where the parties are dealing
on a relativery equar basis and each party is abre to pursue
personar interests in an arms length bargaining. where each
party is free to obtain the best possibre exchange, the
adoption of the "raissez-faire', attitude may be justified.
But shoutd this be the attitude of the court in a contract of
insurance having regard to the pecuriar circumstances underJ_ying its forrnationz
wirliston sums up the anomarous position of the insurance
contract by writing:
the estabrished underwrite¡ is magnificentry qualified
to understand and protect its own ãerfish inteiest. rn
contrast' the appricant is a shorn ramb driven
accept
whatever contract nr¿ìy be offered on a take.it to
or
Leave
it basis if he wisheõ insurance proteàti;;-.45The insurance company is quite secured in its position since
it dictates the terms of the contract and the insured,s onJ-y
hope of coverage is to accept those terms. young and Hol_mes
45

Kisco,

wittiston S., À Treatise on the Law of Contract (Ètount
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state it tnat46
"the insurance company always stood as strong and firm
as the rock of Gibrartar. The insurer stood u-y tne rock
as a weak and linp piece of plastic clay in cõntrast.,,
There is thus the need to protect the insured against some
mechanism of the insurance contract as contracts of adhesion.
Should there not be regulations, judicial and legislat_

ive, to bring relief to the insured when the insurer is
benefitting from the contract to the prejudice of the insured?
The average poricyholder is convinced of the necessity of
insurance usually through the saresmanship of the insurance
company's agent. The policyhorder however may not know and
wirl not usualty be taught that the contract of insurance is
essentiarly different from other types of contracts. The
insured does not get to know the provisions of the policy
until the conpletion of contract, does not know the rights and
duties that flow from those provisions and that the law
presentry protects the insurer more than the insured.
Further' the insured does not seek regar advice to
determine what constitutes insurance coverage and what rights
are determined when a tortious event occurs, whereas the

insurance contract is prepared by the insurance company with
over two centuries of insurance experience. Does this stil-I

provide support for the contention that the insurer enters the
contract of insurance knowing nothing? young and Eol_mes
conclude on these that the insured does not have the intel_l_ec46 yo,rrrg w.F.
and Eolmes E.lit., Cases and l¡taterials
the
Law of fnsurance (lttineola, New yo¡kfEã rount[ãEfõñ-on
piess
Inc., 1985) page 23.
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tuar equipment to meet the charlenge.4T They opine further,
that the Iaw, if it is to meet the needs of the family in the
last quarter of the twentieth centuryr must adapt itserf to
those needs and the law nust cease to embody a phirosophy
opposed to change.

protective anarysis provides the change with a moder
that paints a more comprete picture of fair distribution of
responsibility for the errors and omissions of insurance
The

agents- The moderr âr equal protection one, is predicated on
fairness which is required on the part of the two parties to
this uberri rnae fidei contract. The model nay be explained on
grounds of fairness which stems from the nature of .the
contract as one of adhesion and a contract of good faith. rt

also be explained on the deep pocket theory, a ground not
far removed from fairness.

may

iii.

A Deep pocket Theorv

A deep pocket theory4Sr â view that the courts adopt an
increasing protective attitude towards the injured of the
parties to a contract, provides an unveiled slmpathy for the

insured's expectation. The injured party here is the insured
and not onry is the insured injured, he is the weaker of the
parties to the contract of insurance. The insured is forced
to enter into the contract of adhesion with rittre choice if
47 Young hl.F. and Eolmes
E.Irt., loc. cit.
48 s"" Eorman r'.T.
, 'Errors and Omissions for L. f .A.B.À.
l¡lembersr, Canadian Insuranc
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he wishes the coverage. The contract is not a product of in_
dividuat bargaining and the insured is stuck with terms which

he did not propose.
Furthermore the insured is forced to make use of the

representative of the insurer since it is the agent and not
the insurer that is seen and deart with. The insured sees the
agent as a professionar person possessing speciar skilrs,
knowledge and training, and whose expertise are employed in

the services of the insurer. The contract with the insurer
through the agent is made with an expectation that the agent
acts for the insurer and there will be indemnified on the
occurrence of the event insured against. The errors, most
likely, wilt not be discovered untit there is a loss of the
insured risk and a craim is rnade. The insured has suffered an
injury' the loss of the insured risk and to impose further
burden on the insured by reason of some rerationship the
insured never intended or expected will be tilting the scal_e
to the extreme against the insured.
The deep pocket theory offers a solution to the probrem
of the insured here. The theory, as stated here, implies that
losses shourd be absorbed by those abre to withstand the
financial impact. The insured entered into the contract of
insurance in the first place seeking financiar security
because he courd not withstand the impact of the financial
loss- The insurer is such professionar loss bearer against
whom such financial strain may be pushed. The insurer
is in
a better position to make good the loss and dispose of the
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problem involved in this arena. Sinply put, the insurer has
the deeper pocket capable of taking the strain of Ioss.

This approach is basiearly one revolving round some
sociar considerations. Eirr points out that this is an era of
consumerism where the legislators and the courts have gradual_ry removed the onus that once existed for a buyer and repraced
it with a corresponding duty on those invorved in commercial_
matters to conduct their business in a certain manner and with
a certain degree of concern and protection for the buying
public- Because an average member of the pubric is no more
knowledgeabre of the concepts of insurance than with other
items referred to as consumer purchases, Eill concludes that
in keeping with the trend of the legar system today towards
consrrmer protection, those peopre who purchase insurance
policies shourd be afforded some safeguards in transactions
with insurers and their agents.49 This shows that a social_
consideration in this context, the deep pocket theory, is not
entirely out of place.
iv. Burden - Benefit Theorv
rn the adoption of any solution as the mechanism by which
the confrict nay be resolved, care must be taken to ensure
that it has arr the badges of fairness. Fairness here not onJ-y
to the "defenceress" insured but arso to the,,powerfuJ-,,
insurer- rn treating the issue, fairness to the insurer may
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be shown by the legar principre that ,'he who reaps the benefit

of a situation that has been created should arso bear the
burden".

The statement of this as a theory predicates on the
assurnption that where an agency is created, some benefits must
have accrued to the principar otherwise the agency would not
have been brought about, whereas persons dealing with the
agent seldon derive any benefit from the fact that the agent

has been interposed between that person and the principa]-.
This is called the burden-benefit theory,50 and its application, here, shows that the insurer has a benefit to reap from

the creation of the agency. The insurer has control over the
agent since the right to dictate what the agent engages in
ries with the insurer. The control over the agent is seen here
as representing a benefit to the insurer.
The insurer has another benefit to derive from the
situation. The completion of the proposat form by the agent
has facilitated the making of the contract of insurance and
thus increased the rist of the insurer's policyhorders. tÍhere
there is no mistake in the invorvement of the agent and no
problem arises, the insurer obviously wiII not repudiate the
rerationship between it and the agent. rt shourd not therefore
on this theory be allowed to repudiate the agency and its
attendant consequences where an error is made.
On this theory alone, a protection may be afforded the

50 Law Reform Commission of British
Columbia, "The Law
of Àqencv: The Termination of Agencies', (I975)
Part ]--, paæ
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insured in this as a scheme of events. Eowever, this consideration may not be enough as an instrument of such a protection

to the insured. ft may combine with the enumerated factors,
as the bases from which the need for protection stem, to shape
the expectation of the insured in the contract of insurance.
The expectation itself could assume that pararnount position
in the determination of the issue by the court.
B. The Instruments of Protection
The factors identified above nay provide justification
for change. But do they suffice as instrurnents of such change?
Eow effective are these going to be as change agents in. the
context of transferred agency? The factors may be seen as
social considerations alone which are insufficient to deal
with transferred agency. The instruments may be found in other
factors which may be stated thus:
i. Application of Agencv Tests
The imposition of liabitity on the insurer here, under
the analysis, wiII not be a matter of social justice alone.
There is an eristing agency relationship between the insurer
and the agent which makes the imposition of liability

a matter

of logical consequence of the relationship. At the time of
completing the proposal form, the insurer has control over the
agent and both consent to the agency relationship. The agent
is not subject to control of the insurer on the nanner in
which the duties of the office are carried out and the
completion of the proposal form for the insured in this
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respect nilr form part of the agent,s discretion on devising
the best method to carry out his insurer's wish.

The recognition of this process, having the agent
complete the application form for the applicant, as a basic
service offered to the appricant by the insurer to facititate
the purchase of the insurance vras also made by EiIt who says
it is sinpry another of the agent's business function=.51
Applying the normal agency principles of control and consent,
the concrusion is inevitabre that the incidence of the agency
is with the insurer though the agent conpreted the proposal
form for the insured.
ii. The Agent's Ostensible Authoritv
The authority of the insurance agent may be seen either
as actuar or inplied authority. Actuar authority has been
deriberated upon on many occasions by the courts but the
courts seem to have placed too much emphasi.s on this form of
authority. where the agent has actual authority to comprete
proposal forms, the scope of the authority admits of the
apprication of the agency principles to hord the insurer
riable for such errors. rn deating with transferred agency,
the view has been expressed that even with actuar authority,
where the agent completes proposar form for the appricant, the
agency is transferred. The apprication of agency principJ_es
coupled with the actuar authority makes unjust any resorution

51 Hirr D-,
Insurance agents,,

"omissions@tation

cau:e4-Þ-y
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based on this approach.
lrlhere the agent has no actuar authority to comprete the
proposal form but has authority to receive compreted applica_

tion forms for the insurer, there is to be inplied an author_
ity to carry out any other thing incidentar to the carrying
out of the subject of the actuar authority. This witr include
compreting the proposar form. This treatment of ostensibre
authority has been used in some other aspects of insurance r_aw
where transferred agency may be possibre. The application of
it in those instances prevented a transfer of the incidence

of agency.
ostensibre authority courd be appried as an instrument
to prevent a transfer of the incidence of agency. rn apprying
ostensible authority, it should be noted that the diverse
approach to it by different courts night make reliance on it

to protect the interest of the insured difficurt. rt coutd be
seen howeverr âs part of the factors that shape the expectation of an insured. rts existence can be seen from the
presentation of the agent and this presentation that the agent
has some form of authority to act for the insurer courd shape
such expectation.

iii.

fmputation of Knowledge

sinple notion of this analysis being protective makes
it just in the circumstances. rt becomes productive too with
a consideration of the inprications of the knowledge acquired
by the agent in the course of his duties. The position of the
The
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raw in contract generarly is that knowredge of the agent is
knowredge or notice to the principal. rnsurance law is not
treated differently. rn insurance law, the general principle
appricable is that the knowtedge of the agent is knowtedge of

the insurer. This product of age-long reasoning should be
adopted without quarification as to certain aspects in
insurance Iaw. glhether the agent sempretes the proposar form
for the applicant or not, any knowledge acquired by the agent
is to be deemed the knowledge of the principar who is the
insurer.
There can be no founded justification

for dividing the
rule into two and treating knowredge of the agent, for. the
purposes of comFreting the proposal form, that of the insured;
but for other purposes, that of the insurer. The knowledge
of the agent acquired in the process of compreting proposaì_
forms, imputed to the insurer witl thus serve as a basis for
disregarding the supposed negligence of the insured in this
matter and arso the evidentiary rule espoused in Newshorme by
Greer L.J.
in this respect becomes important in as much
as it can be appried without unnecessary restrictions as to
its scope and content. As noted already, the knowledge may be
as to the contents of the proposar form and the true unconmunicated facts, or it may be as to the fact that the insured did
not complete the proposar form hinself but that the agent did.
rn either case, it disposes of the contention raised by the
basis of the contract crause. llhat the insurer seeks is a
Knowledge
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disclosure of all the material facts which may affect the risk
proposed to be insured and once this has been fulJ-y disclosed,
either in the proposal form or to the agent, the duty has been
satisfied and no crause can defeat the insured,s craim.
A case irrustrating the operation of the rure as stated
is Edwards v A A Irtutual ir=En." ço_.52. The case was decided
on section 10(2) of the New Zearand rnsurance Law Reform Act
1977 which provides:

"an insurer sharl be deened to have notice of art matters
materiar to a contract of insurance
known to a ."pr"="rtative of the insurer concerned in the
negotialio; of the
contract before--the proposar of the insu-red
is accepted
by the insurer.,'

There, the proposal form had been completed by the insurance
agent but signed by the insured. The agent inserted a wrong
statement and the insurer repudiated liability.
rt was herd

that knowledge of the incorrectness wourd be imputed to the
insurer by virtue of section r0(z). The inputation of knowr-edge resulted in the conclusion that the misstatement wour_d
not have influenced the judgenent of a prudent insurer. The
insured's claim was protected.
iv. Reasonable Expectation
rn Èranitoba, it is noted that these factors providing
the instrrments of protection have not been the subject of any
legisration- The protection offered by the factors may be
stated as judicial protection and in so far as these are
52 (1985) 3 ANz rns cas
60- 668.
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rerative to the expectation of the insured, they may arr lead
to induce an expectation of the insured that the agent acts
for the insurer. The apprication of the agency testsr principre of ostensibre authority and the reasonabre imprication
of the knowledge acquired by the agent arl read undeniabry to
the conclusion that the insured nay reasonabry assume the
agent acts for the insurer.
The "reasonabre expectation" of the insured has been
stated to be one of the decisional methods by which the courts
in the American jurisdictions deal with the problems arising
in contracts of adhesion, the rike of which are eontracts of
insurance. This was stated to be in addition to some other
doctrines such as estoppel, waiver, public policy and
unconscionabirity. Jerry says that iÈ is impossible to state
when exactly the doctrine of reasonabre expectation emerged
but that the doctrine was first developed as an interpretative
tool and used to resolve any ernbiguity in the insurance
context.53
The seminal case in the evorution of the doctrine in in-

surance law is said to be Kievet v Loya1 protective Life
Insurance Cor-54 a 1961 decision in New Jersey where the court

said that when members of the public purchase poricies of
insurance they are entitled to the broad measure of protection necessary to fulfil their reasonable expectations. Irtayhew
53 Jerry R.E. rr, trUndqrstanding Insurance Lavr,, ( New
York: Ir{atthew Bender and
s4 (196r) 170 À. 2d. 22 (U.S. New Jersey S.C.
).
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says that the nrajor impetus in moving the doctrine of reasonable expectation beyond that of sorery an interpretative rur_e
was the 1970 work of Keeton which formulated the doctrine as
rjthe ob_jectiv_eìy reasonabre expectations
appricants and
intended beneficiaries regardin! tne terms of
of
a
wilr_
be honoured eye¡ though ã. p_aiñstaking study ofcontract
policy
tt¡e
provisions would have negateã those erþe"taiiott"."5f

Part of the proposition of Keeton is that "if the insured,s
expectations were objectivery reasonable, those expectations
then should be protected even if a close and detail_ed study
of the poricy by the insured woul-d have defeated those
expectations

. " 56

Jerry states that this formulation makes even reading
the policy unessential since an individual can have reasonabl-e
expectation of coverage that arises form other sources other
than the policy ranguage itserf and such an extrinsic expecta-

tion can be powerful enough to override any policy provisions
no metter how clear.57 Thus, it is said that if a poricy is
so construed that a reasonabre man in the position of the
insured would not attempt to read it, the insured,s reasonabre
expectation wilr not be detinited by the poricy language,
regardless of the clarity of one particular phrase, among the
augean stable of print.58

ñ_

! . :U- ltayhen w.A. , fReasonable Expectation:
t

at 276-

Seek þg___e
*r. 267

56 Keeton R.E., fnsurance
Law Rights At Variance ¡{ith
Policy Provisions trgzffiffi
57 Jerry R.E. f f Ioc.
cit.
,
58 Jerry R.H. rr, Ioc.

cit.
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Jerry states further, however, that there are other
formurations of the doctrine. one is that the doctrine
requires that an insurance contract provides the cover that
an insured reasonably bel-ieved is purchased and under this
formulation, if the insured read the poricy and understood the
limits of the coverager Do rights in the insured at variance
with the policy language exists. Another formulation, as seen
by Jerry, is that which require that an insurance contract
provide the coverage that a reasonabre person in the place of
the insured wourd expect after reading the poricy.59
states that the doctrine evolved as a result of
the nany probrems caused by the perceived harshness of certain
insurance policy provisions and the court's desire to regulate
those. Itayhem points out that at the centre of much of the
judicial desire to employ unstated decisional reasons have
Irlayhem

been marketing processes by which insurance are sord.60 thi"

raises the question whether reasonable expectation could
resolve the issues involved in the preceding discussion here.
The average applicant having a first dearing with an
insurance agent wilr most rikety take the agent as having been

fully clothed with authority to act for the insurer. The
applicant takes the agent as the insurer and the expectation
is that the herp, guidance and advice offered by the agent
comes from or with the authority of the insurer. This expecta_
tion, in most cases, wi1l be justified, such as where there
59 Jerry R.E. fr,
op. cit.r
60 n"yn"m W.À., op.

page I0g.

cit.r pagg 267.
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is an authority in the agent to so act or to obtain from the
appricant a completed proposar form. The ratter gives the
impression of an authority to help in completing the form,
if necessary.
authority is lacking, the expectation of the
insured that there courd be reriance on the agent as the
insurer's agent may stirr be reasonabte. Depending on the circumstances' factors such as the riteracy lever of the applicant' the general impression of the insuring pubric as to the
status of the agent, apparent authority for the agent to act
for the insurer and other factors of the like, mây be the
basis of the reasonable expectation that the applicant has.
Factors such as the knowledge acquired by the agent" absence
of any agreement or intent to create agency between the agent
and the insured, rây arso aid the reasonabreness of the
Irlhere such

expectation.

Are these suggestive of the successful application of
the doctrine of reasonabre expectation in the circumstances
described above? would the doctrine of reasonabre expectation
as developed in the American jurisdictions, out of the desire

to judiciarly regulate some aspects of the insurance industry
or avoid injustice' be of any practicar use in solving the
probrems arready identified with transferred agency?

Jerry states that insurance law seems to have room for
some sort of reasonable expectations doctrine since it is
sinpry an extension of the more traditionar doctrines of
election, waiver, estoppel and refornation, which doctrines
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are designed to achieve fairness in insurance transactions.
The concrusion is that where the inpact on the insured is
harshr protecting the reasonabre expectation of the insured
seems eminentry sensibre.6r The unfair operation of the
doctrine of transferred agency on the insured has been noted
and going by this contention, the reasonable expectation
doctrine may be the arternative that wilr ensure fairness in
this instance.
the first consideration here nay be the possibre
inadequacy of the scope of the doctrine of reasonable expecta-

tion. rt is not wide enough as presently formur_ated to cover
arr cases of transferred agency. Reasonabre expectation
applies mostly to the interpretation of policy provisiorr=62while transferred agency arising by judiciar pronouncement
is not uncommon. Reasonable expectation, as formulated in the
Àmerican jurisdictions, thus, nay not be adequate to cater for
the interests involved where there is transferred agency by
judicial pronouncement. There is the need, therefore,
to

nodify the concept and expand it to cover cases outside the
interpretation of policy provisions before it can be applied
successfully here.
Furthermore' the doctrine of reasonabre expectation has
not been spared by academic writers in criticism. Jerry states
61
--

Jerry R.H. If, op. cit. r page IO9.
62 rn Elite Builders
Ltd. v llaritime Life Àssurance co
(re8s) 16 c@
it
expectation is applied to insurance
contracts where ambiguous
is
found
or
rinitations
B?1i"v.language
drawn to the attention of the apllicãnt.in the poricy were not
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that the doctrine is not reducible to a concrete, mechanical
formula and that the circumstances in which the doctrine has
been appried are diverse with confounding results in many
cases.ut *rnew regards it as a covert method of the court to
reach a desired decision in insurance disputes. Þtayhew says
it is used because of the courts' discomfort with an express
statement of the true basis for a decision. Ètayhew regards it
further as misreading because it wirl not give a true ration_
ale for the decision.
ilLawyers are trained to predict
the results based on past
decisions
thus rawyers nay rewrite cont.""i= such as
insurance policies to cbrrect infirmities that-iñe rawye,
believes to be created by a particurar decision.
where
the perceived infirmity does nõt represent the rationare,
additionat litigation qay welr result in not ônly
additionar apperrate opinions but arso opinions
tþat
continue to base their ãecisions on covert netnoàs.;6'ãThe criticisms against the doctrine seem defensible at
first if one considers the reasons underlying the doctrine
and the basis for seeking a protection for the insured. The
main theme of giving consideration to the insured here seems
to be the inequarity of the position of the insured and the
insurer- rt has been herd that the equarity of bargaining
power is not a pre-requisite for contracting and therefore
the
lack of it should be irrelevant in considerations of this
nature. what is stated to be reguired to support a finding of
unconscionability is speciar disabirity or disadvantage which
materially inpaired the complainant,s abirity to protect his
63 Jerry R.E. Ir, op.
cit.r
64 tl"yn"m W.4., op. cit.r

page l-0g.

page 269.
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or her orf,n interest in the transaction.6S This as a tradi_
tionar contract theory alrow a contracting party to reì-y on
the objective manifestation of consent reasonably interpreted
to enforce the contract. The contention, therefore, could be
the need for some other proper basis for depriving a party
of
their contract over and above considerations pertinent to the
other contracting party.
There is also the need for an exactitude of expression
and it is important to consider how the doctrine can
be worded
to give a protection to the insured dearing with the probrems
of transferred agency. rt is of note at this juncture that
there is no judiciar precedent in the jurisdictions under
consideration on the use of reasonable expectation as
a
protection against transferred agency. This makes it prausibre
to consider how receptive the court are likery to be to its
reasoning- Legislation is imperative because the judiciary
may
be adept to its apprication. Eow far can there be
a codifica_
tion of the doctrine of reasonable expectation, especially in
this insurance matter.
The first

consideration here is the apptication of the
doctrine of reasonabre expectation to prevent the use of
the
transferred agency to defeat the insured,s claim. This
has
been suggested as a modification of the rure of reasonabre
expectation as it presently stands to suit the context
of
transferred agency. The modification of the rure may
be done

65 see commercial Bank
of Australia Ltd. v Àmadio
A.L.R. 402¡
.*.:-

46
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in a way that will reduce it to the "concrete mechanical
formula" sought for in its content. The express statement of
the rule applicable in instances such as the one under
consideration will dispense of the contention that it is a
covert method of reaching a decision.
The inequality of the bargaining power of the parties to
an insurance contract is not the main issue here and the
inequality is not the tool for seeking a protection for the
insured. Eowever, it is quite useful a reference. It can make
the courts mindful of the fact that the insured night be
entering into the contract expecting some other gains and
consideration other than the ones that the insurer is offering, and also make it easy for the courts to reach a conclusion protecting the interest of the insured. The inequality, not being an instrument of protection' is only a
consideration on whether to use an instrument or not. gtherein
then lies the instrument?
The possession of the relevant knowledge through the
agent may be an instrument here to provide for depriving the
insurer of the rights sought. This will be a consideration not
pertinent to only a party to the insurance contract. The
knowledge of the true facts, or even the fact that the insured
did not fill the proposal form, makes it unconscionable for
the insurer to enforce any right inconsistent with the
knowledge it acquired through the agent. This is especially
so when the insured is known to be under a disability. By not
being able to complete the pro¡rosal form himself, the insured
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thus racks the abirity to protect himserf. The vulnerability
to such errors by the agent, deliberate or otherwise, provide
the unconscionability depriving the insurer of the enforcement
of any right. Application of agency tests may be the instrument and this is also true of the inptications of an apptica-

tion of ostensible authority to this area of insurance Iaw.
The instrumsn¡ nay equally be found in the ,'benefit- burden
theory" since this is not a consideration pertinent to one
party arone. The insurer has derived a benefit from the
arrangement.

The reasonable expectation of the insuredr âs a factor

in itself, mây also be the instrument of deprivation as it
affects essentially the contract being made. The assent of the
insured is needed for any transfer of the incidence of agency
to the insured. The assent here then must be a reasonabl_e
having regard to the insured's expectations. The expectationsr on the other hand, witr be determinabre on the basis
of the actuar information communicated to the insured
regarding the agency, the insured's background, education,
training, knowledge and experience. Eowever, such assent to
any transfer of the incidence of agency wilr often be lacking.
These factors obviousry relate to the insured but are not
pertinent to hin alone. The insurer could ensure that the
agent does not participate in the naking of the contract of
insurance' especially in view of these personal indiosycracies
of the insuredi or, alternatively, the insurer could ensure
the efficiency of the agent when so involved. This is even
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more plausibre if it is recognised that these personal
indiosycracies of the insured are not the cause of the right
of avoidance sought by the insurer but rather the fault of the
insurer's appointee.
Eaving regard to the reception that the doctrine is
tikely to gain in the courts on the issue, the 1ack of a
judicial precedent in t¡tanitoba makes it a possible concern

that it will

not gain a ready approval from the courts.
Furthermore' even if it gains acceptance before the courts,
there is the need for consistency in its apprication to
achieve the desired end and this can onry arise where the
content' extent and expression of it are precisely stated.. The
precise statement of the reasonable expectation rule to show
such consistency should be made by the regislature to prevent

a possibre mis-apprication of the rule and the formuration of
its exact content. This leads to the other question of whether

the rule can be the subject of a legislation.
Australian rnsurance (Agents and Brokers) Act of tg8a 66
is instructive on the issue of codification. The Àct introduced reform of this aspect of insurance raw in the language
The

of expectation. It provides:
(1) An insu_rer is responsible, as between
insurer and
the insured or intending insured, for thethe
conduct of his
agent or smployee, being conduct
(a) upgn which a person in the circumstances of the
insured or the in_tending insured courd reasonably
be expected to rety; and
(b) upon which the insured or intending insured in
fact relied in good faith,
66 section

rl.
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in relation _to any matter relating to insurance and is
so responsible notwiths.b-anding that the agent or empl0yee
did not act within the 9cäpu
of hi; authority or
emplolzment as the case may be.
(4) An agreement, in so far as it purports to arter or
restrict the operation of sub-sectioi
(ij
(r) , is
ã
void
The conclusion to derive herefrom is a defensibr_e protection
for the insured where an error or omission of the agent

occurs. The first noticeabre feature of this provision is its
wide amhit- The provision rerating to the conduct which the

insured "could reasonably be expected to re]y,, covers such
occurrence as the agent filring proposar form for the applicant- The test, therefore, wilt be the reasonabreness of. the
reriance on the agent's conduct in the circumstances. However,
the provision in the section goes beyond deating with the
proposar stage. rt provides for other situations such as
where
the agent misreads the insured into buying the insurance

poticy by farse statements as to its coverage. This is
an
attractive provision in as nuch as it tends to overrure such
decisions which ascribe to the insured the agency when the
agent fills

the proposal form.
The Act is the brainchird of the Austrarian Law Reform
Commission. The Conmission aimedr with the provision,
at
rendering ineffective contractuar clauses seeking to rinit
the
liabirity of the insurer for the misrepresentations or other
conducts of the insurer's agents. rn this regard, the
commission also aimed at extending the responsibility of the insurer

to all matters connected with the proposar in which
the
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insured can show a reriance on the agent. The committee recognised the provisions in the other jurisdictions which seek to

against the transfer of agency but observed that these
have not gone far enough in imposing riability on insurers.

presume

The committee thus sought an arrangement which will be

within the knowledge and experience of many members of the
public. This shaped the recornmendation of the Comrnittee on the
provision of a section arong the reasonabre expectation of the
insured. The Conmittee said:
"What is within Ithe insuring public's] knowledge and experience is what an insurance agent representÈ to them
as being within his authority. To place restrictions on
an insurer's responsibility by reference to the agent's
actual and apparent authority is necessarily to
discriminate against those persons in the community who,
by reason of their background, education and training,
are racking in knowredge, are most in need of advice añd
assistance and are most likety to
uncritically on
the advice of the insurer,s ajent.,,lt*y
Speaking of the effect of the section, Tarr ascribes to
the section a significant position that overrides the express
terms of any agency document as far as the insured's reriance

on the agent's conduct is concerned.6S with the provision, the

basis of the contract crause ceases to have effect the effect
of a warranty in cases of transferred agency. subsection (4)
of the provision has made ineffective any such clauses.
This provision has not passed unscrutinized by J-egal
commentators. Kercher and Thomas see difficurties
in its
reading to responsible marketing of consumer policies. Their
67 eustralian Law Reform Commission Report
on Insurance
Agents and Brokers (No. L6, 1980), para. 37.
68 T"r, 4..A., Australian fnsurance Law (I9BZ) page
109.
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contention is, inter aIia,

that ',it does not require insurers
to engage canvassers who understand the tegar nuances of
insurance and it does not require insurers to inform their
staff as to the legar meaning of the poricies they are
marketing. ,' 69
in as much as it overrooks the
inprication of the responsibirity inposed on insurers by the
provisions. There can be no meaningfut regulation, judiciar
or legisrative, on the emplolment practice of insurers.
Ir{oreoverr Do legar purpose is served by such a requirement.
The end resurt of the provisions is the imposition of
liability on the insurer where the agent makes an error in the
execution of his duties. rt is reft entirery to the insurer
who ¡e smplo!.
The argument sounds naive

Kercher and Thomas argue further that the legislation
does not provide any speciar mechanisn by which consumers may
test their rights under policies t or ,,purported poricies of

insuranc.".70 This as an attenpt at criticism seems defective
in view of the lack of pur¡rose in such an endeavour. There is
no end served by testing rights under the policies of
insurance where no ross has been suffered by the insured. The
¡rotency of the argument is removed by a consideration of the
reason for the contract of insurance. The insured does not
intend the risk insured against to happen. The risk of l_oss
69 Kercher B. and Thomas,
The Reforns of Insurance Law:
Caveat Emptor Survives (le87) vol.-rî-- llõ12 U.N.S.W.L.J. page

70 Kercher B. and Thomas, Ioc. cit.
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is an "unwanted risk". rt is nost unlikely that any such
testing of right under the policy can be made in good faith.
Ànother view expressed by Kercher and Thomas in
concluding that insurer and their agents wirr be onJ_y marginally perturbed by the provision, is that consumers are

still confronted with significant expenses if they contemprate
contesting an insurance claim. This rests on the assumption
that insurers can afford to wait, fairly secured in the
knowledge that most consumers wilt be forced by the economic

vagaries either to discontinue their actions or to settLe it
upon terms 1argely determined by the insurer.
Reliance was placed on Gates v

Ltd-7r where the insured had to resort to court on his policy
rights. By the time the case reached the Eigh Court, the
insured was not regalry represented. A sorution offered is
the giving of a statutory right to the insured under the
section to seek recovery for the ross believed sustained.
simpry püt, "insurers must be required to indemnify Iinsuredsl as if the poricy ostensibly purchased has been
issued".

rt is noted that the expenses involved in ritigation
night sometimes make the resort to court for the enforcement
of the policy right a worthless venture. However, this is a
deficiency outside the scope of regisration in insurance
matters. The solution offered by Kercher and Thomas has done
rittre to express any varue in this regard. where a statutory
7l (1986) 60 À.L.J.R. z3g (Ausr.
H.c. )
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right of recovery is given to the insured, the resort to
litigation is not there by removed, especiatry where the
insurer denies liabirity. Furthermore, the particutar useful_ness of the section ries in its flexibirity
to acconmodate
different situations. where the liability of the insurer and
the right of recovery is made statutoriry absolute in al_l
cases, the flexibility is removed.
Despite these observations, the section still afford a
protection to the insured and makes possibre the expression
of this anarysis as a model. The anarysis is premised on a
statutory protection to the insured. rn expressing the
analysis, it is significant to observe the need for the
.
provision on the reasonable expectation of the insured. such
a provision will provide a statutory protection for the
insured in prace of the existing judiciar protection found in
'knowled9ê", "ostensible authorityrr and an apprication of
agency principres. All these three can be subsumed under
reasonable expectation as factors shaping the reasonable
expectation of an insured.
The advocated statutory protection here has two aspects.
The first is the reasonabre expectation of the insured and
such is guaranteed with an adoption of the sirnitar provision
in the Austratian rnsurance (Agents and Brokers) Act. Reasonable expectation represents the first aspect of this statutory
protection. The second aspect of the statutory protection
needed to express the analysis is offered by the legislature
and is a presumption made against the transfer of the agency.
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v. Presumption Against

Agency

A presumption against agency has been made

in section 200
of the rnsurance Act of ì,ltanitoba. This presumption is however
not complete in the insurance scheme. rt is offered in
reration to life and accident insurance only. The other
crassifications of insurance are thereby omitted. rn the areas
where the presumption is made avairabte, the short notion of
the presumption is a defence to the insured against the
insurer in the generaÌ
This presumption may be read also in the recommendations
of the Austrarian Law Reform comrnission as evidenced in their

neport.72 Section t2(I) of the proposals provided:
"subject to this section, an insurance intermediary shatl
be deemed, in reration to any matter relatíng to
insurance and as between an insured and an inteñding
insured and an insurer, to be the agent of the insurei
and not of the insured or the intending insured.,,
This provision is made generar and the section appties in
reration to "any question" arising out of insurance. with this
provision, it night be said that the Austrarian Law Reform
commission has tackled effectively any questions arising
respecting the incidence of agency. The provision is operative

with section rl of the Act which provides for the reasonabre
expectation of the insured. rt is to be noted, in this
provision' that there is no rimitation as to the agent's
72

e.L.R.c. Report

No.

16, Insurance Agents and Brokers.
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authority. This is the diverging point between it and the
simirar provision in the New Zearand raw on the transfer of
the incidence of agency. The provision in New Zealand has been
fettered with the riniting of its apprication to cases where
the agent has an authority to act for the insurer in the
transaction. The New Zearand rnsurance Law Reform Act Lg7773
provides:

"(l) A representative of the insurer who acts for the
insurer during the negotiation of any
contract of
insurance, and so acts_wiltri! the scope of his
actuar or
agtno
?pparelt
lnsured ancl the insurer and at aIt times during the
ffi:':å::t"# Ëil:ti":ii"l"1Tä"t comes into ueln!, 1o be
There is an attempt to avoid the rimitation in this section

by the subsequent provision that:
" (2') Àn insurer shalr be deemed
have notice of ar.r
matters materiar to a contract of to
insurance known to the
representative of the insurer concerned in the
negotiation of the contract before the
proposal_ of the
insured is accepted by the insurer.
The net effect of these two provisions is to provide a
presumption against the transfer of agency where the agent
completes the proposar for applicants for insurance. Though
section r0(r) is restricted in scope to cases where the agent
has actual or apparent authority to act, section 10(2) may be
used in many cases to protect the crain by the insured.
rt is stilr a moot point whether section r0(2) is to be
read subject to the linitation is section r0(r) on the actuar
or apparent authority of the agent. It is the submission here,
73 Section 10.
74 underlining supplied.
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however' that such an interpretation will defeat the whole
purpose of the section to operate as a pres rmption against
the

transfer of agency. rn as much as the subsection is couched
without the riniting phrase on "authority,', it might be taken
as intended that the subsection is not to be tinited in scope
to cases where the agent has authority to act for the insurer.
Furthermore' if read otherwise, the section wourd have served
very littre purpose in its imprementation. rt woul-d have
effected no change in the law if nade subject to an overriding

phrase as the authority of the agent. Whereas, a desired
change in the state of the raw nay be seen as having induced
the provision.
This taken as the effect of the New Zearand section, the
attempt by the legisrature is commendable as another approach
to the issue of transferred agency. rn Nigeria, no presumption
against the transfer of agency may be found either in the form

or the content of any legisration governing insurance. This
is an area where the regisrature in the country has
consistentty faired to measure up to standard and the
principle and context of transferred agency remains unabated
in the jurisdiction.
c- A Irroder : A Framework For rnsured's
À model may be presented with an
contract of insurance may be entered
insurer and the insured without an

protection
understanding that

a

into directly by the
agent's involvement.
Eowever, since it is not unusual for insurers to transact
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business through agents, the moder may proceed on an assumption that the insurer and the insured act with the agent as

the linking mechanis-n by which the contract is ef f ected.
In expressing this mode1, sight must not be lost of the
fact that the contract made through the agent has arways to
be construed with the agency issue in the background. The
agent necessarily becomes an adjunctr ân awareness that will
help irnmensely in resolving any conf tict. This invol_vement
and
the obvious consequentiat alregiance to the insurer can not
be overlooked in construing the contract of the parties.

At the heart of the consideration of the agent,s
invorvement is an observation of a need for fairness.
The
insured has been forced to rery on the assistance and expert_
ise of a supposed professional. This professional has been
shown to hold allegiance to a party, the insurer.
With this
arregiance' there is thus a representative of the insurer
knowledgeable in the insurance business to protect
the
interest of the insurer. The insured racks such independent
representative with a known intent to protect the interest
of
the insured and thus fairness is demanded in dearing with
their positions.
Fairness in this context assumes a peculiar feature which
can convincingry promote an atmosphere needed for protecting

the interest of the insured. The contract is one of good faith
and is also a contract of adhesion. The insurer has benefits
to derive from the arrangement and equatly has a ,,deeper
pocket" capable of taking the strain of loss.
These
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considerations, viewed separately or connectivelyr provide
basis for the demand that the insured be protected. central
to the theme of each of these is a need for fairness and a
consequential demand for protection.
Thus seen, the demand is not an unjustified measure. rt
is made on logical grounds. providing a protection for the

insured's interest gives respite to instances where the
transfer of the incidence of agency has caused financiar ruins
to the insured.
The protection demanded here is not a new introduction
either- rt has been legislated upon and used in the cases. The
protection, presently, can be statutorily guaranteed or a
judicially guaranteed protection. The statutory provision
on

the presumption against agency provides the first arm of the
protection. The second arm is seen in the cases. This could
be through an apprication of agency tests in construing the
parties' position. rt could be an application of the agent,s
ostensibre authority. These two have not frequentry been
applied in assessing the position where the agent comptetes
the proposal form for applicants.
The feature of this form of protection often seen in the
case Iaw, in this respect, is the knowredge of the agent
acquired in the process of conpleting the proposar form. The
diverse forms these courd take make it prudent to bring them
under an enbracing head. This is found in the insured,s
reasonable expectation.

Further, the inconsistencies in the application of these

r
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,,

judicially guaranteed measures of protection make it necessary
to find protection for the insured in a statutory forn. This
is found in the statutory provision on reasonable expectation
which nay be entrenched in the rnsurance Act of tltanitoba. This
done in the insurance scheme, necessariry t à statutory

protection with two arms would have been offered to the
insured.

With this protection offered, the insured becomes
guaranteed of indemnity in the event of the insured l_oss. The
insurer is tiable for the ross irrespective of the agent,s
errors- The agent's errors affect the insurer only and the
insurer can seek indemnity from the agent in the event of an
erroneous completion of the proposal form.
The secondary concern in this regard is how the insurer
recovers on the payments made if the agent can not indemnify

the insurer. As stated, the ultinate loss bearer is the errors
and omissions riabirity insurance coverage. on an insorvency
of the agentr the insurer can make a claim against the
coverage. The issue is where the indennity ries on the fail-ure
or inadequacy of the agent's errors and omissions insurance
coverage.

Eere' faurt can be traced again to the insurer and the
insurer thus bears the ross on this occurrence for having not
ensured the existence and adequacy of the errors and omissions
Iiability insurance coverage.

D. The Fraudulent Insured
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These premises on which the

protection of the insured is
built are not absorute protection. They are not absolute in
the sense that they make provisions for protecting the
interest of the insurer where such is necessitated. on the
issue of "know1edgê,,, the knowledge of the agent is not
imputabte to the insurer where the insured knows or has
reasons to believe that the information given to the agent
will not be passed to the insurer.
Not arl knowledge of the agent is imputable to the
insurer. onty the knowledge acquired in the conduct of the
business as an agent of the insurer wirr be imputed. This
provides for cases where the insured has been guilty of an
unethicar behaviour. where the insured assists in the consummation of the fraud, the first aspect of the analysis wil_I
offer no protection since it is to the insured,s knowledge
that the truth of his conmunications to the agent wilr not be
passed to the insurer.
The reasonabre expectation of the insured also provides
the same J-eeway. where the agent invorved in a frauduÌent

activity, the insured can not have any reasonabre expectation
that the agency remains with the insurer for aLr such purposes. using the Austrarian Act as a moder of this premise,
the agent has not acted in good faith and the absence of a
reliance in good faith on the agent's act makes the consider_
ation outside the scope of section 1I.
The presumption against agency has atso guarded against

the possibirity

of fraud. The controtring ¡lhrase ín the
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provision is "to the prejudice of the insured,,.
l{here the
insured is at faurt, a fault attributabre to fraud,
the
presumption of agency against hin will not
be to his preju_
dice. The inclusion of the phrase provides some flexibility
for the courts in the interpretation of the
sections and
guards against any fraudurent practice by
the insured.
E.

Eaving made the insurer liabre under one of
the premises

of the protective analysis, the next consideration
is the
remedy open to the insurer for such forced
indemnity. The
agency has been ascribed to the insurer
and under this scheme,
the insurer and the agent are not arrowed to depart
from the
existence and continuity of the agency. The fault
or error of
the agent gave rise to the right of rescission. The
insurer
may then have a renedy against the agent.
The possible
liability of the agent to the insurer as the principal
can not
be denied. The nature of the liability,
here, might be the
ross which the insurer has been subjected to
as a resur_t of
the errors of the agent75.
By this approach, the interest of the insured
wilr- be
werr protected as there is the sought coverage
in any event,
short of fraud on the insured,s part. on the occurrence
of the
risk ¿ssrrmgfl' the insured's craim is against
the insurer. The
75 The error courd
the fairure to cornmunicate
inforrnation oassed to rrimlo be
the
insu;;;; conpleting proposal
forms contra^ry_ to
ã"_pià"=.a
a,rttãiliv or an invorvemenr
¡tre
by the agent in a rrauaufeit practice.
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insurer too has a protected interest. On every palzment
made
to the insured, the insurer can make a claim for indemnity
against the agent and there is thus a fair distribution
of
responsibility for such .r.or".76
The agent, having been responsibre for the errorr
gets
the urtimate financial responsibirity for the ross
caused
thereby- consideration of the sorvency of the agent may
stiÌJarise here- Eereunder, the insured's need for protection

would

have been satisfied without the need to resort
to the errors
and omissions insurance coverage where an insorvency
exists.
The insurer has a craim against the agent and
if the agent is
insolvent' the craim may be made against the errors
. and

omission insurance coverage.
The coverage comes into consideration here because
of
its design to indemnify a person who suffers a ross
by reason

of a professional faurt of the agent. As Eilr proposes,
it may
be used to protect insurers from the acts of their
agents,
inadvertent or otherwise. Eirl's pro¡rosar was for the
licens_
ing practices for all insurance agents being made to include
an errors and omissions insurance policy for each
agent as a
necessary requirement of his emplo1ment.77
76 rh... is
the need for crear governing principres here
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This has been attempted by regisration in
some jurisdic_
tions thus making the coverage not onry a matter
of prudence
but a reguirement of statute. The shortcoming
here is on the
issue of irnprementation of the rur.es. The
Iaw has marginarly
provided an opportunity for a fair distribution
of justice in
sociar terms. I{here there is a failure of
this insurance
coverage, the insurer is responsibre for
the failure of the
rules to achieve its objectives and this makes
it fair to
impose liability
on insurers. This is better than reaving
the
insured to make an errors and omissions
craim against the
agent only to discover that the agent has
no such coverage.
This is especially so when it is a fact that
not arr insurance
agents carry the errors and omissions insurance
coverage.
The insured shourd never be left in
a position where
there has to be reliance on an uncertain
consideration to
effect the expected security. This is where
the deep pocket
theory becomes significant in resorving the
confrict. The
insured has no way of ensuring that the agent
has an errors
and omissions insurance coverage or has
a coverage of suffi_
cient cash value to protect the interests
in the event of
insorvency- rt is within the power of the
insurer to ensure
such- rtany appricants for insurance do not
even know of the
existence of such an errors and omissions
insurance coverage
for agents arbeit their inquiring about the possibirity
of its
taking care of their interests.
The errors and omissions insurance
coverage is reguired
as part of the registration and ricensing
process for insur_
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ance agents-78 Eowever, not art insurance agents carry
the
errors and omissions insurance coverage. The superintendent

of rnsurance is in a position to ensure that an agent without
the coverage does not get ricensed in the province. This may
be seen as a fault. Eowever, a greater fault lies
with those
insurers who transact business with ,,uninsured,, agents
in

flagrant disregard of the provisions of the Àct.
The contract of insurance between the insurer and
the
insured has been noted as a contract uberri mae fidei,
one of
the utmost good faith. wherein ries the good faith which
the
insurer has shown in dearing with the insured? The insurer
is in a position to know of the sorvency or otherwise
of the
agent and wourd have faired in exhibiting the good faith
required by transacting business with agents who do not
carry
the errors and omissions insurance coverage.
rn construing the contract between the insured and the
insurer, the insurer shourd be nade to pay for any
ross
arising from the ross of the risk insured. where the agent
has
an errors and omissions coverage, the insurer then
may sue the
agent for an errors and omissions cIaim. The right
of the
insurer as the principar to sue the agent for any ross
arising
out of a breach of duty has been noted and thus the insurer,
s
interest will be protected.
I{here the agent carries no errors and omissions
coverage,
or carries one of insufficient value, the insurer can
not be
said to have been treated unfairly since it ries
within the

78 Section 370(4), fnsurance
Act of t¡tanitoba.
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power of such insurer to ensure that the agent has an adequate
errors and omissions coverage before engaging the services of
the agent- The absence of such a coverage in some cases

indicates the attitude of some insurers to the insured,s
position and justifies a remarkable protection offered the
insured- rn treating the issue of problems arising from the
agent's act of compreting the proposal form as being of a
slightly quaint miniature, the potential injustice and
financiar distress which is caused to the insured is overlooked and this nay be of great magnitude depending on the
interest involved.
where there is no errors and omissions coverage, the

fault of the insurer in not ensuring its existence and
adequacy witr be invorved as part of the regulatory scheme.
For this fault, the insurer bears the loss and the errors of
the insurer is not shifted to the insured.
F.

rn concrusion, hereunder, it is submitted that the second
approach' the I'protective anarysis,r, provides a model_ which

be used to solve mâny of the problems arising in the
course of the agency in insurance transaction. rt generates
in the model' testable and conceivable theories of liability
on the agent, insured and the insurer in appropriate circunstances- This shows its prejudice to the two sides in appropriate circumstances and makes the observation of fairness
mâY

suitabre. rt further provides a long term usefurness with
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bases of functionar utility and nay be adopted over the
traditional contract analysis, the type that Newsholme offers,
as being usefur over a relatively longer period.
This proposal as a solution, properly understood, is not
a radicar measure but one which indeed sought out a hope for
avoiding much contentiousness which are by- products of some

of the earrier approaches. The vestiges of this particur_ar
approach have long been present and borne out by the cases
and
some statutory provisions in some jurisdictions. The
approach
has only gone ahead of the vestiges, by giving a systematic
consideration to the consequences of an improved alternative
scheme.

rn üanitoba, there is already in existence regulatory
scheme for insurance agents. These have been introduced
with
the licensing requirements in the province for insurance
agents- rn dearing with the issue of the agent firring the
proposal form for the applicant, the adoption of the tradi_
tionar contract anarysis wirl only involve an extension of
such regulatory scheme to make the liability
of the agent
absolute and ensure the enforcement of the provisions of
section 370(4) of the rnsurance Act. on the other hand, if
there is an adoption of the protective analysis, the extension
will- not be necessary as there wirr be in existence arready
other measures to guarantee the efficient operation of the
approach as a model.

The insurer's riabirity wirl check efficientry the
excesses of insurance agentsr protêct the insured,s
expecta_
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tion and be accounted for under an existing errors and
omissions insurance coverage. This shifts the burden of
ensuring the existence of the errors and omissions insurance
coverage on the insurer, rather than necessitating
the

legislature to enact any new laws in respect thereof, and
checks the possibre omission of the superintendent of insur_
ance in this instance.
There is arready a presumption of agency provision in
the Act and the "protective" approach is thus favoured for
t'llanitoba- t{hat is needed is the extension of its principle
to
cover arl cases of insurance and not restricted to an aspect
of the business" This will make for the uniformity in the rur_e

governing such problems in all classes of insurance
in
lltanitoba- The protective approach is easy to imprement
too in
view of the existing section in the rnsurance Act providing
for the presumption. This wirl make its inplementation invorve
less contentiousness in regisrating an extensive provision
in
all insurance cases.
rt is noted that any of these features of the second
analysis may offer a protection to the insured. The adoption
of the presumption against agency may be enough in tltanitoba
to dear with issue of transferred agency. This is especialty
so in view of the judiciar trend of hotding that the knowredge
of the agent is that of the insurer. This night dispose of the
need to legislate on the first aspect of the
analysis.
Eoweverr â'outright

regisration on the knowledge of the
agent acquired in the course of the agency night be
herpfuJ_

aF.r--
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here since

of the historical conflicts in the transferred
agency cases revolve round the knowledge acquired by the
agent. The two might be adopted and comhined together in the
m¿lnY

rnsurance Act as done in New Zearand and thus ensure that no
probrem of such nature arises again in the agent's act of
filling the proposal form.

with this approach, a designed protection could be sought
out for the insured in arl cases of a possibre transfer of
agency- There are already protective devises where there is
a payment of premium to an agent, notice of loss given through

the agent or where the agent confirms erroneousry an insurance
coverage- The insured is equarly protected where the agent
undertakes to procure insurance. This approach has introduced
a protection for the insured and thus gives the same treatment

to the insured's ¡losition as the other aspects of insurance
Iaw.

r

CEAPTER V

RECOIII.ITENDATTONS AND CONCLUSTON

It is observed that the rules I Newsholme Brothers v
Road Transport and Generar rnsu. co.rI and the cases
decided
along the rine of its reasoning arr dispray an inherentJ-y
faulty supposition- The rures are based on a misconceived idea
that the habits of the average poricyhorder should be changed
to conform with certain legal rules. The traditional contract
anarysis has attempted to introduce a remarkably high standard
of diligence into the dearings of the insuring pubric with an
agent.

policyholder, in effecting insurance through
an agent, must start with an assrrmption that the agent is
out
to defraud and thus actively set about preventing such fraud.
The policyholder must cross check what the agent does,
musr
The average

read any doc'rment signed, must inquire into the extent of
che
agent's actuar authority and must be concerned with the
content of any agent's report in the application form.2 This

is the basic form of reasoning underlying many of the
under this head of the analysis.
Àpart from this form of reasoning in the case

J_aw

cases

deaÌing

1 lsupra¡, footnote 24,
chapter 2.
2 S.., Eor example, Van
Schi1t v
Co. , ( supra ) , footnoÈe aZ, c-ñãþTFZ . Gore lltutual Insurance
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nith the issue, there is arso displayed in the traditionar
contract analysisr âr unfavourable disposition
towards the
effective use of "resources,,. The insured does not
have the
ability to determine the exact scope of the agent,s
authority
and neither does the insured exercise any form
of contror_ over
the agent- There is no expressed intent to form
any separate
rerationship between the agent and the insured.
on the other
hand' the insurer wirr most often have an agency
agreement
with the agent. This indicates the consensuar
aspect of the
relationship. The agent is subject to the contror
of the
insurer and the insurer has the means of enlarging
or rimiting
the ability of the agent to be involved in the
transaction.
These mây be viewed as ',resources,, in
the contract making,
conferring advantages and within the reach of
only one of the
contracting parties, the insurer.
rn order to ensure the effective utirization
of these
"resources" in reducing the risk of ross through the
agent,s
errors' it is only fair that the insurer should
be made liabr-e
for any consequential losses. lroreover, from
a practical
stand¡roint' the insurer is the one competent
between the
parties to ensure the existence and adequacy
of an errors and

omissions insurance coverage on the part of
the agent. The
ability to determine this and the expectation
of prudence in
dealing with only an adequately ,,insured,'
agent justify
a

conclusion that the rules should be made
to suit the
behavioral pattern of consumers of insurance
and not vice

29r
versa.

rn assessing the position of an average insured, Knopf
states that the poricyholder seldom reads the poricy
and
apprication' either because he can not understand its detail_ed
and technical terms t oÍ because of a failure to rear-ise
its
importance. Knopf observes that the purchaser of insurance
is
merely interested in buying ,'protection,, and relies
on the
good faith and skill

of the insurer's agent who is

presumabr_y

an expert in such matters.3
rn recognising this pattern of behaviour and attempting
a corrective change in approaching the issue, the trlanitoba
regislature has provided for a presumption against agency.
This presumption is onry provided for rife and accident
insurance-4 The incompreteness of the scheme has r-eft
a gap
in the protection offered and provides a ground for opposing
the present form of protection the Àct offers in retation
to

transferred agency.
The presumption, as an attractive provision in
the Act
is intended as an instrument of change. The effectiveness

of

such an instrrrms¡¡ depends however on the construction
given
to its wordings by the courts. Assuming that the presumption

is made appricabre in arr instances of insurance, 1ife,
fire,
autonobile insurance and others, is the protection offered

by

3 Knopf E.,

New

Failure to ReadT

York fnsurance Law : Effect of Insured's
catÍon (193
%f
rneIl Law

.-tr

4 S.. sections 200
and 230, ïnsurance Àct of lrlanitoba.
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the presumption an absorute one? Àn ilruminating
comparison
of section L82(2) of the Manitoba rnsurance Act5
interpreted
in Valgardson
6 i= useful in this
"
respect. The section provided that:
"No person carrying on the business of financing
the sar.e
or purchase of automobiles,
,ro autornobil_É deal_er,
rnsurance agent or broker, and..rl
no officer
of
any such person, dealer,
"iãipr"yee
;r-b;;;;;;:rä1
_agenr
acr
as
agent of the appricant unde-r this section.,,
The court recognised that under the Manitoba
Iaw, the invol_ved
individuar can not be the agent of the insured.
with this
observation, ttaybank J. stated:
"r shal1 continue consideration of the matters invor_ved
herein
ïàr* i" guesrion has been
?: entirely-Ly
lf . !tt.- appricatiã"
completed
the
tinsuieAl
and shal_t
disregard I the agãnt i entir-ärv.- r'r"- himsetf
here
f
orward,
the
exemination is tõ be of a a".írr."l that
was
*"ã"
up
by
the Iinsured] arone bv his
and
withoui-ãny
nerp.
his document; his application
"*Ë;å
solely; his proposa,t:,,t?
This is in effect negating the legisrative intent
to provide
an embracing protection for the insured. Dicta
like this, made
glaringry in the face of a presumption may
raise questions on
the utirity of the provision in section 200
of the rnsurance
Act of Hanitoba in providing an embracing protection
to the

insured.

Viewing the presumption as an aspect of
human
"resourc€st,, it becomes capabte of transfer. fn effect,
the
5
6
7

R. S. tt. 1940, c. 103.
(r9ss) s D.L.R. 649 ar 652 (tran e.B.
).
ibid. at page 653.

-
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provision

of legal ,,technology,, which
may be transferred to another jurisdiction to effect
workabl_e
rules in instances of transferred agency.
watson identified this transfer as an important erement
of legar deveropment though this rore factor is seen by him
as a "legal transplant".S Legal transplant, with the desir_
ability and the practicarity of borrowing, is seen as the most
potent influence on western legar deveropment as a whore.
This
transplant is apparently what was made by the Australian
legisrature with the rnsurance (Agents and Brokers) Act of
1984' The adoption of the presumption in the ïnsurance Act
of
Irtanitoba on transferred agency dif f ers, however, f rom
the
I'transplant bias,t that Watson
espoused.
I{atson used transprant bias to denote a system,s
receptivity to a particurar outside Iaw and the readiness
to
accept it based on the origin of the rures. The cruciar
difference is in the fact that the receptivity of the presumption against agency in Austraria was not merery because such
idea has been in canada. The borrowing is on the,,form,,and
not the "idea" of protection. rn carefurry weighing the value
of the presumption being borrowed, the Austratian Law Reform
may be seen as an aspect

conmission did observe the legislative activity in canada
but
recommended the presumption as part of the
Australian Act

I W.t"on A., I'Comparalive_Lelq
and Lçgg¿__çhaggg,, (f 978)
Camb. L.J. 3f3
:¡e
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because of the possibre potentiars in the presumption.9

The comrni5si6¡ recognised the rinited use of the
presrmption in the canadian provinces. Though this particular
presumption rnay not be seen as one founded on the concept of
authority, the commission noted that it has not gone far
enough in inposing responsibility on insurers. The resul_t is
a rnodification of the appricable ru1es. The presumption
against agency is retainedr êDd an additional provision
designed to cornplement it is introduced. This is the language
of adaptation. Transprant of the presumption from the canadian
jurisdiction fuelred the search for an embracing protection,
and an adaptation of it became an aspect of the statute to
effect a needed social change.
As a basic underlying principre with any transfer of
technology' be it mechanicar or regar, there is the need to
adapt the introduced concept to suit the context in which it
is to operate. This is missing in the,,transprant bias,,
erucidated by watsorr.l0 The Law commission in Australia did
this after recognising that it is expedient to go further in
searching for an embracing protection for the insured. The
commission introduced a much nodified concept of reasonabÌe

expectation as a determining factor in transferred agency
cases. which contexts did the commission concern itserf with
9
(

Law Reform Cornmission, fnsurance Aqents and Brokers
parags.

1980 ) A.L.R.C. No. J-6
10

Watson À.,

loc. cit.

a--
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in introducing this uniquery stated expectation provision?
The commission was concerned with the use of contractualdevises to limit i_nsurers' responsibilities for the agent,s
conduct.ll This is seen as being against the spirit of good
faith. The commission arso noted the over-optinistic form of
the duties imposed on the agent to cross check information as
recorded by an agent. The commission recognised that this
contradicts the behavioral pattern of policyhorders. The
commission emphasised that most peopte do not read or understand many of the documents put before them for signature.
Further assessing the position, the Commission did not
overrook the complete reriance that the pubric places on
insurance agents and the mystifying forms of proposaì_ forms
which require interpretation and explanation. The commission
equally kept in noind that it is the insurer and noL the
insured who has contror over the agent both in training and
in supervision of conduct with the disposition that when
supervision and control break down, the loss shoul_d be borne
by the insurer. The com¡nission did not attempt to ignore
"commerciat and sociar rearity" especiarly since many of the

policyhorders are racking in knowredge or in an understanding
of English language.

The commission found it preferable for the cost of
innocent errors to be shared by the insuring public than for
it to be borne by some unfortunate individuars. with an errors

rl e. L. R. c. No. L6, parag.

36.
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and omissions insurance coverage werr put in place, the
urtimate loss may not even be borne by the insurer but by the
professional indennity available. The Commissi., equally
investigated developments based on the concept of authority
and observed their impracticarity.12 rh. corunission then reemphasised the need

not to discrininate against those persons
in the community lacking in knowledge, who by reason of their

background, education and training, require the assistance of
the agent.
These identify the reasons why the commission magnani-

mously adopted the presumption against agency and added a
refined concept of reasonable expectation. The instrument of
change has been copied but adapted

in such a manner that suits
the Àustralian circumstances. The product, a highly placed
form of protection to the insured in arr the dealings with the
agent.

These intertwined circ'mstances show that the very
purpose of legislation here wilr be sturtified with an hal-f

ft is significant, here, that all these circum_
stances exist and operate in r¡tanitoba. rn lr{anitoba, the use
of contractuar devises to rinit insurer,s riability for Lhe
errors of the agent is not unconmon.
As identified in the course of the paper, this may be
done in a varying number of forms. rt could be an express
transfer of the incidence of the agency to the insured where
made measure.

12 a. L. R. c. No. 16, parag.
37.
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the agent completes the proposal form. rt may take the form
of a rinitation on the authority of the agent to act for the
insurer in receiving information or making representations to
the pubtic- The basis of the contract crause, toor mêy be used
as a devise of limiting the liabirity of insurers for the
agent's conduct. These crause have on different occasions, in
l{anitoba, been used as toors for denying the insurer,s
liabirity for the agent's conduct. The situation analyzed by
the Australian Law Reforn commission as being ,'against the
spirit of good faith" thus exists in lfanitoba.
The traditional contract anarysis has attenpted to change
the behavioral pattern of policyholders and the existence of
such an approach in the case law, in Ètanitoba, is evident in
the various duties imposed on the insured in some cases. This

is the basic "over-optinistic', form of duties imposed on the
insuring public in Australia that the Cornmission identified
as an error in presumption. Like the position in Australia,
with the judiciarly noted trust and confidence that the pubtic
have in insurance agents, the duties in this respect are
difficult to justify in t{anitoba.
The rnsurance Act

of r'ranitoba, with the various provision
designed to heavily regurate the conduct of insurance agents,
has indicated the similar operation of the observed status of
Australian insurers in t{anitoba. In }tanitoba, that insurers
have contror over the training and supervision of agents is
not in doubt. For instance, the Insurance Act provides:

r
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',The application lfor a licence] shall be approved in
writing by at reast
one of the insurers to-be representedr cêrti.fyl"g to
_tþ9 good busiìess reputation of the
applicant and his qualifiõatiori-Eorr
and knowledge of,
the business of ins-ur
and reconmending the grãntini
to hin of a licence.,,1T"'
The insurer may arso have the ricence of the agent
cancer_r-ed
on the termination of the agency contract between the
insurer
and the agent.14
The Australia Law Reform Commission recognised that
errors could arise either by a rack of understanding
of
English Language or as a resurt of the pressure of time
on
both the agent and the insured. üanitoba is a murti
-ethnic
province. rn a province which comprises national-s
of different
countries and ranguages, an observation of a similar language
problem is not out of prace. with the nulti-culturar
population of the province, there are bound to be poricyholders
who
do not understand the Engrish ranguage or any other
language
of the pro¡rosal. For such individuals, the reliance on
the
agent is imperative for the quick conduct of business
and the
inposition of any duty to cross check the agent,s activity
is
unfounded- The insured's only error may be in not
understand_
ing the langauge of the proposat.
llloreover, the issue of understanding and comprehending
the contents of a pro¡rosal transcends the ordinary
use of
l-anguage- A perusal of most types of proposar
forms wirl

13 section 370(z),
rnsurance Act of È{anitoba.
14 section
373(2).
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clearly show that even to a legalIy trained mind, there could
arise situations in which clarification or interpretation has
to be sought on the language of the proposal_.
The over used concept of authority vested in the agent
has been the subject of interest in Austraria. 15 rn rifanitoba, resorving the issue of transferred agency through the
authority vested in the agent has not been a rare occurrence.
This has been a source of concern. Eow does the average person
in lt¡anitoba get to know the extent of the authority vested in
the agent unless it is actually communicated to the person?
9lhat are the methods of a possibre communications of such
restrictions? It may be communicated through the agent or
through the medium of the proposal form. Any cornmunication
sought to be made through the poticy is ineffective as an
issue arising after the completion of the contract.
The method of communicating this through the proposat
form has been the practice of insurers. rn cornmunicating this
through the proposar form, however, a paradox is presentedunless the insured compretes the proposar form personalry,
there is no way of knowing such restrictions. whereas, a
personar action in compreting the proposal wilr avoid entireJ_y
the brunt of the issue here. The communication may be made
through the agent. where the agent has set about in a frauduIent mannerr âfr ¿gs rmption which the cases tend to encourage,
will such a restriction be conununicated to the insured? Even
15 a.L.R.c. No 16., parag
. 37.

r
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where there is a communication of the restriction on the
authority of the agent, given the trust and confidence that
the insuring public have in the agentsn will the average
policyhotder not prace reliance on the agent stirr? Though

of the restrictions, if the agent goes ahead to complete
the proposar form, witt the insured be expected to restrain
the agent?
aware

The'Austrarian Law Reform conmission sought a protection
which wilr be within the knowredge and experience of the

insuring public. rn as much as the actuar authority vested in
the agent may be outside the erperience of the insuring pubric
in lltanitoba' the structure in the two jurisdictions may be
rikened- The uncritical reliance on the advice of agents by
the large number of the public aided the conclusion of the Law
Reform conmission in Australia to provide a protection for
the
insured in the ranguage of reasonabr-e expectation. This
uncritical reriance cannot be overlooked in assessing the
position in ltanitoba.
The existing presumption against agency has been noted
as being belaboured with an alarming incompleteness. rt offers
absorutely no protection to the insured in fire insurance and

automobile insurance. rn improving the present scheme, it is
pro¡rosed that the regislature in ttanitoba draws from
the

Australian experience. This is in effect transferring this
refined concept of reasonabre expectation to t{anitoba.
The provision in the rnsurance Act of ltanitoba providing
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presumptions for rife and accident insurance may
be retained.

rn fact' it wirl provide the basis for inferring the tegistat_
ive intent on an embracing protection. The operation
of the
provision on reasonable expectation is not linited
in Austra_
lia to certain crasses of insurance and the legisrature
in
l¡fanitoba is encouraged to borrow from this outrook
and make
a more general provision available.
The knowtedge oriented protection to the insured,
is not
moulded in as part of the Austrarian code.
rt is made part of
the New Zealand scheme, howev.r.16 In many of the
cases
referred to earlier' the knowredge of the agent, either
as to
the truth of the information sought or to the fact
that. the
insured did not comprete the proposar prayed an
important rore
in defining the position of the parties. The cases
show that
the knowredge of the agent may not be reft out in
offering an
emhracing protection to the insured in respect
of transferred
agency.

This may be seen as a factor that shapes the expectation
of the insured but the absence of any empiricar point

on which

to base such a conclusion makes such an hypothesis
difficul-t
to justify. Furthermore, in view of the possible
varied
interpretations which the reasonabre expectation provision
may
invoke' it may be expedient to make separate rules governing
the use of the agentrs knowredge in apportioning responsibil_

rg77.

section 10(2)'

New zearand

rnsurance Law Reform Act
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ity for losses. This position has been achieved nostly by case
raw' but of note is the fact that the core of the transferred
agency problems revorve round the knowredge acquired by the

agent- The diverging opinions of the courts on the use of the
knowledge acquired by the agent make legislative intervention
in this area desirable.

As observed by watson, there can be no organised
systematic deveropnent where the raw has to wait upon a
litigated event to deverop. watson notes too that such
legislation wilr generalry provide for the future and produce
an expricit theoretical base for the development of raw.f7
This theoretical base may be found in the knowledge oriented
protection entrenched in the Act and possibly couched like the
New Zealand

section.

This too has potentials to effect changes in the rules
to conform with the habits of the policy holders and may be
tairored as an avenue for resorving some of the transferred
agency probrems. The New Zealand rnsurance Law Reform Act of
L977 has attenpted this with its section r0(2). The section

has attenpted to hold insurers responsibre for any errors of

the agent before the contract of insurance is made. This
covers the instances of the agent conpleting proposal forms
and the protection offered here is couched in the ranguage of
statutory protection in the langauge of
is therefore advocated for Ètanitoba.
knowredge- A

17 w"t"on

A., roc. cit.

knowr-edge

F
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An issue of note in section 10(2) of the New Zeal_and
rnsurance Law Reform Act is that it has been restricted to a
representative of the insurer concerned in the negotiation of
the contract. This has taken measures to ensure that the
information acquired by an agent of the insurer who is totally
unconnected with the relevant transaction wirr not be imputed

to the insurer. This ¡losition is justified and as noted by the
New Zealand contracts and commercial Law Reform
Conmittee,lS it would be quite unfair for an insurer to be put
at risk if one of its emproyees has some rerevant knowredge
but is unaware of the negotiation of the poricy. rn view of
the sense of this observation, this part of the provision is
welcomed and is advocated as part of the üanitoba scheme.
The interesting point about section l0(2) in New Zearand
is that its language has irnpricitty shown that it is directed
towards onry transferred agency arising before the compretion
of the contract. The use of the phrase ',before the proposal
of the insured is accepted by the insurer,' shows that it is
not intended to cover cases of transferred agency arising
after the issue of the poricy. rn as much as transferred
agency may arise at the stage of notice of 10ss being given,
and the knowledge of the agent at this stage may assume importance' it nay be desirabre to exclude this phrase from the
section in adopting a similar statutory protection for
t: Report of the contracts
and cornmerciat Law Reform
Committee, New Zealand, As
, April
1975r pârag. zs.
.
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insureds in Ittanitoba in similar words.
Producing such a purposive approach to solving the
problems arising from the agent compreting proposal form
provides a base for dealing with other traditionar cases of

transferred agency and justifies the increasing protection
offered to the insured in these other cases. hlhere there is
a paynent of premiun to the agent, it is as a resurt of the
representative status of the agent as an agent of the insurer.
The Act has imposed an obrigation on the agent to pay such sum
to the insurer within a certain period and has made a presumption of palment where the palment is made in cash to the
agent. This presumption may be justified under the protective
analysis.
I{here the agent makes a representation to the insured
which is vrrong in fact and induces the insured into an
unenvisaged position, the agent may sti11 be regarded as an

agent of the insurer. In this respect, the influence of the
protective analysis may be felt. This is equally the position
where a notice of loss is given to the agent and such is
deemed received by the insurer. rn these instances, the

protective anarysis is just a broadened devise of inposing
riabirity on the insurer for the errors of the agent.
The protective analysis may thus be seen as a model of
functionar utility for protecting the insured. Errors are
unavoidable in certain instances of the agent,s invol-vement
and the concern shourd be on a werl distributed risk of ross.
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This is more desirabre since the insurer is at fault in not
ensuring the adequacy of an errors and omissions liability
coverage for the agent. For this fault, the anarysis rinks the
insurer with the agent's errors
The advocated approach thus presents an immediate remedy

in protecting the insured. The expectation of indemnity is
realised without any ross to any party to the insurance
contract. This latter statement needs elaboration to depict
the creative function of the approach. where there is an
adequate errors and omissions insurance coverage protecting
the agent' the insurer gets indemnified from the coverage and
the agentrs professionar liabirity
insurance becomes the
urtimate loss bearer. where the agent has no professionar
riabirity coverage or carries an inadequate one, the insurer
bears the losses involved from the agent's insolvency. A
naturar check wourd thus have been put in place to prompt
insurers into ensuring the existence and adequacy of the
professional liability insurance.
fn these 1atter stages, though, it is more of a judicial
policy than a legislative function. when the three advocated
provisions are coupred with the long standing judicial poricy
that an agent is riable to the principal for al_I the rosses
incurred through the agent's fau1t, necessarily, under the
proposed modelr ên effective reguratory scheme designed to
make agents more responsive to their duties would
have been

put in prace. The scheme becomes more effective with the
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invorvement of insurers. rtaking the insurer accountabr-e for
the agent's errors wilr arter the behaviour of a significant
nrrmber of insurance agents as it will constitute the insurers

as regulators of the conduct of agents. rn this respect, the
proposed approach has 1ong term effects
Traces of this outrook nay be found in some of the
judiciar opinions on the subject of res¡ronsibirity for the
agent's errors. whilst noting the blind confidence reposed in
insurance agents by the insuring pubric in pacific Faith
Fishinq co. a ors v crown Life rnsurance co.r19 r{eredith J.
said because insurers solicit business through agents who bear
their banners, the insurer must ensure the accuracy of. the
information submitted by it to the ricensing authority for its
sake as werl as the sake of the pubric. rt was further opined
that an insurer must be responsibre for its agent,s competence.

This approach, it is believed, is a more efficient
nechanism for acconplishing the reguration of the conduct of
this group of insurance intermediaries. rt affects the source
of the agent's involvement in the contract and it is onry a
natural reaction that any defect wilt be removed as soon as
the agent's conduct becomes guestionabre to prevent any Losses
to the insurer. gfhere this naturar reaction fairs to be
triggered off' there is an overlapping faults of the insurer
and the agent and for which the loss shourd be apportioned
19 unr.¡orted B.c.J.
9/6 LgB7.

Fa:-
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between then.

As this area of overrapping faurts is worked out, a
¡rrmþs¡ of points wirr necessarily arise for clarificâtion.
I{hat happens to the limits on the authority of the agent to
act for the insurer in certain ways? As observed by the
Australian Law Reform Commission, the authority vested in the
agent is beyond the knowtedge and the usual experience of the
insuring public.20 It is necessary therefore, to regard such
linitation as inconsequentiar in assessing the insured,s
position- This may be done with the reasonabre expectation
provision. Irtuch depends, however, on the judicial interpreta_
tion given to the reasonabre expectation provision. This same
dependence on judicial interpretation provides the answers to
questions on the remainder of the basis of the contract
clause. since these two are parts of the basic problems which
the reasonable expectation provision is designed to dear with,
it is more likery that an interpretation in this respect wirl
be along the rine of the regisrative intent. rn so far as the

subsections of the reasonable expectation provision in
Australia contain the following:
"any agreement, in so far as it purports
arter or
restricts the operation of subseciioï ( t ) to
(2) , is
or
void"
"ar1 insurer shalr not maker or of f er to make r êrr
agreement that is, or would bç, void by reason
of the
operation of sub section (4)" ¿L
2o

e.L.R.c. No Ì6., parag 37.
2l Section II, subsection (4) and (5)
respectively.
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then the issue of the basis of the contract crause or any
other cl-ause contradicting this legislative intent seems
settled. Thus, it nny be safe to conclude here that the
probrems of transferred agency which arise as a result of the
agreement of parties have been put to a finar rest by the
reasonabre expectation provision. rt is a matter of conjecture, in view of the absence any judicial inLerpretation yet

on it'

far the provision wirt be taken as overruring. the
previous cases where transferred agency arose by judiciar
how

pronouncement.

since legal rures regurate different groups of peopì_e
without variations in their application to suit particur_ar
classes, the design of our structure is in consonance with the
general law of agency. Agents as representatives are the
machineries by which the principals' acts are effected and
thus the principar is res¡ronsibre for arr invorvements of the
agent with no personar liabirity on the agent. This is a wel-L
entrenched concept at conmon raw and it is equalry appJ_icabre
in the Quebec civil Law.22 with a discrosed principar, the
agent does not incur any personar riabirity in the contract
and the principar is responsible for any error of action by
the agent. The principal nay have recourse against the agent.
The influence of this concept is seen at force in our
design. rn as much as insurance agents are just another cl-ass
of agents, there is no nerit in giving them a separate status.
22 ertí"le 1715,
euebec civit code.
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the agent has acted for the insurer in the transaction,
a fact which is known to the insured, the insurer should be
responsibre for any errors of action by the agent.
rn view of the present legislative inactivity in Nigeria,
it nay be said that the above as endeavour to reduce
malpractises in marketing of insurance poricies to manageabre
proportions are desirabre. The three aspects of the protective
Where

analysis nay be combined in this jurisdiction to fashion out
a protection to the insured that wirr be absorute in trans_
ferred agency cases. There is no statutory protection for the
insured at present in the jurisdiction with respect to the
problen and these omissions are contributing to an undercur-

rent of frustration that is graduarly gnawing its way into the
Nigerian insurance industry.
An emenrìment is necessary in the rnsurance Act of Nigeria
to arrest the negative perception and general form of apathy
amoû9 the insuring pubric. rt is the submission here
that an
addition of the three aspects of the protective anarysis to
the Act is necessary for a more vibrant regulation of the
insurance industry. These wirl breath new life into the
otherwise uninspiring piece of legislation. A changed perception wirr definitery stem from the convergence of these three
factors in protecting the interest of the average
policyholder.
To rend some sort of order into these observations,
ams¡¡lms¡f s to the existing rnsurance Act
of Irtanitoba in

!Fr'
i',
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accordance

1.

with these

recommendations are now due:

(1) An insurer is responsible, as between the
insurer and the insured or lntending insurÀã,
for the conduct of his agent q¡ smp1oi.",
being
conduct

(a) upon which a person in the circumstances
of the insured or the intending insuiãa
could reasonably be expected to r'efy; and
(b) upon which the insured or intending
insured in fact relied in good faith,
in relation to- any matter relating to insurance and
is so responsibre notwithstanding-thaiin.
or
employee did not act within the sóop" or-rris"g"rrt
authority or emplolment as the case .ay ïe.
(2) Àn agreement, in so far as it purports to alter
or restrict the operation of -sub-_section (I),
is void.
2. An insurer shall be deemed to have notice of al_l
m:tters material to a contract
of insurance known to a
representative of the j¡surer concerned
in the negotiation of the contract.
CONCLUSION

The design of this study is stated as finding a
reguratory method which fairly distributes the risk of ross
on the invorvement of the agent in the insurance transaction.
rn this regard' it was proposed that the study wirl examine
the basic principles of agency and see how these affect the
23

This sâme recommendation is advised in the Nigerian
jurisdiction wh_erer
pres€otly, there is no presumption alainst
the transfer of the incidence of
agency.

3L2

decisions on the transfer of agency as a singre idea.
To find more support for transferred agency in insurance
Iaw, the study traced the specific instances where transferred
agency can be possible. The study brought out that in these
instances, no transfer has been done by the courts in reason-

ing out the insured's craim. The approaches of the courts,
made on defensibre grounds, thus provided irnpetus for finding
a reguratory method of protecting the insured in cases of the
agent completing proposal forms.
The study has attempted to express the two approaches of

the courts in the past as idear approaches and expressed
favour for the protective analysis which offers a more secured
protection to the insured. The protection to the insured on
this aspect of the analysis can be found in statutory provisions on the insured's reasonabre expectation and a presumption against agency.
These two as arms of the statutory protection are seen
as securing a defensible protection for the insured. The
reasonable expectation of the insured is viewed as an emerging
form of statutory protection and its components are expressed
as knowredge of the agent, ostensible authority of the agent
and an apprication of agency principres. other lesser factors
such as the riteracy lever of the insured may also be considered. These are seen as judiciar forms of protection but
since a statutory protection is needed for the design, it is
encouraged that this aspect of protective anaÌysis be made the

'T3r3

subject of statutory provisions. The knowledge acquired by the
agent in the process of conpteting proposar forms is seen as
another instrums¡¡ which could be helpful in assessing the
parties' position. A reconmendation is made on the adoption
of this arm of reasonabre expectation as an instrument of

statutory protection to the insured.
The presumption against agency in the rnsurance Act of
Itanitoba and the incompreteness of its scheme are observed.
This shaped the encouragement of the other aspect of the
statutory protection offered to the insured. The insured thus
gets protection, or at least guaranteed of a form of protec_
tion. The paper's design is stated as finding a regulatory
nethod by which the risk of l-osses can be easily apportioned
between parties. The statutory protection offered to the
insured yras considered in relation to the insurer. The protection gives a right against the insurer in nearly aIl_ cases and
an issue addressed vras how the insurer recoups any l_oss
arising thereby. This is seen as a frow of responsibility to
the agent. The insurer makes a payment on the craim to the
insured and seeks indemnity from the agent. The agent gets a
protection from the errors and omissions coverage.
This is the flow of protection, guaranteed to al_r the
parties. A break in the flow is possible, as seen, where the
agent has no errors and omissions coverage. The sorution for
this is seen in hol-ding insurers liable stirl for the losses.
The insured is not at fault in the failure of such errors and

r

3r4

omissions coverage. The fault ries with the insurer. Thus, the

insured stirl gets indennity on the palnnent on the claim
against the insurer. The insurer has the agent to hord
accountable for the loss. where insolvency occurs, the insurer
bears the ross as the cause of the break in the smooth flow
of the analysis as a fair risk distributor.
The analysis predicates on fairness. The fairness is
shown in the nature of the contract as one of good faith and
a contract of adhesion. The riability of the insurer here too
may be related to the burden- benefit and the deep pocket
theoriesr âs expressed. Eaving a deeper pocket and having
derived benefits from the arrangement, the insurer bears.the
losses and make the expression of this study possible as a
fair and smooth distribution of the risk of rosses.
Whether seen as property expressive as a mode1, the
anarysis has sought out a way of distributing risk of l_osses
which nay be occasioned through the agent's involvement. rt
has not abused the word, usage and tests of agency and makes
it safe to concrude that the study has adequately advocated
the prevention of any inverse relationship in the arrangement
of the parties.
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